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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

1
ND]tA’S trade and commerce are at present exhibi*

ting some of the most unprecedented s37mptom

of momentous development and iime alone will

prove whether they lead to commercial prosperity

within the country. On one side, there are self-compla-

cent professions of a new era in India’s commercial

history whilst on the other hand, there are violent

protestations that this view is grossly exaggerated and

for that reason misleading. It is not the purpose of

this work to enter into this controversy but merely to

examine the various aspects of Indias' commercial

development.

The present work was planned two years ago but

owing to a great many difficulties, it had to await

publication till this day. Moreover, my recent publica-

tion on the trade of India could not embody many
important topics and I felt it necessary that they

ftbould be dealt with in a separate book. Further, the

studmts in the Inter Commerce class in my coEege

were always complaining of the lack of a suitable text-

book on Commerce with special reference to India,

TWr importunities combined with my willingness to

publish, something on the subject has resulted in the

' publication of the present book,

'
'• I have of course taken the Bombay University

-^llabus for Inter Commerce Examination as iSe bai^
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for the present work although I have changed it wher^*

ever necessary to make it more comprehensive and'

precise. The existing publications on the subject are

either too general or relate to conditions beyond India

with which our students are unfamiliar. The need for

a book on commerce with special reference to Indian

cdnditions was .therefore felt from a long time and it is

hoped that this humble effort of mme may prove useful

to the readers. This utility would 1?e the only justifica-

tion and reward for my efforts and I wish to make it

clear that the book cannot profess to have made any

original contribution to the subject, although it might

for that reason find a legitimate place amongst a host

of publications by the 'economist's of our country.

The plan of the book has been made as simple

and comprehensive as possible. After having briefly

traced the history of world commerce, I have examined

the various aspects of the important subjects of

Marketing in Chapter II, which deals with the

functions of markets, methods of marketing and

mp.rketing conditions in India. Chapter III has been

devoted to the subject of Finance which embodies topics

like need for finance, sources of finance, debentures,

^ares and conditions of finance in India. The subject

of:Transport has been discussed in detail in Chapter IV

whilst Insurance is to be found in Chapter V. The

working of the Mercantile Houses in India is examined

in Chapter VI and commercial organisation, being a

very important part of commerce, has been allotted a

separate Chapter VII. The subject of Commercial

Efficiency has been analysed m Chapter VIH.
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I must here express my sense of gratitude to Dewan

Bahadur Hiralal L. Kazi for having kindly contributed

a foreword to the Book. I must also express my thanks

to Principal L N. Wclingkar of my college foi Iiavmg

given me constant encouragement and special facilities

for study in the college premises. I am thankful to

Mr. P. K. Garde, B. A
.
(Hons) the Librarian of oui

college for having helped me greatly in finding books

and references. Mr. V. J. Mehta also did not spare

any pains to assist me and has been a source of great

encouragement in the publication of the present book

Mr. P. L, Khanolkar has obliged me greatly by

assisting me thiough the^many formalities connected

with the publication of the book. Messrs. G. V.

Mahashabdc, S. A. Neiurkar and N, IL Kolhatkar

have all rendered me invaluable assistance during the

preparation of the manuscript and it woiild be no

exaggeration to say that, but for thcii kind help and

untiring zeal, it would have been difficult, if not impos-

sible, to issue the book in so short a time. Mr. G. V,
Mahshabdo has compiled the Index for which I am
thankful to him-

. Messrs. S. V. Kamath and K, Nagoji Rao, i..i>.T.

(Madras) of the Bombay Radio Press owned by Messrs.

Fazalbhoy Ltd, have placed me in a permanent debt by

printing this book in a excellent manner and by

having made 'it possible for me to issue it in time.

1

S. A. PalekarPodar College, Matunga.



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

WHEN the first edition of this book was publi-

shed last year, I was not quite sure of the

response it would be able to secure from
students. But the fact that a second edition is now
found necessary may be regarded as a sign of the
useful purpose which the book fulfils so for as the

commerce students are concerned. I have not thought
it necessary to revise the book and embody into it'

the most recent developments although I 'shall of

course do so m course of time when all these develop-

ments assume a more definite and permanent form
than at present. A text-book cannot keep pace with
events which change with such tremendous rapidity as

modern economic events. It must be the task of the

teacher to fill up this inevitable gap in the lecture hall.

I have endeavoured in the following pages to create

an interest in the mind of the student about the vari-

ous topics and students are advised to go through the

books suggested at the end of each chapter if they

want greater details.

I must express my sense of gratitude to Mr. J. J_

Pardiwalla, m. a. for having made very valuable

suggestions from time to time and for having been a

source of great encouragement in issuing this edition.

Mr. V J. Mehta also rendered great assistance and

took keen interest in the publication of this book.

Messrs. S. V. Kamath and K Nagoji Rao, l.p.t,

(Madras) of the Bombay Radio Press owned by

Messrs. Fazalbhoy Ltd., have once again placed me in a

permanent debt by printing this edition amidst heavy

odds and for having made it possible for me to issue it

in time.

Podar College, Matunga. S. A. Palekar.
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My object in writing this book was to provide a

suitable text-book for students preparing for the

Intermediate examination in Commerce of the

University of Bombay. The need for a third imp-

ression is a sufficient assurance to me that the book
is gradually fulfilling its original purpose. I am fully

conscious of the fact that the book could be made
much more comprehensive by a more detailed dis-

cussion of many topics. I have however thought it

mote desirable to postpone the idea to a later date

when I shall have fully acquainted myself with the

practical aspects of various problems such as marke-

ting and finance which offer an extensive field for

study particularly in the United States.

I must thank Mr. J. J. Pardiwallg, M. A. without

whose help it would have been very difficult if not

impossible to issue this impression. He has been

kind enough to look after the printing and other

things connected with it amidst his own heavy work,

Mt. G. Mahashabde of Amrit Mudranalaya, has

done an excellent job on the printing f6t which I

thank him.

94) Prescott St.,

Cambride, Mass. S. A. Palekar,
U. S. A.

Sept. 23, 1946.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I
N its most comprehensive meaning, the term

Commerce embodies all the operations connec-

ted with the act of exchanging goods and services.

The term is generally applied to the distribution of

commodities on a large scale and thus includes all the

auxiliaries which are necessary for completing the pro-

cess of production by placing the goods in the hands

of the consumers. Generally, the following services

may be regarded as being covered by this term :

—

1. Transport

2. Marketing

3. Insurance

4. Finance

5. Warehousing

There was a time when this subject did not receive

as much attention from economists as it deserved.

This might have been the rcsxilt of the obsession of

their minds with the productive side of economic

existence in those times. But as competition in World

markets became more and more acute, both economists

and businessmen realised that it is not enough merely

to produce goods but that for a succeseful manage-

ment of business due regard must be paid to the
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technique of distribution of the goods produced. The
modern complex mechanism of the economic life of

society docs not end with merely the production of

goods. It is sometimes said that commerce begins

where production ends.

It is thus true that commerce is concerned mainly

with the distributive side of industry. But this does

not mean that it is entirely unconnected with the

other branches of economic activity. The intimate

connection between commerce and production wiU be

evident when the producer himself markets his products

or by the vital necessity for a producer to keep his

hand constantly on the pulse of the market and devote

great attention to changes in demand or taste.s of

consumers. In general, it may be said that commerce

is an important branch of both the theory and practice

of economics. In economic theory it is closely

linked with production, consumption and organisation

whilst in practice it is closely connected with market-

ing, commercial correspondence, office management,

salesmanship and advertising.

Distinction between Trade and Commerce:

In a theoretical discussion, a distincton may be

made betre'een these two words although in actual

business it ii very difficult to do so. For purposes of

convenience, however, it may be stated that generally

trade covers those activities which are direcMy connec-

ted with the exchange of goods and service.? whilst

commerce, as already stated, embodies all the services

directly or indirectly associated with the act of buying

and selling commodities. Thus commerce includes

trade but trade does not include commerce.
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Scope of the Subject:

The vastness of the scope of the subject is quite

evident from the above discussion We may now see

in fuither details the ground that must be covered in

order to obtain an approximately correct idea of the

various aspect of the subject.

1. Marketing : The important topics that will have to

be dealt with under this heading are,

the va^rious methods of marketing and the factors de-

termining the choice of a particular method We shall

also have to study the psychology of buyers as a

distinct class. Then we shall have to examine the

different functions of marketing such as grading, storage,

sampling, branding, packing, insurance etc. We will

then analyse the marketing conditions in India and see

how best they can be reformed.

2. Transport • We must here study the great impor-

tance of transport to commerce and
and also see the advantages and disadvantages of the

different means of transport. Then we must discuss

the important problem of co-ordination between the

different means of transport. This might be well supple-

mented by reference to the special conditions existing

in India. Government of India's transport policy will

also be examined with a view to showing its intimate

connection with the economic progress of the country,

3. Finance ; Money is required to distribute commodi-

ties and we shall have to see how the

need for this finance arises. (Then we must study the

psychology of borrowers and lenders. We shall then

have to examine the different sources of obtaining this
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finance with special reference to the conditions of indus-

trial finance in India.

4. Insurance; There are many risks to which the

exchange of commodities is exposed and

we shall have to examine the different types of risks

in commercial enterpise, and see different ways of

eliminating or minimising them.

5. Commercial Organizaion ; There is a great need for

some type of organisation

for the successful management of a commercial under-

taking. We shall, in the chapter dealing with this

topic, enumerate the various types of official and non-

official commercial organization designed to promote

the growth of national and international commerce,

7. Commercial Efficiency : Every businessman engaged

in the practical side of

commerce is invariably confronted with the problem of

maintaining the efficiency of his businc.ss and we shall

see in the chapter dealing with this subject what the

various factors that must be taken into consideration

in deciding this efficiency are and what measures must

be adopted in order to attain an optimum point of

commercial efficiency.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF WORLD COMMERCE
Commerce began when civilization began. The deve-

lopment of world commerce and the rise of world em-

pires are so strangely coincidental with each other

that it will be interesting to take a retrospect of world

commerce with special reference to India. Such a

study will disclose to us how far commerce has been
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responsible for world political catastrophies and how
far it has been used as a weapon of captunng world

political power.

The beg nnings of commerce are to be found in the

exchange of goods between the centres of the ancient

river civilisations of Mesopotamia and Egypt, The

trade was mostly carried on by caravan routes and the

commodities consisted of dates, wool, fabrics, precious

stones, dyes, olive oil, ornaments, spices and drugs.

This commerce was mainly restricted to land routes,

but the Poenecians who came later as the Lords of the

Mediterranean Sea were a sea-fanng tribe and carried

on trade along sea routes and in course of time became

the masters of world commerce with Carthage as their

chief centre. The commodities that were exchanged

were mostly gold, precious stones, spices, linen, wines,

metal and glassware and slaves. Later on, the Greeks

came and drove away the Phoenecians and captured

world commerce of which the chief centres were

Athens and Alexandria. A noteworthy feature of the

Greek mastery of world commerce was the introduction

of metallic coin as a medium of exchange whilst the

Phoenecian commerce was based on a barter system.

The commodities were olive oil, figs, honey, pottery

and metal, and textile goods.

The Romans who succeeded the Greeks were less

inclined towards commerce than their predecessors, but

^he foundation of the Roman Empire opened a glorious

era for the progress and development of world com-

merce. The centralized form of Roman Government,

the administrative excellence of the Roman system of

law and social ethics, a liberal outlook on life and
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things had a very beneficial effect on Iho development

of woild commerce which flourished a great deal at that

time. Woild commeicc did not put on an aggressive

appearance for the benefit of any one country, as it

actually did a few centuries later, but the Romans
showed that the best way was to utilise it as means of

world prosperity. This era was marked by the in-

tensified commerce between the East and the West.

The subsequent fall of the Roman Empire in the

West resulted in the rise of the East Roman or

Byzantine Empire which, with Constantinople as its

centre, became the connecting link between the

commerce of Europe on the one hand and that of Asia

on the other.

After the fall of Constantinople, Italy became the

important centre of world commerce. Venice carried

on operations as the distributing centre for the entire

Continent of Europe. It was at about this time

that the Hanseatic League consisting of North German
towns come into existence with the object of stimulating

German commerce. The military supremacy of the

Arabs at about this time shifted temporarily the centre

of European commerce to Mecca and places on the

Spanish and Sicilian coast.

In the eleventh century the Crusades gave a new
stimulus to the development of world commerce. The

Christian and the Mohamedan races became in turn

the masters of world commerce. The 15th century will

be remembered for some of the most momentous
episodes in the history of world commerce viz, the

fall of Constantinople to the Turks, the rounding of

the Cape of Good Hope by Dia?! and. the discovery of
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America by Columbus. The Turks became the masters

of commerce with the East while the Portuguese and
the Spanish monopolised trade with the new world.

AS a result of this they amassed huge fortunes and
vast territorial possession and spread the boundaries
of their Empire far and wide.

The subsequent fall of the Portuguese and Spanish
Empires gave rise to the Dutch Empire which became
the most powerful commercial nation in the world in

the 17th century. The Dutch monopoly of world com-
merce and the Dutch commercial prosperity became
an eye-sore to other countries like England and France
and they also began to aspire to become great maritime
and trading nations. The 17th century thus witnessed

an era of battles . amongst these rising powers for the

mastery of world commerce particularly with India.

The wars of religion gave place to wars of commerce.
East India Companies were started in all these coun-

tries to capture the trade with India,

«

The downfall of the Dutch Empire and the defeat

of the French armies in India left the English as the

masters of the most^ coveted prize in world commerce
viz. a monopoly of trade with India. The world at this

time witnessed the most phenomenal rise in the value

of world commerce in almost every country. This is

known in economic history as ^'Commercial Revolution"'.

Every country began to export and import many times

more than before and there was intense commercial

activity all over the world. This was followed by what
is known as "Industrial Revolution" during which the

industrial production, first of England and then of

other countries, increased tremendously.
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During the 18th and the 19th century commercial

t)olicy began to be developed as a more vScientilic tech-

nique than before. People began to ask some funda-

mental (piestions such as : What should be the attitude

of a country towards its colonics? Whether oi not a

country should restrict the imports of foreign goods?

The subsequent developments of world commerce provi-

ded answers to thesequestions. England wanted markets

for her manufactures and so she preached the gospel of

free trade to the world but Jwhen she found that her

home market began to be flooded by manufactures

from India and other countiies she adopted a protec-

tionist commercial policy. Colonies were used as sources

of raw materials and markets for manufactures.

So long as only one country like England had the

monopoly of world’s industrial production, things wont

on smoothly. But when other countne.s like Germany
began to compete with British manufactures, a keen

rivalry for the mastery of world commerce arose

between these two countries. This finally ended in the

Great War of 1914-18.

After the war, the great problem was to resume

world commerce on an equitable basis. But many
countries did not show any willingness to compromise

and pursued selfish economic policies. Some of them
raised-huge tariff barriers against foreign manufactuies,

whilst others dumped their manufactures on foreign

markets by a deliberate depreciation of their national

Currency. This ressulted in only some countries tempo-
rarily having a flourishing commerce whilst others found

themselves with a very unfavourable trade balance.

With suspicion and selfishness all around, it was
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difficult to reorganise world commerce along any sys-

tematic lines. The chaos of exchange rates, terrific

currency inflation, heavy war debts, reparations and
other obstacles made this task more difficult than

before. World commerce became almost impracticable

to such an extent that trade agreements, preferences,

exchange clearing, barter agreements and other artifi-

cial devices were found to be necessary to stimulate it.

Each country began to aspire to become independent

of other nations and to reduce her commercial relations

with the world to a minimum. It is at this juncture

that the present war has broken out and time alone

will prove whether or not it is a war for the mastery
of world commerce.





CHAPTER II

MARKETING

Marketing is the process by which the goods

pass from the producer into the hands of the

consumer. For doing this the goods must be

brought together in one place, stored, graded and

packed. All these operations of assembling, grading,

storage, packing etc. may therefore be regarded as

being covered by the term marketing. The fundamen-

tal idea behind marketing is the sale of the goods.

Marketing thus makes possible the exchange of goods

for money and vice versa.

Marketing, however, is a comprehensive term. It

would of course be difficult to give a complete definition

since the term marketing can be interpreted in various

ways. Some writers confine its scope merely to the

transfer of finished goods from the producer to the con-

sumer. This however, is not correct because the process

of marketing starts even when the raw materials are

being moved from one stage of manufacture to another.

Another fallacious concept about marketing is that it

is concerned with the equitable distribution of surplus.

It may, however, be stated that the existence of mar-

kets is not the result but the cause of the existence of

surplus. Manufacturers produce much more than t|icy
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need for their immediate consumption only bccauao

there exists the machinery of marketing with 1 lie help

of which they can dispose of the surplus.

The following definition given by Mr. Chailes C.

Knights in the 20lh Century Business Pnictiee may be

regarded as sufficient foi all practical purpose : “Mar-

keting embraces all el'torts made in the discovery of

consumers, actual and potential, for commodities and

services and the steps taken in securing adequate

distribution.”

Marketing vs. Merchandising;

Mr. Knights make.s a further distinction between

marketing and merchandising. According to him the

term marketing covers all the effort.s made by the

manufacturer to get his goods on to the dealer's shelves

'whilst merchandising signifies what is done to get thosie

goods off the dealer's shelves and ipto the hands of the

public. 'When, however, we recognise that the process

of marketing is not complete until the goods are into

the hands of the consumers, the need for this distinc-

tion does not arise at all. 'What is intended to be

conveyed by the term merchandising is probably the

act of actual selling,

Mr. Macklin defines marketing in the abstract as the

creation of place, form, time and possession utilities

whilst in the concrete it implies the rendering of the

following types of necessary services

1. Assembling. 2. Packing. 3. Packaging.

4. Processing. 5. Transport. 6. Storing.

7. Financing. 8. Distributing.
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Pre-r^uisites of Marketing:

In order that marketing should attain an. omnipo-

tent position in society the following condittons may be

regarded as essential :

—

1 . Existence of demand for a commodity.

2, Existence of supply for the commodity.

8. A single price ^

4. A highly developed monetary and banking

system

5. Private property.

6. Freedom of contract

7. Diffusion of property rights.

8. Division of labour.

9. A well-developed system of transport.

Importance of Marketing*

In order to realise the incalculable importance of

marketing, we must examine the nature of economic

activity. In the present econornic world, the mam
purpose of every type of economic activity is to satisfy

human wants which are of such complex character that

a single individual is mcapable of satisfying himself all

his wants. He has, therefore, to rely upon the other *

members of [his society. In the primitive stage of

economic development every man was self-sufficient

unto himself and produced those things which he need-

ed. Later on, however, as his wants increased, he had
to restrict himself to that product for which he was best

fitted and to exchange his surplus with the other

members of the society. It will thus be obvious that

the concept of the division of labour is a necessary pre-

liminary m the origin and development of marketing.

Marketing can therefore arise only m well-developed
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society and cannot exist in a Robinson Crusoe

economy.

In recent years the number of men engaged in mar-

keting has increased tremendously and along with this

the scientific study of the process of marketing has also

attracted attention of not only the economists and

university professors but also practical businessmen.

The chief factor operating to assist and hasten this

development has been the change of conditions in the

machinery of marketing itself. Electrical appliances,

radios, motor cars, and other mechanical devices are

figuring more and more in the every day life of the

people and are responsible for increasing the .speed and

quantity of the exchange of goods through the process

of marketing. Businessmen arc now recognising that

marketing is a science which should be carefully

studied.

The need for the scientific study of marketing arises

frotn the inability of the producer to know how and

where to sell a particular commodity having regard to

the psychology and the taste of the consumers. The

public are also unable to make a choice from the great

variety of commodities placed on the market. The
problem of marketing also arises when new inventions

or new commodities make the old machinery or goods

obsolete. So also the concentration of urban population

gives rise to the problem of marketing the various goods

e.g. the hotel and restaurant industry in the U.S.A.

The third problem of marketing is concerned with the

problem that arises when the marketing machinery

changes e.g. when the producer eliminates the whole*-

saler and markets his own goods. Increased state

activity in the economic sphere has also given rise to
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new marketing problems, e.g. President Roosevelt’s

New Deal which required the taking over of agricul-

tural produce for marketing by the State. Similarly,

the regulation of the production of potatoes in England

by Parliament. This interference by the State has

increased particularly after the Economic Depression

of 1929.

Ecoaomics of Marketing

:

We have seen above that exchange is an inevitable

characteristic of modern economic society. As a natural

result of this two concepts follow viz. the concept of

economic vklue and the concept of money. The latter

concept being of a more complicated nature we may
co-nfine ourselves to the former,

Wheii commodities are exchanged the important

question arises : How should they be valued ? What
should be the basis on which their market price should

be fixed ? The classical economists believed that the

value of a commodity depended upon its cost of pro-

duction in terms of labour only. Later on, however, one

group of economists, now knovtp as the Austrian School,

expressed the view that the value of a commodity was

determined by its utility to the consumers. It was

Alfred Marshall however who brought about a synthesis

of these two extreme points of views and stated that

the market value of a commodity is determined by
both those factors together and not any one of them
separately. He believed that the market value of a

commodity balanced the marginal cost of production

and marginal utility. To Marshall, margmal cost of

production implied the cost of the most expensive

increment necessary to bring about a full utilisation of
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tbft factors of pr6duction or to attract a flow of that

factor towards the production of the commodity.

According to Marshall the forces of demand and supply

were like the blades of a scissor. Later on, howevei, a

displacement or an opportunity element was introduced,

, first on the side of supply and recently on that of

demand. On the supply side it was stated that the

cost of production of a commodity was not the cost

incurred to attract the factors of production, but that

incurred to detract them from other avenues of produc-

tion open to them' This is known as Wieser's Law of

Imputations. Similary, on the demand side, the value

of a commodity is determined not by the intrinsic

utility but by the amount of utility foregone to obtain

it. It is at the intersection of the.se two forces that the

market price of a commodity is determined. There are

many subtleties and complications in the perfection of

the concept of market price, and market equilibrium,

which are, of course, beyond the scope of this hook.

Limitations of Marketing

:

Although the process of mai keting is recognised to

hie an indispensable adjunct of modern economic

society, the process is not allowed to be carried on*

unhampered according to the sweet' will of cither the

buyers or the sellers. A number of restrictions or

limitations are im( osed Upon marketing which may
now be briefly considered.

The most powerful limitation upon marketing is the

exigence qi a keen* competition amongst the manufac-
turet's.' Then again,the organization amongst the workers

engaged in marketing resulting in strikes, highwages etc.

ai8»makes it difficult for’adoptihg an unimpeded course
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of marketing commodities. State legislation intended

to protect either the workers from the tyranny of the

employers or the consumers from the sellers demanding

a high price or selling a produce of a poor quality or

legislation intended to regulate transport and marketing

conditions also exercise a very important influence upon

the process of marketing. Finally, the customs regula-

tions, restricting the export or import of a ubmmodity

may also be regarded as a definite limitation upon a

universal spread of marketing-

Cost of Marketing : Whilst studying the subject of

marketing, it is very essential to

examine the cost of marketing the goods from the pro-

ducers to the consumers Such a study is useful for

judging the efficiency of marketing organization and the

equity of market price.

Generally, the cost of marketing is represented by

the difference between the price paid to the producer

and the final price paid by the consumer. The various

elements that must be taken into account while calcu-

lating the cost of marketing are . the cost of transport,

labour, handling, storage, packing, insurance, advertis-

ing, interest and depreciation. The factors influencing

the cost of marketing are :

X. PeriskabtUy . The greater the degree of perishabi-

lity of a commodity, the greater

is the cost of marketing.

2. Waste in Transit: If a commodity is liable to a

considerable loss of quantity

whilst being transported to its market, the greater will

be its marketing cost and mce versa.
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5* Quantity

:

If a commodity is marketed in huge

quantities, the charges for handling will

be considerably less, and consequently the cost of mar-

keting will be reduced.

4. Seasonal Supply : If a commodity is produced

throughout the year storage is

unnecessary and only small quantities need be marketed

at one time. This necessarily results in reducing the

cost of marketing.

5. Packaging . Themeed for providing suitable pack-

aging material adds to the cost of

marketing.

6. Aids to Marketing): If a commodity needs some

special aids for being marketed,

such as expensive aclvcrtishig, salesnuinship etc. this

will have to be recovered ultimately fiom the consumei

and the cost of marketing is to that extent incxeased.

7. Method of Production : If the time taken by the

mamxfactunng process is

long, this will entail the holding • of huge stocks of

intermediate goods and, this will raise the cost of

marketing. Similarly, if the method of pxoduction is

such that it gives rise to valuable bye-pn)tlurts, this

will greatly influence the cost of maiketing the mam
product.

8. Bulk : Greater the bulk of the goods, gi eater will

be the cost of marketing,

9. Grading

:

If the product^ c^n be well graded the
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cost of marketing will be reduced to a considerable,

extent and vice versa.

What is a Market ?

A market may be regarded as a territory or a group

of merchants in which the operations of buying and

selling all sorts of goods and services are undertaken.

It may consist of either a geographical unit^ or may
represent a collection of traders. The idea of place is

not essential to the concept of marketing although in

common language it is supposed to be so. Theoreti-

cally a market may be defined as the area within which

the forces of demand and supply operate in such a way
as to establish a single price. Mr., J. Stephenson defines

a market as that area, large or small, within which

every portion of supply is equally available .to each

portion of demand.

Types of Markets

Jn distinguishing one market from another various^

standpoints may be taken.

r. Location of the market may be taken as the

basis of classification so that markets which are situated

wear by, may be termed as local markets, those situa-

ted within the country as the Home market, whilst

those situated outside the country may be called

foreign er world markets, The circumstances giving

rise to local markets are localised demand, easy trans-

ferability, high degree of perishability and ban on the

export of the commodity to outside places A world

market on the other hand can come into existence only

m the case ot that commodity which is demanded all

over th^ world and which can be transported at eheap
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rates and lends itself easily to a high degree of stand-

ardisation.

s. The name of the product itself may serve

as the basis of distinguishing the market, e.g.

wheat market, cotton market, fruit market, money
market, etc.

3.1 The amount of time involved ip the transaction

also enables one market to be differentiated from

another, e g. Spot market, where the ^oods are to be

bought and sold immediately upon entering into a con-

tract of sale ; Future market where goods are bought

and sold at a specified date in future although the con-

tract of sale is entered into at present.

4. Price may be taken as the criterion of

difference between one market and another, e.g. com-

petitive market in which there is a keen competition

amongst the sellers ; monopolistic market in which

there is a monopoly of either the buyers or the sellers.

5. The nature of selling may also serve as the

basis of distinction e.g. the wholesale market in which a

commodity is sold in huge quantities ; the retail market

in which it is sold in small quantities ; black market

in which it is sold in a clandestine manner in contraven-

tion of a Government regulation particularly referring

to fixation of price.

6. The nature of control of the market may also

be taken as a basis of classification, e.g. Regulated

markets in which the markets and conventions within

the market are laid down by law ; Municipal markets
ip which the controUine anthority is the Municipality.
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7. The oranisation amongst the buyers and sellers

may also give rise to a distinct class of markets* e.gl

perfect markets in which there is no combination either

amongst the buyers or the sellers and in which there

is'free competition and easy communication amongst

them. When this is not the case a market may be

regarded as imperfect.

Classification of Market in India:

The markets of India are mostly for agricultural

produce. These may be divided into the following *

j, Primary Markets The^e are the nearest assem-
^ bling centres for the agricultur-

ists. They bring their produce to these markets in the

nearest village which also serves as a general shopping

centre for them.

2. Secondary Markets : These are situated in the im-

portant towns and function

systematically with many intermediaries. They are

subject to Government regulation in some cases,

5 , Terminal Markets: These are mostly situated in

port towns and constitute an assembling place for all

produce generally intended for export to foreign coun-

tries. These markets operate on the most modem style

and possess a highly developed technique of marketing,

Mciliodi of Marketing

:

In primitive society the simplest method of market-

ing was a direct sale by the producer to the consumer.

Gradually, however, as the economic structure became

mor^ complex this simple method was ah^ipdoped
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favour of a more complicated one consisting ol a chain

of innumerable intermeiliaiics between the producer

and the oonsumei

.

In the modern business world > the following methods

ot marketing may be considered as common.

J. Regular Method: Undei this method the piocess

of marketing is split up into its

many component parts owned separately by different

types oi middlemen. There is generally inadequate

communication amongst thes(' paits with the lesult

that this method in actual ]iiactice proves to be very

expensive, inciheiejit, and uncertain.

J. I iiiegrated M el/iod

:

Undci this method ol maiket-

mg whilst the ptocess o£

maikcting i.s .split into its component purls as

under the icgiilar motliod the dillerent stages arc

owned and wmked by n single eoiu'ein instead ol

being scpanitoly and iiuli'peiidently eairicil on by

many concerns.

3. Direct Method ' Under this nietliod tlie produce!

and the consumer come into a

direct contact and the services of the middlem.tn are

completely eliminated. Tins is generally used in the case

oi perishable commodities like, milk, fruits, vegetalites

etc. Generally, the direct method is lound.to, be e-xpep-

sive because the producei is not in a position
_
to

provide economically the c,s.sential marketing service,

such as grading, storage etc. Furtheimore, the con-

sumer is separated by long distance.s from the producer

and individually does not demand .sufficiently laige
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quantities to justify the incurring of heavy cost of

tranport and handling.

The Direct Method is used by the following classes—
(a) Farmers who live near cities—frequently

they sell their products like vegetables and fruits

and dairy products directly to the consumers

This method of marketing is rapid and consumer-

receive fresh produce possibly at a lower price than

from the letailer. The variety from which to choose

and the stability of supply are not, however, so satis-

factory as the retailer furnishes and the present ten-

dency IS for agricultural produce to be sold directly

to manufacturers e,g. sugar to sugar factories and

cotton to ginning factories.

(b) The sellers of services and natural products

e.g. transport services sold directly to the consumer.

(c) The manufacturers m selling the industrial

goods: They send out salesmen and catalogues. This

method is most successful when the consumers are

concentrated in a small area or buy in large quantities.

Certain products are sold best directly to the consumer

e.g, bakery products, icefruits,

(d) The Mail Order Method : This method can

be used with advantage if the commodity is such that

it can be described fully, because the buyer wants to

know what kind of commondity he is going to get. The
manufacturer uses this method because he cannot get

satisfactory distnbution through the middleman or

because he wants to control the prices at which the

commodity is sold ultimately to the consumer. The
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limitation of this method lies in its dependence on the

adequacy of description and the faith of the buyci in

the honesty of the seller. Then again the buyer usually

does not like to take the trouble of filling in the mail

order form. The goods generally sold by this method
are toilet good'*, hosiery, home furnishing material,

book etc.

(e) House to house selling method This method
IS used when the sale of certain product requires inten-

sive salesmanship and the retailei is not in a position

to do the work. The manufacturer therefore, under-

takes the job and appoints expert salesmen to sell the

product. This method insures a close contact between

the producer and the consumer and the former can

obtain first-hand information about the changing wants

of the consumers. The goods that aio sold by this

method are generally : dairy products, bakoiy good.s,

magazines, and cooking utensils. The limitation ol this

method is that the consumer resents too frequent a

ringing of the door bell and the salesman may not

secure an interview in a large number of cases. The

maintenance of expert salesmen on the staff is a diffi-

cult and expensive work for the manufacturer.

(f) Retail stores owned by the manufacturer him-

self. There are some obvious reasons why this method

is adopted by the manufacturer. The establishment

of a large number of retail shops transfers the control

of the market from the hands of the manufacturer to

those of the retailers and the former does not like this.

Secondly, the retailers may undertake to produce some
goods and thus encroach upon the legitimate field of

the manufacturer who takes upon himself the retailing
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function as a retaliatory measure. To be successful in

this method the manufacturer must be a man of great

financial resources, managerial ability of supervision

and he must produce on a veiy large scale.

4. Co-opemUve Method of Marketing . The ideal of

co-operative

organisation as applied to marketing is to establish

amongst tiaders a damociatic means of employing

middlemen to render essential marketing services

to them The pre-requi ties of this system are

firstly, suff cient business When co-operative organisa-

tions are staited with too small a supply of raw mate-

rials or too limited a possibility for business expansion

almost invariably the cost of operation is greater than

that incurred by private firms As a result farmers lose

their interest and the method fails. Secondly, this

method lequires confidence amongst the members
Lack oi such confidence may anse owing to ignorance

of co-operative principles. Thirdly, leadership,

Fourthly loyalty.

This method differs from other methods in two

ways:

1. The establishment and operation of a marketing

system for service, and not for profit

2. Disposition of earnings or savings. In private

organisations they go into the pockets of proprietors

In this method however it is divided amongst the mem-
bers The corporate organisation seeks to establish and

maintain a distributive system to utilise the producer's

need for marketing services, to invest cajfiital and make
profit for the common good.
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The advantiiges of this method are. (i) Marketing

services at a lower cost, (ii) A higher portion of the

consumer’s price is obtained by [the producers, (lii) By
investing capital in co-operative undertakings producers

ai'e able to make sellings which ^ otherwise would have

gone to the private marketing agencies, (iv) Creat-

ing in a community the conditions which promote or

ensure a supply of high grade products both uniform

in quality and adequate in quatity, (v) It saves a

great amount of marketing expense of the farmers

(vi) By determining the aggregate needs of the producers

and by bringing their orders together, co-operation

increases the size of a given business and makes large

scale economies possible, (vii) By uniting the producers

into an interested working group it safeguards their

mutual interests and enables them to face any contin-

gency' successfully, (viii) It inculcates a sense of mutual

responsibility amongst the farmers and thus helps

social progress in general.

Important Features ; The essential differences in

the form of organi.sation for

co-opeiative purposes are found in the provisions re-

garding membership, capital ownership, rate of interest

on capital, disposal of savings and method of voting.

Membership is restricted to those who are directly con-

nected with the purpose of co-operation, e.g. in co-

operative marketing societies only the producers are

allowed, ownership of capital is based on the prindple

of limited liability while individual holdings are also

restricted to avoid the possibility of cliques and rings,

Interest on capital is fixed and is nominaL Generally,

the profit motive is not so predominant as in private

methods. Profits are distributed amongst members or
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invested for their common good. Principle of voting

IS * one man one vote, or the share vote method. The
managemant is generally in the hands of a Board of

Directors elected from hmongst the co-operators’ and
the routine management is in the handsof the manager’

Co-operative method of marketing is of special ad-

vantage in those circumstances in which there is an

uneconomic competition amongst the various agencies

participating in distribution of commodities to consu-

mers Co-operative marketmg eliminates this wasteful

competition and gives a sense of social responsibility.

Thus the profits of the co-operatois are not only in-

creased but the cost of marketing IS also considerably

reduced When the producer entrusts the work of

marketing to a private agency he has to pay heaX^y

chaiges which include the profits of the maiketmg
agency. The puipose of the'co-operative method is to

render essential services according to the most efficient

and cheapest methods and to distribute the advantages

gamed thereby amongst the co-operators.

The co-operative method is of special advantage

when the farmers do not get an equitable price for their

produce. Co-operation in these pircumstances by unit-

ing the common interests of the pioduceis uudei a

centralised agency enhances their bargainmng power and

also prevents their being exploited by the middlemen.

The co-operative method of marketing is particularly

advantageous in the case oi agricultural produce which

heeds proper grading and storage facilities. By bringing

together the' entire produce co-operative marketing

cmakes it possible to grade and store the ' produce

t!0nvenientlv uhd cheaply by eliminating duplication

of grades etc .
'

j
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Co-operation is of great advantage especially in the

assumption of risks attending the marketing of com-

modities. If the nature of the business is such as to

involve businessmen into huge losses, then the co-opera-

tive method of marketing minimises the risk by
spreading it amongst other businessmen.

This method of marketing is of special advantage in

creating in a community the conditions which promote

or ensure a supply of high grade product both uniform

in quality and adequate in quantity. Co-operative

method of marketing is of special advantage when a

greater emprasis is to be laid upon the quality of the

product so as to fulfill the requirements of the con-

sumers in the most satisfactory manner. It also helps

to determine the aggregate needs of the producers and

by bringing together their individual orders and thus

increasing the size of the business unit, to derive the

economies of large-scale production. In no other field

is co-operation more advantageous than in the field of

distributing market information. It enables the pro-

ducers to study market conditions and adjust their

production to the con.sumers’ requirements. As a result

of the co-operative method of marketing, a progessive

attitude amongst farmers is inculcated which lefids to

improvements not only in the organisation and

performance of production and distribution but also

in the educational, social and religious phases of the

rural economic life.

Factors which doteraiine th« Choice of Particnlar method ^

We have discussed above the different methods of

marketing and now we shall study the circumstances

which lead to the choice of a particular method by

the producers,
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1. The Nature of Demand : If the consumers demand

small quantities of a

commodity at one time, it is obvious that the

indirect method is the most suitable one. The
commodity must be marketed through the retailers. On
the other hand, if a big unit of the commodity is de-

manded there will be no need to employ many middle-

men and the cost of selling can be considerably reduced

by adopting the direct method.

2. Location of the ProduQers The choice of a particular

method of marketing a

commodity is considerably influenced by this factor. If

the producers are separated by long distances, it is

obvious that their produce will have to be assembled

and distributed by middlemen through an indirect or

regular method of marketing.

3. Location of the Consumers: If the consumers are

located at a place far

away from the place of production, the adoption of a

direct method will be very difficult. The producer

must therefore approach the consumers though the

medium of middlemen, salesmen etc.

4 Nature of the Product

:

If a commodity is highly

perishable it must invari-

ably be marketed by the direct method as any delay

consequent upon the existence of middlemen is injuri-

ous to the quality of the product.

5. Timeliness : Commodities like the daily newspapers

and monthly magazines must be mar-

keted before the time to which they relate. This there
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fore calls into existence a very specialised and efficient

method of marketing

6. Margin of Profit- When the margin ot profit is

small the method of marketing the commodity should

be such as to elimin'ate the middleman so that there

might be some inducement to the seller On the other'

hand, a large margin may prcniit the existence of many
middlemen. '

'

7- Competition
‘

It there is a keen competition

m selling a commodity by a particular method, that

method must be abandoned m favour of another so

that by its, 'Ycry unconventionality the sales might be

stimulated e.g. some toilet manufactures aui so

difficult to be marketed by the indin'o! method that

many producers adopt tlie IioiiM'-to-hoiise selling

metliod.

8. Method oj Production

.

A nuinulactiiroi who is

producing a commodity under conditions of diminishing

cost will' adopt direct methods of marketing so that*

he can effect very large sales and rediue his cost of

production.

Factors Influencing Buying Practices
‘

1. Sex. Men as buyers dll U I horn uoim a a" buycis-

Most of the family .shopping is. done bv womenwho,
are found to bo very patient and pvt,s(‘\eu;nt buyyis,

who will alway.s insist on getting the fuU.viotth

price which they pay. They aie fond ot haggling and

the counter salesman finds them to be very exacting,',

They dre, however, easily attracted by showy things, as

is ^evident^ forin the sales of beauty preparations,, ?ill<;s.C
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perfumes, being restricted to women, while the sales

of more durable things like motor cars, refrigerators*

etc are restricted to men.

2. Age

:

This factor also exercises great influence

upon the buying practices m any particular locality.

If, for example, there are plenty of children in the

area surrounding a shop, this might stimulate sales of

goods like chocolates, toys, etc.

3 Ci^stom- The superstition and custom of the

buyers influence their buying practices to a large

extent e.g in Egypt a particular brand of soap

was not bought by the people and upon investigation

it was found that the English name of the soap meant

an inauspicious word m the native language.

4 Inventions People always like to buy some-

thing that IS new and this to a great extent

explains the popularity of new substitutes for old

products

5. Style ; Buyers always like to possess those

things which are in fashion and a businessman must

alway^ be very careful in studying cuirent styles to

safeguard himself from a change in the buying

practices of his clients resulting from a, change m
fashion.

6. Standard of Living A mei chant must carefully

study the standai d of living of the area in which his

shop IS situated. He must stock those goods which

are appropriate to that standard because the standard

of living determines the buying tendencies of the

people
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Stages of Marketing When commodities are maikcted

they must be assembled in one

place by means of tiansport and stoied in godowns.

They should then be propeily giadcd and then packed,

dccoi ding to some uniform specifications. They must

be branded piopcrly so that the consumers can identify

them very easily in the market. When the goods are

in the warehouse they must be pioperly and adequately

insured against risks of hie or theft. Samples might

be taken if necessary and the goods sold ultimately

to the buyers in the market

MECHANISATION OF MARKETING:

Aids of modern science and automatic machines.

Marketing in the present world of new scientific

irivention.s has become a highly mechanised process

and we shall now sec how modern .science has icndercd

valuable assistance to marketing.

Assembling: Commeice begins where pi odiiction ends.

After the goods are manufactured they

must be aiisembled in a central place to be conveniently

distiibuted to consumers. It is obvious that the great

developments in transport which has been brought

about by modem science have consideiably facilitated

the work of assembling the goods, e.g. in the absence

of the discovery of the steam-engine railway transport

would have been impossible and assembling would have

taken long time. This would have meant too long a

period of waiting for the manufacturer to recover the

price of his goods and also deterioration in the case of

perishable commodities. Modem marketing undoubt-

edly owes gratitude to the discovery of steam engine

which has made quick movements of goods possible and
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has thus increased the rate of production and distribu-

tion in the modern community. The modern ships

driven by electnc propellers are carrying the commo-
dities of world commerce to the remotest consumers
on the face of the earth. Then again valuable commo-
dities of small bulk are being carried very quickly

and safely between distant places by the aeroplane

Thus we see that these inventions in transport have
eleminated the risks of loss to the goods considerably

and have reduced the final cost to the consumers. Where-
as formerly it took months and years for the goods of

one country to be carried to another, and that also

without any assurance of reaching their final destma*

tion, these modern developments have made the work
of assembling and distribution very much easier than
before. Similarly, the adaptation of the motor vehicles

to the machinery of marketing has not only provided it

with valuable publicity but also made it possible for

the traders to canvass and distribute their goods by the

house “to-house method

Stoiage: After the goode are assembled they have to

be stored for a considerable period of time

in order to bndge the gulf between production and

consumption and here the discovery of electricity in

modern science has proved of invaluable help to

modern marketing. Cold storage facilities provided

by electricity have enabled perishable commodities to

be transported over long distances. Similarly, m the

U,S A. and Canada, electric elevators make it possible

to store wheat in large bulk and also to load it into the

steamer much more quickly than before. Meat and

dairy products from Australia and New Zealand can be

marketed in distant countries like England and the
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Continent only because of cold storage facilities.

Publicity : It is generally accepted that publicity is an
important aspect of modern commerce, and if we
examine the various methods adopted for the purpose

we can very well see that modern soience is a hand-

maid to modern commerce in general and modern

marketing in particular, e.g. film publicity, publicity

by means of electric tubes and bulbs etc.

Commercial Information The vital necessity of trans-

mitting rapidly commercial

information throughout the world is being fully realised

in the modern commercial world. The need for prompt

quotations of prices of commoditie.s and shai es in the

important markets of the world and the necessity of

distributing information about world events alfcctmg

world commerce is being so keenly felt that any negli-

gence or waste of time in this matter would involve

businessmen in huge financial losses. But fortunately,

the wireless message made posssiblc by the di.scovery

of the telegraph has enabled modern businessmen to

send and receive important commercial information

much more quickly than before. Thus wc see that

to-day cotton prices in New York and Liveipool Mar-

kets can be received in India within a couple of

minutes, and the same can be passed on to the offices of

cotton merchants by means of the telegraphic type,

writers. Similarly, foreign exchange quotations which

fluctuate very quickly can also be transmitted very

easily and quickly by means of international telegra-

phic communications.

Then again inland messages can be transmitted
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very quickly throughout the country and thus money,
men and materials can be transferred from places where

they are relatively abundant to those in which they are

scarce so that any discrepancies in the economic life

of the country can be immediately remedied. The
radio also provides valuable help in regard to the

dissemination of commercial and other information

indispensable to modern business. Commercial news
has become a regular feature of almost all the broad-

casting stations of the world.

Automatic Machines for Marketing:

In the primitive stages of the development of

commerce manual labour occupied a place of great

significance m the marketing of goods. Producers sold

the goods directly to consumers , but the advent of the

machine age rendered production more and more round-

about and the need for specialised agencies for distibu-

tion was keenly felt. Later on, it was found that, as

production and distribution became more and more
specialised, the supply of labour was found to be more
and more inadequate. The shortage of labour and

the need for labour-saving device m the field of com-

merce was particularly felt in some countries of the

west like the U.S.A and to-day we find that machines

are comming into greater and greater use in the market-

ing of goods e.g. railway platform tickets are sold by
means of an automatic machine Similary, chocolates,

newspapers, razor blades, soap cakes, tooth paste, ciga-

rettes and even dinner plates can be now made avail-

able to the consumer through the medium of automatic

machines Some important sevices like those of re-

cording weight, calculations etc are now sold throngh

the medium of some mechanical device or other. The
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in coins at one end and get the soap cakes at the other.
But the automatic machines are useless for marketing
a new product. Automatic machines may be used with
great advantage m the distribution of samples

Automatic machines in the marketing of goods
serve also as an important source of publicity The
rnachines themselves have the name and the descrip-
tion of the product painted upon them and they can
be shifted into a strategic positition so as to attract
public attention easily e.g, railway stations, street
comers etc.

The usefulness of automatic machmes is particular-
ly seen in the case ot those little articles of daily
necessity in which the consumers are ‘‘caught short"
e.g. safety razor blades, tooth pastes, cigarettes, etc
and they want to replenish themselves in a very
short time ^

On the other hand, it should be remembered that
here is every possibility of machines going out of order
and thus disappointing the customers. And once a
machine develops bad reputation, it will be very difficult
to get back the clientele Thus the marketability and
saleability of a product become unduly dependent
upon the whims and caprices of a mechanical levice
rather than its own intrinsic commercial quality. Then
again

, if a considerably long time has elapsed between
two sales, it very often results in a slight deterioration
of the goods inside the machines e, g. blades may get
rusted, chocolates may lose their original taste and the
customer has no other alternative but to accept the
goods because he cannot get back the price money from.
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inside the machine. This either puts the customer to

an unnecessary trouble of going to the office of the

company to get the product exchanged or demoralises

him a great deal.

To overcome these dangeis, it is always necessary

for the businessman to maintain an expert staff of

inspectors to replace the stock inside the machine and

machanical repairers when the machine goes out of

order. And at times the cost of maintaining such

staff may far outweigh the economy realised by the

elimination of a sales staff and counter.
«

Furthermore, the businessman does not get the

possession of the sales proceeds immediately the goods

are sold. He has to collect the money by employing as

collectors, persons familiar with the working of the

machines. As it very often happens, the businessman

is quite ignorp.nt of the working of th(' automatic

machines and he has to rely upon his inspectors and

collectors and mechanical repaircis for the return of

the sales money and there is a great possibility of being

defrauded by them.

FUNCTIONS OF MARKETS;

1. Assembling: This is the first stage in the ela-

borate process of marketing and consists of concentra-

ting the goods in one place in order to facilitate their

distribution. Assembling is very valuable stage of

marketing because it makes it possible to secure large

orders, to sell adequate quantities of dilferent varieties

to consumers, by providing huge quantities at one time

it results in a considerable economy of transport costs.

The pfrocess of assembling is of particular significance
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in India, as we shall see in a later section below.

2. Transport

:

The provision of adequate, cheap
and efficient means of transport is a very important
factor m marketing as it makes it possible for the goods
to be. moved and marketed in the different places.
Transport also determines the extent of the market
The transport facilities provided must be punctual,
fast, economical and sufficient for the volume of goods
hat are to be marketed.

3. Finance: The process of modern marketing
like the process of modern production has become more
roundabout ’ than before There is no direct ex-

change between the producer and the consumer and
ownership of goods changes a number of times and
each owner wants money to carry on his business
pending the sale ot the goods to the next intermediary
and unlocking of his capital which is tied up in the
goods Finance may be obtained either for long-term
or short-term#requirements and may be obtained from
businessmen themselves or other outside sources.
Ultimately, of course, the cost oi financing is recovered
from the consumers.

4.

Grading

j

Grading is the process of sorting
out commodities according to some uniform specifica-
tions relating to size, quality, colour, weight etc.
Standardisation is the legislation of grades for compa-
ratively long periods so that the consumers may be
given a sense of certainty and security in regard to a
particular grade

For a grade to be widely acceptable it mus; firstly
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be widely known ; secondly, it must b e fixed over

a comparatively long periods
;

thirdly, it should be

honestly made and denote a distinct quality
;
and

finally, the consumers must have full faith in it*

Grading is necessary particularly in agricultural

production because different pieces of land produce

different qualities of the same commodity*

Advantages

;

L Makes possible sale of goods by mere speciflea-

tion without the actual inspection of the goods.

2* Facilitates the setting of insurance claims.

3, Reduces exploitation of the producer by the

middlemen and ensures bettor prices to the farmer*

4, Facilitates thcflnancing of marketing as the value

of the goods can be precisely ascertained from the grade*

5, Makes good quality products av^iilable to the

consumers without any trouble and at cheap lates*

6’ Reduces the cost of transport and of selling as

BO marketing service is wasted on infeiior and unsale-

able goods which are likely to come back to the

producer. It thus decreases waste in marketing.

7. Widens the market for a product since it can

be sold by mere description.

8. Stimulates demand by facilitating publicity.

9* Reduces cost and risk of storage because the
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owner of the goods knows exactly their value and also

because grade products occupy less space.

10. Makes possible further trading and hedging

in commodities.

11. Enhances the goodwill of a business.

12 Facilitates co-operative marketing by making

it easier to pool together the produce of different

members on a systematic basis.

13. Facilitates the process of production. Certain

types of machinery can take in raw material only of a

particular grade so that if ungraded raw materials are

put in, the machinery may get out of order.

14. Makes the establishment of a market price

possible. In the absence of grading, a new price must
be fixed for every sale with the result that price quota-

tions are impossible and the operators cannot get a

precise idea of the market conditions.

15- Makes long-period contracts possible since

both the buyeis and sellers are sure of the quality of

the goods

16. Makes auction sale more efficient. This consi-

deration is particularly valuable in the case of perish-

able commodities like foodstuffs, diary products, etc.

S. Storage * Storage may be regarded as the process

of holding the goods from one lime to another.

It is necessary because there is a considerable
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time-lag between the production of a commodity and

its consumption. Generally, production is seasonal but

consumption is continuous. It is to adjust the supply

of a commodity to the continuity of its demand that

storage is necessary.

Advantages

•

1. Protects the product. This is particularly im-

portant in the case of perishable commodities.

2. Preserves quality and sometimes adds to it as

in the case of wine.

3. Enables the intermediaries of marketing to hold

the goods until there is a demaad for them.

4. Makes possible the assembling of huge quanti

ties in one place and by facilitating bulk handling-

reduces the cost of transport.

5. Transfers risk from the merchant to the ware-

houser or to the insurance company.

6. Places market finance on a better basis. The
warehouse receipts can be used as collateral security to

obtain loans from the banks.

7. Broadens the market for a commodity l;ecau.sD

while the goods are stored the merchant can find out

the best place to sell them.

8. Regulates flow of a commodity to the market
so as to adjust it to the demand and thus decreases

price fluctuations.
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9. Increases profits because a suitable time can be

chosen to sell the goods.

10‘ Ensures a steady supply of raw materials a id
finished goods m uniform quantities.

11. Facilitates pooling of resources orjintegration of

industry for purposes of co-operation or econom3%

Disadvantages

:

1 . Enables the merchants to manipulate the market

price to their own advantage.

5. Enhances the price to consumers e.g, cold

storage are costly.

6. Sampling: Sampling implies the separation of

a representative part of a commodity from its bulk in

order to give a precise idea about the product to pros-

pective consumers The common objects of sampling

are to find out the saleability of an old product, to push

a new pioduct amongst the consumers, to create interest

in a product amongst the retailers, and to stimulate the

sale of a sagging product. The general] principles that

should guide the method of sampling are, the adequacy

of the quantity, accurate record of the recipients, eco-

nomy of distribution proportionate to the profits arising

from it and elimination of waste. Samples may be

distributed either by the house-to-house method,

through advertisements, through a scheme of competi-

tion, through retailers, along with other products (e.g. a

sample of tooth paste along with the tooth brush),

through automatic machines or through 'professiohal

mjn (e g. samples of patent medicines should be distri-
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buted through doctors). The great advantage of

sampling is that it makes the sale of a commodity

possible without having to move its entire bulk.

7. Branding

:

Branding is the association of certain

names with certain manufacturers. The main objects

of branding are : to create confidence amongst buyers,

by ensuring them a definite quality, to give the

producers a sense of responsibility for maintaining

uniformity of quality. Branding facilitates''publicity to

a very great extent. Brands may be classified into :

1. Trade marks. 2. Private brands. 3. Store labels.

4. Copyrights. 5. Package design. 6. Dealers’ or

manufacturer's name. 7. Symbol.

The great advantage of branding is that it enables

consumers to identify products and protects them from

inferior imitations. Generaliy, the manufacturer’s name
is used to denote a brand although symbols, package

designs and labels, are equally common. The brand

should be so chosen as to give a quick and correct idea

of, the goods to which it refers. Very great caie must

be exercised in selecting a brand appropriately to the

product. Dealers are very well protected by law in

regard to the rights of their particular brand,

8. Packing: This is a very impoitant a-spect of

marketing both from the standpoints of the pioducers

and that of the customers. Packing taken various lorms

such as crates, boxes, jegs, jars, tins, wrappeis, glass

containers, cardboard or cloth cover.s etc,

Adivantages i

1. Protects the product.
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2. Facilitates handling.

3. Reduces or prevents shrinkage, deterioration

and breakage.

4. Serves as a valuable source of publicity to the

manufacturer.

5. Ensures uniformity of quality and stabihty of

price to the consumers.

6. Attracts buyers by its aesthetic appeal.

7. Reduces freight and storage cost because well-

packed goods occupy smaller space, than badly packed

ones.

8. Widens the market for a commodity since well-

packed goods can travel over long distances without

being deteriorated.

9. Insurance

:

Modern marketing is open to many
risks such as those arising from price fluctuations,

perishability etc. The need for insurance is keenly felt

in the complexity of modern commercial organisation

in order to eliminate or minimise the above risks. The

entire problem of insurance is examined in details in

chapter V to which a reference may be made. *

10. Market Intelligence : Information about marketing

conditions is of invaluable help to the operations on the

market and thus constitutes an essential function of the

process of marketing. It enables people to know the

changes in the price, the psychology of the market and

other important developments assisting them to take

prompt and accurate decisions. Generally market intel-

ligence is transmitted through the medium of the press.

Government publications, post of&ce, radio and printed

market reports. We shall examine in details the state

of market intelligence in India in a later section below*
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ll. Market Research: In recent years, particularly

after the last world-wide trade depression, the function

of market reseaich has assumed ‘very great importance.

The general scope of market research is to find out

how a particular product is being sold, to estimate the

possibility of introducing a new product, to discover

the buying tendencies and preferences of consumers in

a particular market to find the degree of competition

from other manufacturers and to indicate the measures

which should be adopted to overcome that competi-

tion

Methods: Market research may be undertaken and

carried with the help of the following

methods

:

1. Statistics: Accurate figures pertaining to the sales

of a commodity in their various aspects should be

collected and carefully analysed and imjiortant conclu-

sions should be drawn.

2. Personal Interviews: As statistics are neither

• accurate nor reliable in all instances, the manufacturer

should adopt the method of arranging intcrview.s either

with consumers themselves or with wholesalers and

retailers and find out from them the sales particulars

regarding his manufacture, h'or tins purpose he must

employ an expert staff of investigators.

3. Government. Defartments

:

The manufacturer

must keep himself in a close touch with the res-

ponsible officers cf Government from whom he can

obtain valuable information to guide his research

policy.
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Questionnaire

:

This is also very helpful method

and may be adopted by manufacturers with great

advantage. It consists in issuing a list of questions to

consumers and obtaining answers from them. The
replies so received are carefully examined and analysed

for the purpose of research.

Advantages

1. Enables the manufacturers to know precisely the

requirements of the consumers and thus to adjust their

production to the tastes and habits of their customers.

2. Affords an opportunity to the consumers to

place their grievences and wants before the manu-
facturers.

3. Saves considerable waste in marketing.

4. Makes a coherent market policy Jpossible.

5. Raises the standard of life of the people by

inducing them to take to new products.

6. Makes specialisation in marketing possible and

thus eliminates wasteful competition.

7. Serves as a valuable guide to advertising,

MARKETING CONDITIONS IN INDIA:

Before we pass on to
,
examine the marketing con-

ditions in India, we may see how goods are moved
from the place of production to their place of market-

ing. Such a descriptive sketch of marketing from farm

to exchange in India might be facilitated by illustrat-

ing it with reference to some agricultural commodity

like raw cotton.

Great difficulty in undertaking sudh a survey is

experienced because of lack of uniformity of marketing

procedure.
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The farmer collects the raw cotton and puts it into

gunny cloth and takes it either to the village market
or to the nearest market town. Sometimes, however,

the crop- is sold before the harvest cither to the local

merchants, travelling traders, dealers or owners of

ginning factories. The carts loaded with raw cotton

plod through their weary way over the rough village

roads and assemble in the compound of the town

markets. In this market are also assembled a great

number of brokers or dalals who are also known as

Adatyas who purchase the raw cotton according to

instructions received from their principals in the port

towns. After having purchased the required raw

cotton, the agent sends it to the ginning factory where

the seeds are separated from the actual cotton by

mechanical or other devices. After the cotton is thus

ginned it is taken to the pressing factory where it is

pressed under hydraulic pressure.

The various intermediaries of assembling agricul-

tural produce in India are : commission agents, village

baniyas, landlords, co-operative societies and trade

associations. The bales are then taken to the railway

station where the necessary arrangements are made for

the reservation of railway waggons. The agent after

paying the railway freight obtains the Railway Receipt

which he passes on to his principals in Bombay and

simultaneously sends them telegraphic advice regarding

the despatch of the cotton bales. As soon as the advice

is received, the firm in Bombay gets busy in clearing

the bales from Wadi Bunder or Carnac Bunder, as the

case may be, and stores them in its godowns. The

goods are then loaded into the steamer for being ex-

ported to foreign markets.
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With the above general survey before our minds, we
may now examm% in further details the conditions at

the various stages of marketing in this country

Assembling ; The firms of commission agents known as

Adatyas move from village to village pur-

chasing the produce and transporting it to the nearest

centre m hired bullock carts. The adatyas may be

divided into two classes - 1.
’ The Pucca adatya and

2.

The Each a adatya The pucca adatyas are the most

important channel of distribution of agricultural

produce in India, whilst the Kacha adatyas act mostiy

as middlemen. The village baniyas advance loans to

the farmers who repay it in kind and thus the baniya

is forced to undertake assembling. The co-operative

societies pool together the produce of the members and

take the necessary steps of marketing it.

Defects of Assembling

1. The assembling of Indian produce is rendered

difficult by the absence of ' well-planned means of

communications.

2. The poor and illiterate farmer gets a very little

part of the ftnal price of the commodity because of the

relatively stronger bargaining power of the adatyas,

village baniyas and the landlords.

3. The co-operative societies are in a state of

decline because of the unfamiliarity of the Indian

farmers with principal of co-operation.

4. Absence of properly regulated markets on a

large scale results in many dishonest practices on the

part of the market functionaries, who ultimately

deprive him of his legitimate share of the price by many
cunning devices.

5. There is also the constant danger of the various

qualities of produce being mixed up with one another.
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Transport : In certain parts of the country which are

not provided with any piodern means of

communications, pack animals are used to transport

the commodities from one place to another within the

country. Donkeys are a common means of transport

in Nothern India, whilst mules aie also occasionally

used. Camels are common in Sind. The commonest
means of transport in the remoter parts of the country

is the two-wheeled c^rt drawn by a pair of bullocks.

In recent years, however, the motor loiry has assumed
great importance owing to the economy and speed of

transport which it has effected. In parts of the country

served by rivers, country crafts and river boats are

mairtlyused for transporting and assembling agricultural

produce in India. The railways have in recent years

spread almost all over the country but have to face i."

serious competition from motor buses. The use of

aeroplanes IS gradually spreading but is yet rest; icted

to letters and passengers.

’ Oefects of Transport • 1. The means of transport are

' generally inadequate and
not as efficient as the situation demands.

2. Lack of co-ordination amongst the different

means of transport.

3. Limited scope of Government’s transport policy.

4. Absence of efficient arrangements for loading

and unloading at railway terminals.

Finance : Distribution of the produce from assembling
to the terminal markets is mainly financed

by wholesale merchants who also function as com-
mission agents and by shippers during periods when
exports are taking place. The movement of goods
from port towns to the interior is effected by means of

credit accounts opened by the commission agents in
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favour of the merchants in the interior. The actual

provision of funds is made by the village money lenders,

indigenous bankers or shroffs, commission agents,

.landlords, co-operative societies, exporters, trade asso-

ciations and banks The money lenders are the most

important source of marketing finance in India and are

to be found in almost every village in the country. There

are many complaints against them such as high rates of

interest, dishonest dealings with the illiterate farmers

etc. The indigenous bankers or shroffs are a more sys-

tematic type of money lenders and are composed of

Marwaris, Multanis and Sindhi communities The com-

mission agents also provide marketing finance to a very

great extent Banks do not as a rule advance direct

loans to cultivators but only through merchants or com-

mission agents against the security of pledged stocks or

against the purchase and discount of hundts or drafts

Defects of Finance
'

1. Inadequacy.

2. High cost.

3 The monopoly of the money lender.

4. Absence of branch-banking

5. Absence of any tangible link between the

machinery of rural finance and the organised money
markets m the country.

6. Immobility of capital and multiplicity of inte-

rest rates.

Grading : Until a few years ago the position of grading

in India was very unsatisfactory, but under

the various legislative measures adopted by Govern-

ment there has been some improvement although there

is much to be desired in the matter. So far as the grad-

ing of raw cotton is concerned, the function of grading

IS perforrned by the ginning factories. Under the
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Grading and Marketing Act or 1937. Government has

opened grading stations for certain types of produce e.g.

eggs, ghee, tobacco, rice etc , The fact of Government
grading is indicated on the packages by printing the

word **Agiuaik’’ across them. Giadmg is also under,

taken in the village or town maiket itself particularly

for wheat in Northein India,

Storage* The conditions of storage in India aie very

unsatisfactory as there are no properly orga-

nised godowns or warehouses. This is one of the great-

est obstacles to the marketing of agricultural produce.

In the absence of authorised godowns the finance of

marketing is made difficult because the farmers do not

possess any waiehouse receipt which could be used as

collateial security for loans.

Packing Packing in India was a neglected subject

until a fewye.us ago when the Royal com-

mission on Indian Agiicultuie emphasised the [need foi

the same. Govt‘inmeiit accordingly passed legislation

establishing such packing stations as part of the grad-

ing stations mentioned above.

Market Intelligence •

1. Government PubUcaUono

:

These arc generally

issued some consideiable time after the events recorded

have taken place. They are accordingly of historical

and academical interest rather than of practical [utility

to trade. Besides, the accuracy of these publications

is doubtful. The Provincial Goveinment Gazette and

the Gazette of the Government of India give records

of prices of important commodities while the Depart-

ment of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics pub-

lish the Indian Trade Journal '' which gives valua-

able information pertaining to the internal and

external commerce of India. Periodical crop forecasts
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are also issued by the Director of the Department.

2 Press : Almost all the important daily news-

papers have a certain portion devoted exclusively to

commercial news and this forms a very valuable source

of marketing intelligence to the members of the public.

In addition to these newspapers, there are certain

periodicals devoted exclusively to trade information

such as Commerce Capital “Indian Finance''

etc These periodicals give valuable information and

by their well-studied criticism help to direct business

opinion and judgement in appropriate direction

3 Post * The postal, telegraph and the telephone

system afford a valuable service of disseminating trade

information They keep the remotest parts of the

country m constant touch with organised markets in

the port towns and most of the important trade com-
munications are dispatched with the help of postal and
other mechanism.

4 Radto * In leceiit years, however, the Govern-

ment ot India has made an attempt to transmit trade

information by means of special broadcasts from AIR,
New Delhi It has been reported that this innovation

has been exhibiting signs of promise in the near future,

5 Market Reports In addition to the above,

there are also innumerable market reports printed m
the different vernaculars and distributed amongst the

important markets all over the country. These are

probably of the greatest use to Indian traders in gene-

ral and the Indian farmers in particular.

Suggestions

.

Home Marketing Assembhng

.

The existing

methods of transport should be greatly improved in

order to facilitate the marketing of agricultural produce

within the country The Royal Commission on Indian
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Agriculture stated t^at the condition of roads was not

quite satisfactory and recommended the construction

of better roads. For this purpose liberal grants should

be given from provincial revenues for the construction

and improvement of village roads.

Storage : The agricultural produce, after it is assembled

at market centres, should be provided with

proper storage facilities so that the holding capacity

of the agriculturists will be considerably increased and

he can obtain better prices for his produce. Cold stor-

age facilities should also be provided wherever possible

in the case of perishable agricultural produce. The
Royal Commission considered the possibility of provid-

ing grain elevators at important ports on American

lines but expressed the opinion that the advantages of

the elevators would not justify the heavy expenses

incuired for the purpose.

Regulation of Markets : It is common knowledge that

the Indian agriculturist is

labouring under great disabilities while selling his pro-

duce. His illiteracy and ignorance about the market

conditions are exploited by the chain of innumerable

middlemen in the market. In order to remove this

defect, it is necessary to introduce some form of a

strictly regulated market.

Malpractices

:

The marketing of agricultural pro-

duce is associated with a great number of malpractices

e.g. mixing of seeds; watering of bales, mixing of seeds

with impurities which cannot be easily detected, putting

stones at the core of the bales etc. Government should

undertake suitable legislation in order to check these

dishonest practices not only with a view to safeguard-

ing the interests of buyers but also to maintain the

reputation of Indian produce in the world markets.
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Marketing Finance t One of the reasons for which the

marketing of Indian agricultural

produce is considerably hampered is the lack of a suit-

able agency to provide the cultivators with cheap and

adequate loans for the purposes of marketing their pro-

duce. There is therefore a great need for the extension

of branches of joint stock or co-operative banks to the

villages and the linking of our indigenous banking

system in the villages with the organised banking

system in cities and towns.

Organisation for Sale : One of the reasons why the

cultivator gets a poor price for

his produce is the lack of organisation amongst the

cultivators and the consequent absence of collective bar-

gaining The cultivators should therefore be organised

into co-operative sales societies so that they may have

a determining voice m the fixation of the final sale price

of the produce on the lines of the wheat pools m
Canada, and the “ egg circles m some western

countries.

Standardisation of weights and measures • There should

* be a unifor-

mity of weights and measures throughout the country

in the place of the present complexities so that the

cultivators may not be defrauded by the inteimediaries

in the marketing process.

(Jrading and Packing: Indian agricultural produce

should be properly graded

and suitably packed so that both the producers and

consumers might reap the advantages of grading.

Market Research Adequate machinery should be pro-

vided m order to examine the exist-

ing marketing conditions and also to explore its poten-

tialities by undertaking careful and detailed market
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service, The needs of consumers should be thoroughly

studied and analysed in order that the market can

satisfy thena promptly. Accurate statistics relating to

the sales of the various commodities should be compiled

and propel ly classified.

Market Information Proper mea‘-ures should be

adopted in order to acquaint the

cultivators as well as the operators with the periodical

market conditions by the dissemination of market

intelligence through the medium of market report etc.

Foreign Marketing : The carriage of our goods to

foreign markets should be en-

trusted to Indian ships, which should be specially built

for the purpose of not only reducing the cost of

transport but also to retain the present heavy expendi-

ture on shipping within the country itself. Inirther-

more, trade commissioners should be appointed in

important commercial centies of the woildto study the

potentialities of foreign maikets for Indian agricultural

produce. Periodical committees of experts should also

be sent aboard to vStudy specific matkQt>, The results

of their investigations should be, embodied in repents

wliich should be distributed amongst the Indiafi

buvsmcssmen.

Royal Commission on Indian Agriculture. 1928:

In April 1926 this Commission was appomted in

n\sponsc to public ‘cntimenl, to exanuno tho ({uestion

oi llie development of Indian agiiculturc anti to make
suitable iccommendations. This Commission took a

very* conipiehensive survey of the minutest pioblems

of Indian agrieulture and made valuable siigge.stions.

The Commission laid paiticular emphasis upon the

necessity of grading, packing, storage etc. The Com-

mission recommended the appointment of a marketing
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staff, the publication of their marketing surveys, the

regulation ofmarkets and the standardisation of weights

and measures in India. The Commission also stressed

that Government should pay great attention to the

question of making market information available to the

people and further that the railway freight should be

periodically revised to suit the needs of the producer

in consultation with the Departments of Agriculture^

and that co-operative marketing societies should be
organised

Government action on the Report ^ The Report of the

Royal Commission

was issued m 1928 but the Government of India did not

take any substantial action upon it until 1935

In order to facilitate the assembling of produce the

Government are considering the problem of reorganisa-

tion of the railway rates policy, A Transport Advisory

Council consisting of Provincial Ministers of Transport

has already been established in order to bring about

a co-ordinated development of all forms of transport

in India, Provincial Road Boards and Transport

Authorities have been established m Bombay, Madras^

the Punjab and the U. P. Government have agreed to

give grants to each Province for road construction A
Standing Committee for Roads has also been esta-

blished, Ihe import and excise duties on motor spirit

have already been raised considerably in order to

provide finance for road construction. Experiments are

also being conducted for providing cold storage wag-

gons on railways. The Central and Provincial Govein-

menis have been equipped with an expert marketing-

staff. The Central Marketing Staff consists of the Chief
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Marketing Adviser, three Senior Marketing Officers,

three Marketing Officers, one Supervising Officer for

grading and packing stations and 12 Assistant Market-

ing Officers, whilst the Provincial Marketing Staff con-

sists of the Chief Marketing Officei and Assistant Mar-

keting Officers. Piovincial Governments have opened

Departments of Agriculture and Rural Development

Departments which are proving of great assistance in

the improvement of marketing conditions. Agricultural

research is also being carried on in Poona Agricul-

tural College and the Research Institute at Poosa. The
Marketing Staff has undertaken many market surveys

and has already published its reports of which reference

may be made to those on wheat, sugar, oilseeds,

and rice.

Regulated markets have already been biought into

existence in Bombay and the C. P. especially Amiaoti.

In Northern India also many regulated maikcts have

been established. In order to tackle the problem of

marketfinance, a special Agricultuial Credit Department

of the Reserve Bank of India has already started its

woiking. The results of its investigations are embodied

in booklets on the "Village Banks" and "Co-operative

Credit.” The Government have given recognition to

the co-operative organisation for sale by passing the

Co-operative Credit Societies Act and establishing a

special Co-operative Credit Department and also have

given special credit facilities through the Reserve Bank
of India to the co-operative societies. In older to safe-

guard the Indian consumer and to increase the income

of the Indian agriculturists the .Government of India

passed the Grading Act of 1935 and also the Agricultural

Produce Grading and Marketing Act of 1937. Govern-

ment have also opened grading centres for fruits, vege-
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CHAPTER III

FINANCE

A S already observed in the last chapter, finance

constitutes a very important branch of the

distributive side of economic activity The need

for finance anses from the fact that a considerable time

elapses before the value of the goods is realised by the

manutactuier who must carry on his production in this

interval with the aid of borrowed capital. In modern

economic society, the processes of production and dis-

tribution have become more and more complicated and

the modern industrial and commercial enterprises have

become essentially capitalistic. That is to say the

methods of production and distribution have become so

^'roundabout'" that they require a greater amount of

capital than before. The total amount of capital re-

quired is so huge that a single manufacturer, wholesaler

or retailer is not in a position to satisfy all his require-

ments by himself. In primitive society there was direct

exchange of goods and the capital requirements were

also small

Decentralisation of production and marketing has

also led to the need for the specialised agencies of

finance, e* g. there are so many intermediaries in the

process of marketing that a special provision for financ-

ing each one of them should be made.
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In deciding the extent of capital requirements, due

attention must be paid to the following factors *

1. The nature of the product should influence the

amount of finance required e.g, if the product is of a

permanent and durable character, large amount of

capital will be required and vtce-versa,

2. The nature ofproduction : If a commodity takes

a very long time to be produced then obviously they

will require a large amount of capital On the other

hand, if a commodity can be produced in a short time,

the manufacturer can realise its value earlier than

otherwise.

3. The extent of the time lag between production and

consumption . If commodities are consumed a long time

after they are produced they will require a greater

amount of hnauce, to pay for the vauous marketing

services expended upon tliem.

4. The extent of demand * If a commodity is demand-

ed on a very large scale then the economies of large scale

production and distribution can be realised with con-

sequent reducing effect upon the amount of finance

required.

5. The level of incomes and the degree of savings deter-

mines the amount of finance required by commercial

enterprise because it is the consumers who ultimately

finance all business. One part of the population finan-

ces by means of its savings while the other part finances

it by paying for the goods whose piice also includes the

^
cost of finance.

6. The nature of supply also influnces the amount of

capital required because if a commodity is supplied

seasonally, bulk pui chasing and storing will have to be

undertaken and this will mean locking up of capital

which must be extricated by means of borrowings.
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7. The distance between the producers and consumers

exercises an important influence because longer distance

implies more time and expense m distribution. The

cost of marketing and that of finance are increased.

8. The rate of interest and the rate of profit.

Types of Finance

1. Long-trerm Finance This is that part of the capi-

tal required by a commercial enterprise to finance its

block or fixed assets such as land, buildings, machinery

and other appliances of a permanent nature This is

also called block, fixed or permanent capital. In this

sense it is required by enterprises which are newly

floated whereas established industries also require it

for the purpose of extending then field of operations

and for replacements and for taking advantage of new
processes and discovenes. It is called long priod or

long term finance because it is invested in permanent

units of production such as plant and machinery and

cannot be easily withdrawn. This represents the

business enterpiise'' and may be regarded as the costs

incuried in anticipation of the final goods and services

which bring in the ^ales proceeds. The long period

finance is required for ten or more years.

2, Short-Term Finance . This is required for a short

penod tor the purchase and working of raw materials

into finished pioducts, for financing outstanding in res-

pect of goods supplied, for stores, for expenses inciden-

tal to the marketing of products, and for providing the

necessary funds for meeting the day-to-day expenses.

It may be composed partly of long penod finance and

partly of short-period finance, e.g. it it obvious that

the stock of raw materials and manufactured and semi-

manufactured goods never falls below a certain mini-

mum and the finance required to hold this stock may
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be regal ded as long period finance and the remainder

may be classified as short-period finance. The need

for short period finance arises because consumption is

more discontinuous than pioduction and stocks have to

be accumulated in anticipation of demand The short

period finance is generally rcqniied for one year or

more but not exceeding ten years.

Long period finance is mainly required for the fixed

expansion of business already in existence or the esta-

blishment of a new business whereas short period

finance is required for the "'working*' of the business

as such i.e, to maintain its normal course when some-

thing appears to interfere with it c,g. to encourage

sales during a trade depression short period credit is

granted to customers.

This distinction between long period and short

period finance, however, is not strictly or uncondition-

ally accepted by either financieis or writers on financial

subjects. There is a considerable divergence of opi-

nion both in regard to the period of employment as

well as the form of investment. It may also be

observed that a long period finance for one industry

may be a shoit period finance for another. Similarly,

it IS a common experience of practical business life that

there are constant exchanges between these two forms

of finance, that is, a part of long period finance is

converted into short period finance and vice-versa

either as a matter of business expediency or a natural

consequence of business operations. But the pioblem

of the fundamental distinction between those two lorn*$

of finance must in the ultimate analysis be appioached

from three standpoints : 1. the degree of permanency

of Its employment, 2. the purpose of its employ-

ment* and 3* the form m which it is maintained.
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3* Medium Term Finance; This occupies an mtei-

mediate position between long term and short term

types of finance m regard to its period of utilisation.

It IS required for financing hire-purchase or instalment

sales, advances against defeired payment etc.

4. Circulating Finance This is generally identified

with working capital. But a distinction may be drawn
between the two so that, that part of the working

capital which is utilised in a current manner for the

normal operations of the business may be regarded as

circulating capital.

Sources of Long Term Finance

1. Public subccnphon to shares The initial capital

which IS of a permanent nature required by a new en-

terprise, IS obtained by floating shares of various kinds

such as ordinary, preference with different degrees of

priority, cumulative and non-cumulative participating,

deferred and so on. These shares carry different rights

and puvileges both as regards payment of dividend and

repayment of capital, The shareholders cannot with-

draw their capital during the life of the company but

can transfer its ownership to others. In India, public

subscription has not assumed as great an importance in

long term finance as on the Continent or the U S A.,

because there is a lack of a wide basis of investment

owing to a great many cases such as the absence of an

organised capital market and institutions such as Issue

Houses and Investment Trusts.

2. Bonds and Dedentures . After the initial long period

finance is obtained by the above method, subsequent

long period financial requirements are fulfilled by

business concerns through the medium of bonds and

debentures. The difference betw^een a shareholder and

a debenture holder is that while the former is the owner
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of the company, the latter is its creditor. Like shares*

bonds and debentures are also classified into various

categories such as mortgage debentures, registered*

bearei, etc. In India theie is a conspicuous lack of

sufficient debentures and oui industries, therefore, are

greatly handicapped as regards long period finance.

3. Managing Agents: This is a source of finance

pecular to Indian industries. In the western countries

his role is taken by the promoters who may be either

an individual or institutions such as investment trusts.

The Indian Company Act has now placed many restric-

tions on the activities of managing agents and this

source is gradually losing its old significance,

4. Puthc Deposits

:

This is a system by which public

savings are directly accepted by industries instead of

through the intervention of banking institutions. It is

common m Lancashire from where it is said to have

been adopted by Bombay and Ahmedabad textile mills.

The deposits may be for long periods or short ones. In

recent years this sources of finance is declining in

importance.

5. Govmitnmi Loans: In some countries the Govern-

ment takes upon itself the long period finance of

industries by giving them cheap and adequate loans

e, g. Germany and Japan. In India also the principle

of slate aid is being gradually accepted e.g. the Belapur

Sugar Factory was financed by Bombay Government.

6. Financial InsUiuUons * e. g. investment trusts,

issue houses, and others common especially in the U.S.A.

7. Amortisation** and ** Ploughing Back'': Some

companies adopt the method of either setting aside a

part of their profits for purposes of replacements or

actually reinvest it in permanent assets. This is known
as ^^Ploughing Back'' and is resorted to generally by
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established industries for extension and improvements.

Source of Short Term Finance *

1. Manag%ng Agents,

2. Commercial Banks: by means of loans, discounts,

acceptances, overdrafts etc. The method is not yet

common m India owing to many defficulties which
ai*e examined in a later section below.

3. Commercial Credit Houses * against mortgage of

property or promissory notes.
.
In India this is repre-

sented by indigenous bankers and money-lenders.

4. Public Deposits

'

5. Private Deposits

:

from the savings of friends and *

relatives,

6. Government Loan:

Considerations affecting borrowing practices :

The financing operation may be viewed either from

the borrower's or the lender's standpoint. The psy-

chology of the borrower and the lender influences the

financial structure to a large extent and we shall now
see what the factors, which the borrower and the

lender take into account in normal course, are.

When a businessman borrows a loan, he borrows it

mainly to overcome his financial difficulty He is very

anxious to ensure that a loan is not exchanged for

interference with his business by the lender. Further-

more, he is careful to retain with himself the control

of the use of the borrowed capital. Then again, the

borrower wants to reduce the cost of the borrowed

capital. He can achieve this object either by regulating

the rate of interest on the magnitude of profits directly

arising from its use. Now as the borrower has no direct

control over tho rate of interest, he is left w th a rise

in profits as the only instrument of reducing the cost of
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production. Thus a borrower is interested in retaining

with himself as large a production of the profits aiising i

from boi rowed capital. The co»f of finance may also

be leduced by reducing the iinancial requirements to

the lowest level. Thus the borrower is interested in

borrowing an amount just enough to satisfy his needs.

Finally, the borrower is an.Kious to return the loan at

the earliest possible moment in older to minimise the

burden of financial cost.

The lender on the other hand is interested primarily

in reducing the risk involved in the financial transac-

tion. This he can do either by counter-balancing the

amount of risk with an adequately high rate of interest

or by insisting on an adequate secuiity for the

advance. Some lenders also wish to acquire an appre-

ciable degree of administrative control inthedebtoTs

business entei prise with a view to safeguarding their

financial interests. Lenders arc also solicitous to call

back their loan at the eaihcst possible moment.
Furthermore, the lender tiies his utmost to encroach

upon the debtor's profits to as large an extent as possible.

Theie is thus a virtual psychological tug-of-war

between the borroweis mi the one hand and the

lenders on the othei. The hnancial transactions takes

place at that point where both borrowers' and lendeis’

interests are at a ma-ximum level.

Sources of Finance:

1. Personal Savings: A businessman might finance

his entei piise by his own savings. But this method
can satisfy only a small demand for capital because

one men’s saving cannot amount to very much. The
great advantage of this source of finance is the

absence of any obligation to pay interest because here

the borrower and the lender are one and the same
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person. Theie is, therefore, no pulling m diffeient

directions lor the share of profits while the risk is

also minimised to a very great extent.

2. Savings of friends and relations A businessman
might utilise his fuends' or relatives' savings to finance

his business. This method, however, gives rise to

many complications because the transaction in many
cases IS not based on stnct business considerations,

S Partnership This source of finance is resorted

to when a limited number of persons combine their

resources for the purposes of a business venture. Admi-

nistrative control and profits are divided amongst the

partners according to some agreed terms. A great

drawback of this source of finance is the unlimited

nature of the financial liability of each partner although

the relatively less government interference in partner-

ship concerns outweighs the disadvantage and makes
many businessmen prefer this method of finance to

others. Partnerships, however prove to be failures m
the long run owing to the eventual atmosphere of

suspicion and distrust among the partners.

4 Joint Stock Company . When the amount of finance

lequired is too great to be provided by one man or

when the financial risk involved is too heavy to be

borne by a single businessman, this source of finance

proves to be very useful. The advent of the joint stock

method of finance with its principle of limited liability

has been one of the most outstanding innovations in the

economic and financial structure of society. The great

advantage of this source of finance is the minimisation

and transferability of risk. No shareholder can be

called upon to pay anything more than the face value

of his shares whilst the shareholder can pass on the

financial liability to any other person by celling his
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shares. As against this, advantage must be consideied

the constant government interterence with the admini-

stration and the possibility of exploitation of the share-

holdcis by the directors who are entrusted with the

actual management of the business concern, Govern-

ment interference fiom this standpoint may be regarded

as a blessing in disguise

5, Private Compayiy * This source occupies a position

intermediate between the partnership and the joint

stock company method The great advantage of this

source is the absence of much external intereference and
the retention of considerable initiative with the directors

although it suffers from its inability to provide addi-

tional finance owing to the limitation, placed upon

public subscription and the transferability of shares,

6, Co-operative Credit Society : This souice of finance

is parliculaily useful for financing small business ven-

tures foi the beneiU of many peisons on a geogiaphical,

communal or occupational basis. It is jiai ticulaiiy

useful for those classes of society with comparatively

low levels of incomes. Apart from its sociological,,

significance of inculating a S(*nse of mutuality amongst

the people, it has the great advantage of minimising

financial risk.

7, Banks

:

These may be either commercial banks or

industrial and land-mortgage banks. The Commercial

banks do not generally advance long-term loans. The

businessmctu is rather reluctant to approach this source

because of the necessity to disclose his financial posi-

tion* The considerable high rate of interest, heavy

amount of security asked by the banks, banks' inter-

ference with his business accompanying the loan and

the rigidity which characterises the recovery of loans

by banks. Banks as a source of finance have assumed
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great importance in recent years in Germany

:8. State This may be regarded as an inexhaustible

source of finance and has been mainly responsible for

the industrial and commercial prosperity of countries

like the U,S A.and Germany, There are various forms

in which Government financial assistance may be

given to business enterprise e,g government might ad-

vance direct loans, it may guarantee dividends and the

capital of industrial undertakings, or it may subscribe

directly to the share capital of new industries.

The Financial Plan Before a business decides upon

providing itself with the necessary

finance it must prepare what is known as ** financial or

capitalisation plan’'. Thus the success of new business

depends in a large measure upon the accuracy and care

with which this plan is drawn up, The financial plan

constitutes the original scheme for raising capital which

is intended to be locked m the new business. That is

to say, it must estimate as precisely as possible the total

financial requirements of the new venture. It must

make provision for the fixed capital of the concern, the

types of shares that must be issued, loans and advances

that must be taken, it must also give an estimate of

the working capital and must make sufficient provision

for preliminary expenses, promoter’s profits and un-

foreseen financial contingencies.

Forms of Capitalisation

'

After the financial plan is drawn up the next task

is to set about the actual business of obtaining finance,

for the prospective business enterpnse. If the financial

requirements are proposed to be satisfied by personal

savings or savings of friends or by loans from banks

or government^ the problem of dividing the capital

structure of the company does not present a difficult
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problem. On the other hand when capital is to bo

obtained by public subsciption an elaborate scheme

of dividing the total capital into its various categories

must be carefully diawn up in its minutest details

Generally, the initial capital obtained by public

subscription is divided into the following claisses
•'

1. Ordinary Shares. 2. Preference Shares. 3. Cumu-
lative Pre''eience Shares. 4 Non-cumulative Preference

Shares. 5, Cumulative Participating Preference Shares.

6. Non-cumulative Participating Preference Shares.

7, Redeemable Preference Shaies. 8. Irredeemable

Preference Shaies and 9. Deferred Shares.

1. Ordinary Shares: This is allotted to anyone who
makes the necessary application on the prescribed form

to the Board of Directors of the company. It carries

ordinary rights of voting and shaic in the residual

profits if an.y. of the company, in the form of

an annual dividend. It docs not cairy any special

rights 01 pnvilege.s c-xcept that the shareholder

constitutes the joint owner of the concern. The

ordinary shaie is again divided into {a) Undivided

Ordinary {b) Preferred Ordinary and (c) Defcned

Ordinal y The last two varieties come into c.xistcnce

by what is known as ".splitting" oi "doulding"

operation, eg, an ordinaiy .sliaie of Rs. 100/- may
be split up into a preferred oidinaiy share of Ks. k)/-

and a deferred ordinary share of Rs. 50;-, 'Phis inge-

nious device of splitting is adopted to substitute a

combined element of security and speculation m the

place of the unexciting sobriety of the ordinary .share,

2. Preference Shares

:

The holders of tho,se shares

receive annual dividend at fixed rates in priority to the

ordinary shareholders, The preference shareholders

aje not entitled to anything more than this in the
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distribution of the company's profits.

3, Cumulative Preference Shares These shares not

only cany the right of priority in regard to a fixed

share in the annual profits but also a right to

accumulate that share from year to year when the

financial position of the company does not permit

the payment of the same and to receive payment
of all the arrears at a later period when such financial

position IS more favourable.

4* Non-Cumulahve Preference Shares The right of

accumulating arrears of dividend does not attach to

this class of shares and these shareholders receive

dividends only if the annual profits of the company
permit them.

5. Cumulative ParUc%patmg Preference Shares In

addition to the light of accumulating ai rears of

dividend, these shareholders are also entitled to a

share in the residual profits of the concern, after the

ordinary shareholders have been paid,

6 Non-Cumulative Parkcipahng Preference Shares

:

This class of shareholders aie not entitled to accu--

mulate the arrears of dividends although they have

a light to share in the residual profits of the company.

7. Redeemable Preference Shares

:

This class of pre*^

ference shares is to be repaid by the company at

the end of a specified period A special Redemption

Fund IS built up by the company out of its annual

profits during the currency of the shares.

8. Irredeemable Preference Shares

:

These shares are

in the nature of fixed capital locked up in the assets

of the company and are never repaid unless the

company is wound up.

9. Deferred Shares: These are also known as “Foun-

ders" or "'Management" shares and are given to the
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promoters or to the directors of the company When it

is started. The rights of the shareholders rank last

and they receive their dividends after every one else

is paid. Theie is thus a certain amount of uncertainty

regarding the rate of annual dividend on the deferred

shares. It sometimes happens that the deferred share-

holders get a higher rate of dividend than the ordinary

shareholders. This element of unceitainty leads to

speculation in the deferred shares on the stock ex-

changes Such speculation is regarded by many as

undesirable to the working of a company because it

leads to constant fluctuation m the price of shares

which affect adversely the ciedit and administration of

the company.

Debentures- This is another foim of obtaining long

term finance tor a business concern, A debenture may
be regarded as an acknowledgement by a company
of a loan which it has taken and containing a pionusc

to repay the same at a specified time, if the loan

is ledeemable. A debentme must be distinguished

fiom a share. Whilst a debenture creates a loan a

shaie creates ownership A denentiire-holder is thus a

creditor of the company. The following types of

debentures are generally found in practical business

:

L Ordmary debmlures: These debentures give no

charge of any kind on the assets of the company for

repayment and for all practical purpose are mere pro-

missory notes, whose holders are unsecured creditors.

2 Mortgage Debentures * The holders of these deben-

tures are protected by a claim on the whole or part

of the assets of the company. The document which

conveys the mortgage is known as ''Trust Deed*'.

Debenture Stock : This debenture is payable at a

fixed date in the event of a specified contingency such
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as the winding up of the company. The holders of

this type of debentures receive a certificate known as

'^Debenture Stock Certificate*'. Whilst the debentures

must be transferred in whole* debenture stock can be

transferred m whole or m part.

4 Registered Debentures . These debentures are

recorded in the books of the company and are pay-

able only to those whose names are mentioned against

them as the holders. These can be transferred only

by a properly executed transfer deed.

5. Bearer Debentures The names of the holders of

these debenture are not registered in the books of

the company and they are payable to those who
present them. They can be transferred by mere

delivery by one person to another.

6 Redcemahh Debentures * Like redeemable prefer-

ence shares, these arc to be repaid by the company
either after a specified number of years or after giving

the prescribed notice of redemption to the holders.

7. Irredeemable Debentures

!

These are not paid off

so long as the company is in existence.

Bonds
*

It IS very difficult to give a precise definition of

this foim of obtaining finance. It may however be

stated that a bond is similar to a debenture in many
respects. The following types of bonds are generally

in the financial structure of a business house.

1. Contingent Income Bonds. These types of bonds

are issued for the purpose of adjusting capital and

the holders get interest only when the company makes

a specified amount of profits. These are generally

issued after a company has been started.

2. Participating Bonds

:

The holders of these bonds

in addition to a fixed rate of interest are entitled
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to a share in the piofits of the company.

S, Convertible Bonds

:

These bonds are convertible

either into prcfeience shax'es, oidmary shares or stock

at the option of the holder.

4. Guarantee Bonds

:

This type of bonds has some
type of guarantee in addition to the claim to fixed

inteiest. The guarantee may be either by government
or by another company or similar institution.

There are also other classes of bonds such as colla-

teral trust bonds, refunding bonds, prior lien bonds

etc The redeemable, irredeemable, registered and
bearer varieties are also to be found in the case of bonds.

Lack of Debentures in India*

Causes

:

In India debentures do not constitute a

popular form of obtaining long teim finance. This may
be attnbuted mainly to the absence of a wide-spiead

and well-organised investment market in the country.

The industries mostly depend upon the managing

agents and public deposits to piovide them with long-

term finance* The attitude of the Indian investor is

also responsible for the absence of debentures in India.

He is very conservative m his investing habit probably

owing to the failure of many industries in India*

This leads him to lock up his savings in comparatively

safe investment such as Government securities cash

certificates, landed property etc. The Indian investor

is very anxious to increase the capital value of his

investment and as such debentures do not have any

attraction for him. It is of course true that this atti-

tude could considerably bo changed in a desirable direc-

tion by proper advice and sound guidance by financial

instructions such as investment trusts * feut the un-

fortunate absence of such inkitutions in India results

iii aggravating the deplorable situation; The mofussil
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investor has no means of prompt advice c.
[
lofitable

investment, because the stock exchanges are confined

only to the important port towns.

It has also been pointed out that business coaceuis

like insurance companies and banks which have huge

funds for investment do not take any appreciable

interest in debentures. This is attributed by some to

insecurity engendered by the uncertainty of govern-

ment's fiscal policy and by others to the absence of

debentures of really first class concerns. It has been

stated that Government's policy of discriminating

protection is not quite adequate nor assuring for a

profitable and successful career for industries. The

heavy stamp duty on debentures and on transfer of

debentures is also considered by some to be an impedi-

ment in the way of industrial debentures becoming

popular m India, Some writeis have therefore advo-

cated a reduction of this stamp duty whilst others,

feel that this stamp duty has nothing to do with the

popularity of debentures as the cost of initial duty

falls on the company and not on the debenture holders.

The higher cost of securing capital by means of deben-

tures than by means of direct deposits or bank loans

is also stated to be an obstacle in the way of deben-

tures m India.

The attention of the Central Banking Enquiry

Committee, which examined the entire question in

1929, was drawn to a practice whereby an entire deben-

ture loan IS taken up by limited group of financiers

working for wealthy clients such as rulers of Indian

states and others who do not try to place the deben-

tures on market and thus prevent a debenture market

coming into existence m India. The small size of

debentures and their lack of variety are further factors
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•which should be taken into account in explaining the

lack of debentures m India.

There is a general prejudice amongst the business

houses against debentures and they are unwilling to

issue debentures because the investors in India mis-

construe the issue of debentures as an indication of

the financial instability or the weakness of the concern.

Finally, the absence of issue houses to underwrite

debentures in India is anotherliandicap which makes it

difficult for the successful floatation of debentures. In

the absence of such institutions, the industrial concerns

do not have sufficient confidence nor assurance to float

debentures.

Investment Trusts:

This is another important source of obtaining

finance. These institutions act as intermediaries bet-

ween the investors on the one hand and the industries

requiring finance on the other. They collect the savings

of the public by selling stock, bonds, etc. and invest the

same very carefully in vaiious business enterprises.

The investments are well spread out so as to safeguard

the interests of the members, so that investment trusts

may be regarded as partly a banking, partly an investing

and partly an insurance business. Investment trusts

may be classified into the follovung main categories :

—

1. Fixed Trusts. 2 . Flexible or Discretional y Tcusts

and 3. Limited management Trusts.

Advantages

:

1. They render valuable service to the a\erage

investor who is too ignorant of the actual marketing

conditions to be able to undertake successfully direct

investment in industries.

2. En‘ure unspeculative, profitable and sound

investment policy particularly to those members of
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society who want to content themselves with a fixed

and safe return on their capital.

3. The importance of investment trusts is parti-

cularly great when they act as underwriters guarantee-

ing the issue of new capital,

4. By bringing about a diversification of invest-

ment, they not only minimise financial risk but they

also help to encourage a great deal the investment

habit amongst the members of society

Investment Trusts in India :

Importance * Investment trusts would prove to be a

boon to the inexperienced and small investors in India

by providing them with valuable information about

business ventures and prospects of investment. Some

people feel that the establishment of investment trusts

in this country will have a stabilising influence on the

stock exchange where at present the quotations of shares

have no logical connection with their intrinsic value.

It IS stated that investment trusts would not only

attract considerable foreign capital but would also link

up the business entripreuner on the one hand and the

primary investor on the other. In general it is felt that

investment trusts would enrich the Indian money mar-

ket as a whole and remove many of its present defects.

Difficulties •

Although investment trusts would be of

immense importance in this country, there are

many difficulties m establishing them. It has been

stated that the primary aim of investment trusts is

financial and not industrial
,
that is to say, they are

more useful in countries where industries exist on

a large scale and would not prove to be of much

practical use in India with her present industrial back-

wardness It is also pointed out that the shyness of
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Indian capital combined with the absence of expeit and

trained men, presents the greatest difficulty to the esta-

blishment ot investment trusts m India. Both these

argnmenth appear to lua m a vicious circle and the

difficulties maj be regarded more apparent than real

and may be expected to be overcome by the establish-

ment of investment trusts themselves. Investment

trusts are operated on the joint stock principle arid

some people feel that the unfamiliarity of the Indian

investor may militate against their successful operation.

Government’s borrowing policy is also regarded as an

insurmountable obstacle in the way of the establish-

ment of investment trusts in India. It has been felt by

many that the financial lequirements of Government

offer an unfair competition to the industries by attract-

ing themselves a major part of the available amount of

public savings by offering greater sccuiity and better

returns. Thus, Go\’ernment's needs are satisfied at the

cost of the financial needs of the Indian Industries.

The managing agents are probably the most vehement

opponents of the investment trusts naturally because

the establi.shmcnt of such institutions with their strict

watchfulness over industrial activity would be a source

of great annoyance and embarassment of them.

Mr. Macdonold of the Imperial Bank in his oral

evidence before the Central Banking Enquiry Com-
mittee expressed the view that the establishment ot

investment trusts will be difficult in India because they

would have to operate in world maikets and such a

diverson of Indian capital outside the country was

considered by many to be undesirable particularly

when the credit needs of the country itself were

unsatisfied.

The Foreign Experts to the Central Banking
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Enquiry Committee felt that investment trusts which

depend upon cheap finance for their success would be

difficult to be established in India where the interest

rates are not low enough, nor likely to be so for some
time, to warrant such establishment.

Undercapitalisation

;

It IS very essential that every businessman must
estimate as accurately as possible his financial require-

ments. Otherwise, he is likely to be confronted with

the problem of undercapitahsation or overcapitalisation

in course of time A firm is said to be undercapitalised

when the total finance which is available to it for its

use is not sufficient to meet all its needs. Undercapi-

talisation reduces the elasticity of a business to meet

new conditions
;

it induces competition because the

rate of profit is artificially high and ultimately leads

to the closing down of the business.

Undercapitalisation is an unfortunate feature of the

commercial and industrial enterprises in India. This

may be traced back to the sole dependence on the

managing agents who se personal savings were thoroughly

inadequate to supply the total financial needs of a new

concern. The negligen^ie of the managing agents in

preparing an accurate financial plan is also responsible

to a great extent. Sometimes, they have deliberately

underestimated their financial needs and contented

themselves * merely with obtaining the fixed capital

for the concern This has probably been one of the

main causes of the high mortality rate of industrial

undertakings in India.

Overcapitalisation

:

This occurs when business concerns operate with a

redundance of capital. Overcapitalisation may take

place when business houses revalue their assets in boom
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pariocjs and thus obtain huge profits or when the

financial stiucture of a business is reorganised. Some-
times, when the foim of a business venture undergoes

a change and there is a redistribution or consolidation

of assets, this may lead to overcapitalisation. For

example, when a paitncrship is conveited into a joint

stock company, the assets given to the erstwhile part-

ners as remuneiation may be overvalued. Similarly,

when a combination of business takes place involving

consolidation of capitals, the combined capital may
prove to be in excess of the actual requiiements of the

new concern.

The economic consequences of overcapitalisation are

far reaching in their significance both from the stand-

points of the compaAiy and society Overcapitalisation

has an advetse eftect upon the financial leputation

of the company as it decreases the value of [its shares.

Very often overcapitalisation tempts the diiectors of

the company to declaic unearned dividends. As a

result of the fall in the prices of their holdings, the

shareholders are also involved into a consideralfie

financial loss.

CONDITIONS OF FINANCE IN INDIA :

We might study the conditions ol finance in India

under the following heads

1. Finance of Home Trade

2. Finance of Foreign Tiade,

3. Finance of Industries.

4. Finance of Companies.

1. Finance of Home Trade *

Assembling and distribution are two main places in

the process of internal trade and it will be convenient

to study internal trade finance under these two separate

heads*
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A, Finances of Assembling'

a. Baniya

:

In practically all parts of the country

the village baniya is the mainstay of the cultivator

when the latter is in need of money for assembling his

produce. Advance for the growers' current require-

ment are made mostly on personal security or, as in

Sind, by verbally pledging a part or whole of the future

crop ,
mortgages however generally form the basis of

long-term loans and the rates of interest are adapted to

the credit of the borrower and degree of his necessity

as well as on the nature of the security offered. In the

case of mortgage loans or advances, the transactions

are mainly in cash and the rate of interest varies from

6 to 24%. Loans are also raised on the security of

ornaments or other valuables and also sometimes from

merchants in the local markets. These are required to

be paid just after the harvest The repayments are

tenaciously insisted upon by creditors just after harvest

and this often forces the liquidation of debts by repay-

ment in kind. These practices form one of the obsta-

cles ill the way of orderly marketing and in securing to

the grower an adequate return for his produce,

b. Merchants and Commission Agents or Arhatiyas

:

Village merchants are largely financed by Arhatiyas or

commission agents in the same village or nearby large

markets. The arhatiyas generally advance upto 75%
of the value of the produce deposited with them at

interest varying from 5 to 10%. The arhatiya who

also acts as a broker between the seller and the whole-

sale buyer is rarely paid immediately by the buyer who

is ordinarily allowed 15 days of grace,

c* Shroffs: The commission agents in their tuinare

also financed by shroffs or indigenous bankers. Loans

may be taken on the basis of pMmissory notes or mudatti
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hundis at varying rate of interest depending upon
individual circumstances and money market conditions.

The normal range of interest is from 4 to 12 % per

annum. These shroffs occupy a very important place

in the financing of the internal trade of India.

d. Banks

:

Banks do not as a rule make any advance

to cultivators ;
but loans to merchants or commission

agents are generally given on the 'security of the stocks

pledged. The stocks must be insured and stored in

places approved by the banks and are subject to

periodical inspection by the bank authorities. In large

centres a special godown keeper is employed In addi-

tion to advances against pledged stocks, the banks held

in financing the internal trade of India by remitting the

necessary funds to assist purchases and by discounting

demand drafts and hundis. The rate of interest varies

according to the money market conditions and the

status of the borrower. While the old aversion of

certain arhatiyas to patronise the banks is gradually

disappearing, many instances aie encountered of mer-

chants who finance their stocks of produce entirely from

private sources and who deprecate the idea of obtain-

ing advances fiom a bank or any public institution as

likely to lower their financial respectability in the eyes

of their fellow-traders.

e. Trade. Associations : In a few of the larger inland

markets, the assembling of produce is also financed by

the respective trade associations out of the surplus

funds lying idle with them.

f. Co-operative Societies: With very few exceptions

indeed, the co-operative movement in India has deve-

loped on the lines of credit organisations. These

societies ordinarily do not take any part in the market-

ing of their members’ produce. Their chief function is
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to make advances mainly for agricultural expenses on
the personal security of at least three members jointly

and severally, These loans are generally repayable by
instalments and the cultivator gets the benefit of a low

rate of interest

B. Finance of Wholesale Distribution .

The distribution of produce from the assembling

to the terminal markets is mainly financed by whole-

sale merchants who also function as commission agents

and by shippers during penods when exports are taking

place The actual provision of funds is effected through

shroffs or money-lenders and the modern joint stock

banks which in recent years have greatly extended

their activities.

a. Arhatiyas The arhatiyas are of two kinds

.

Pakka Arhatiyas and the Kacha Arhatiyas. The
large firms of arhatiyas finance the internal trade to a

veiy great extent. The arhatiyas act as purchasing

agents for then clients in distant places and usually

receive J of the value of goods as earnest money.

Sometimes, they consign goods to distant places on

their own account also. Kachha arhatiyas also finance

the distribution in villages.

b. Shroffs : These indigenous banking houses play a
very important part in the financing of the internal

trade especially in agricultural produce Most of the

shroffs belong to the Marwari, Multani, or Sindhi

communities and are established in large numbers in

practically all the chief markets of the country, One
of the main activities of the shroffs is to discount

hundis, demand drafts, or bills and advance money
on promissory notes. The hundi system in the finan-

cing of internal trade is more or less peculiar to India^

There are two kinds of hundis : mudatti faundi and
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darshani hundi, The former is a long term document

and is generally drawn for a fixed period while the

latter U the equivalent of a sight draft usually payable

on presentation.

Sometimes, in order to save stamp duty, finance is

raised on promissory notes. This is only done when
large amounts aie involved and is preferred by mer-

chants as it receives least publicity owing to its

non negotiability.

c. Banks In addition to the provision of credit

against the security of pledged stock the banks also

buy and discount hundis oi drafts, remit money by

telegraphic transfer from one centre to another and m
general provide all the accommodations necessary for

the conduct of internal tiade. Banks do not however

generally advance loans against mudatti hundis or

cunency diafts. Approved firms aiehowevei allowed

to draw upon the banks upto certain limit on the basis

of cunency drafts or promissory notes. The activities

of the banks are mostly confined to the tiade in larger

cities and towns.

d. Exporters Some international firms dealing in

agucultural produce piovide themselves with funds m
India by selling sterling bills of exchange usually drawn

at three months' sight or telegraphic transfers through

the Imperial Bank or any other foreign exchange bank

at the various port headquarters of the firms in

question.

e. Remittances * The adequate provision of funds and

cheap transfers from the centres of consumption to the

supplying markets are other factors of importance in

the finance of distribution. Remittances may be made
by means of darshani hundis or bank drafts, telegraphic

transfers, or by actually remitting cash under registered
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or insured cover. The latter practice is followed

only where small amounts are involved and where

ordinary banking facilities do not exist. It is usually

customary for consignors to send railway receipt for

collection through a bank if there happens to be a

branch in the consignee's market. The receipt is

accompanied by darsham hundis drawn on the consignee

and it IS only delivered to the latter when the hundi

has been duly honoured by him.

2 Finance of Foreign Trade A major part of the

finance of foreign trade is provided by non-Indian

banks which occupy an almost monopolistic position in

this sphere. Indian banks as a general rule do not

participate in the finance of India's foreign trade for a

number of reasons such as the enormous amount of

financial risk involved m the business, absence of well-

trained men for the purpose, severe competition of the

non-Indian exchange banks with comparatively huge

financial resources, the relatively small margin of profit

and the difficulties of opening foreign branches.

It has been represented that the foreign exchange

banks use their monopoly of this business to the detri-

ment of Indian banks e g. it has been stated that

these foreign banks pursue a policy of racial discrimi-

nation, that they give poor references to Indian mer-

chants, that they charge unnecessarily high discount

rates to Indians, that they do not give long credit to

Indian merchants, that they compel the Indian mer-

chants to insure the goods with foreign companies and

finally that they do not show any laxity in the evont

ol the Indian importer's inability to meet his bill.

Many suggestions have been made m order to reform

the machinery of Indian foreign trade finance. Some
have suggested the imposition of some type of restric-
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tion on the activities of the foreign banks, The
establishment of a separate Indian exchange bank is

also suggested as a plausible solution of the problem.

A middle way between these two suggestions is pht forth

in the form of the creation of “joint” banks under the

joint control of Indian and foreign banks. A proposal

has also been made to induce the Imperial Bank to take

an active share in the finance of India’s foreign trade.

3. Finance of Industries

The following agencies provide finance to industries

in India.

a. Long term finance . a. Managing Agents, b. Public

Subscription, c, Public Deposits, d State.

b. Short term finance . a. Managing Agents, b. Public

Deposits. c. Private deposits d Indigenous

bankers, o. Commcicial banks, f. State

Managing Agents

:

It would be impossible to cnumei ate

in details the predominant part played by managing

agents in industrial promotions and the invaluable

financial assistance which they have rendered to Indian

industries from their time of inception. The intimate

connection of the managing agents with industrial

finance in India is to be found in the state of banking

development and investment market within the country.

At the time when industiies were started, Indian

investors were unwilling to invest in those undertakings.

This unwillingness and shyness of Indian capital

combined with the unwillingness of commercial banks

practically threw the industries at the mercy of the

managing agents for the provision of finance.

The finance provided by many managing agents has

taken various forms. Besides contributing to the capital

of the concern and suffering the initial losses, they have

also rendered financial assistance in the form of loans
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and deposits from time to time. The managing agents

have placed their savings at the disposal of industries

either for assisting production or distribution. Very

often the association of particular managing agents with

certain industries have helped them to obtain finance

from the public more readily than they could do other-

wise. The system of managing agency finance has been

very deep-rooted There has however been a heated

controversy on the utility of managing agents and this

controversy has been settled by the New Indian

Companies' Act by which their activities have been con-

siderably restricted. It has been stated that the

domination of the managing agents has not conduced to

the welfare of the Indian industries because they have

manipulated the finance for their own benefit. There

have been many instances in which the managing agents

have misappiopuated the funds of the company and

this has given use to a general outcry against the

managing agency system. Many of the managing agents

have indulged in wreckless speculation in shares at the

expense of the company under their management. This

combined with the hopeless inadequacy of their savings

has made the managing agents a very unsatisfactory

source of financing industries.

Public Subscription
*

This has been the most common method of raising

capital for a company. But it has not become as

widespread as demanded by the extent of the country

and the magnitude of the industrialisation. There is a

deplorable lack of a wide basis of investment as a

result of the absence of a properly organise capital

market within the country The ordinary shares of

large denomination are very common whilst the pre-

ference share is also favoured, the outstanding example
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of this being the Tata Iron & Steel Co , Ltd., and the

Jute concerns of Calcutta. Debentures, as already

noted, arc uncommon except in the case of some of the

tea gardens and other sound concerns managed by
foreigners. Debentures are however becoming popular

amongst the sugar companies as a source of raising

additional finance.

Public Deposits •

There are a very important source of industrial

finance particularly for the cotton textile mills of

Bombay and Ahmedabad. By this system the indus-

tries eliminate the necessity of approaching the banker

for a loan and themselves assume the function of the

banker. This system of public deposits is said to be

copied from Lancashire cotton mills.

The great advantage of this system of public

deposits is that it enables a company to borrow at

a cheap rate without increasing its capital or without

creating a charge on its assets. So far as the investors

are concerned, this system provides them with a con-

venient and profitable outlet for their savings. In

spite of these advantages, the system of public deposits

as a source of industrial finance has proved to be a very

risky one. It has been called a fair-weather friend

because the depositors are found to be unnecessarily

panicky and suddenly to withdraw their deposits.

Such withdrawals have been a source of great financial

embarassment particularly in times of depression, when

the deposits were needed most. This system is not quite

sound because the deposits are received for relatively

short periods but are locked up in fixed assets and it

becomes very difficult to convert them immediately

into a liquid form. Furthermore, the system leads to

the domination of the managing agents to the detri-
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ment of the depositors who are unsecured creditors

having no charge on the company s assets, which are

independently managed by the directors or the mana-
ging agents.

Commercial Banks'

The banks in India do not take any appreciable

interest in the financing of industries. This has been

attributed to a number of causes, such as, the conser-

vative financial policy of banks, heavy security asked

by them, and the absence of technical experts to value

the assets of those concerns which apply for loans to

the banks. Furthermore, the banks insist on two signa-

tures and this is found rather inconvenient by the

industrial concerns. The banks also insist on the pled-

ging of stocks and this is resented by businessmen

because it adversely affects their credit in the market.

Another great difficulty m the way of commercial

banks taking a greater interest m industrial finance is

the lack of assurance of rediscount facilities from the

Reserve Bank against these advances. This point

was paiticularly emphasised by Seth Pranlal Devkaran

Nanjee before the first session of the All India Manu-

facturers* Conference held at Bombay.

Various proposals have been made to induce banks

to take a greater interest m the finance of industries.

It has been stated that banks India should follow the

German banks by pooling their resources and investing

the same in industries, that they should keep themselves

in intimate touch with industries so as to enable

themselves to adopt a more sympathetic and liberal

attitude towards them. The businessmen on their part

should be willing to disclose their financial position to

their bankers when applying for an industrial advance.

Proposals !iave also been made to compel the insurance
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companies to invest a part of their funds m industrial

enterprises by suitable legislation amending the Insur-

ance Act of 1938* The huge profits made by the rail-

ways after the outbreak of the present war have also

attracted considerable public attention and it has been

suggested that a part of these profits should be legiti-

mately diverted to the smalland medium scale industries.

4* Finance of Companies »

The Slock Exchange * The problem oi financing of

companies makes it neccessary for us to study the state

of the investment market m India. It is the stock

exchanges which act as the channel of mobilising pub-

lic savings for the benefit of business enterprises The

investment market in India is not in a satisfactory

condition and suffers from many grave defects. There

is no scientific study of the character and mentality of

the Indian investor This is so because of the financial

institutions like underwriters, issue hou.scs, etc. The
stock exchanges are mere fields for speculation and

grambhng rather than of systematic investment The

general state of the stock exchanges m India might be

veiy well typified by the study of one of them and it

is proposed to undertake a close study of the Bombay
Stock Exchange.

The Bombay Stock Exchange :

The Bombay Native Share and Stock Brokers*

Association, popularly called the Bombay Stock Ex-
change, was established in 1887 and commenced its

operations under a tree in the open space near the

present site of the Mercantile Bank of India: Gradually,

the Association winded its activities and assumed its

present imposing and captivating form—in fact so

captivating as to make overnight paupers of million-

aires and millionaires of paupers—but more often the
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former than the latter. The working of the exchange

has been made very systematic while its operation has

been rendered very elaborate so as to facilitate the

negotiations and the sale and purchase of joint stock

securities promoted throughout the province ofBombay.
The powers of the Association are defined by rules and
regulations framed by the Governing Body of the Asso-

ciation and approved by the Government of Bombay.
The activities of the members are controlled by a Board

of Directors which has wide powers in regard to the

adrnission, expulsion of members, settling of disputes,

regulating brokerage, closing down the exchange etc.

In spite of this elaborate mechanism designed to ensure

efficiency of operation and management, there have

been many complaints from the public against the stock

exchange. These complaints were placed before the

Atlay Committee in 1924 and the Morison Committee

in 1937 We shall examine some of them

Public Complaints •

The Association m a representation to the Morison

Committee in 1937 observed that the public speculate

on the basis of tips and rumours and complaint against

the Exchange when they are involved into a loss. Both

the Atlay and Morison Committees agreed that some

of the public complaints were misconceived and unjus-

tified and stated that some who blame the Association

should more justly blame themselves.

These complaints against the Exchange may be

considered under the following heads.

1. Redress ofpuhhc grievances : It has been pointed

out that the Association does not permit public repre-

sentation on the Board of Directors and thus there is

no scope for the public to place their grievance before

the Association nor to exercise a disciplinary authority
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over the members on behalf of the public.

2. Holidays: A common public complaint is the great

number of days on which the Exchange is closed. The

Atlay Committee calculated that the Exchange is closed

completely loi 155 days in a year, is open for 144 days

for two hours and for 66 days it is open only for the

whole of a short woiking day.

3 Closing of the Exchange without authority

4. Multiplicity of forms of transfer and contract notes.

5, No official hst of prices The Association does not

issue any printed hst of ruling prices and the public expe-

rience great difficulty m ascertaining the correct prices.

6 Arbitrary fixation of minimum prices

7. Closing on the death of a member.

8. The predominance of fhc sub-broker : The sub-

broker whom the Atlay Committee called tipster

and a tout*' is an irresponsible person and is found to

dupe and misguide the public by wrong advice.

9. Corners . A corner occurs when shares are ovei-sold

or when sales are matched and the operators are invol-

ved into heavy losses. Tins leads to a panic in the

maiket and the public are involved into a financial crisis

10. Wrcckless Speculation.

IL The Monson Committee observed that the inter-

vention of the Board of Directors to extricate operators

from a difficult situation was against the recognised

principle of inviolability of bargains which should

characterise the working of any stock exchange.

12. Another point of criticism against the exchange

IS the absence of any division of members into jobbers

and brokers.

In recent years the necessary measures have been

adopted ro remove some of the defects e.g. the adop-

tion of the weekly settlempt, increase in the value of
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the membership card to about Rs. 20,000/-. The asso-

ciation has introduced a uniform contract note form

and had been issuing an official price list until recently

when it had to be discontinued owing to shortage of

paper The recent prohibition of option business inside

the ring brought into effect under Government ordi-

nance has been a step m a desirable direction There

IS, however, great scope for further improvement in

the direction of reducing unhealthy speculation and

controlling remisiers-
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CHAPTER IV

TRANSPORT

The development of transport is one of the

essential conditions for the development of

commerce, As Marshall wrote ‘'The domi-

nant fact of our own age is the development not of

manufacturing, but of transpoxt industries'’. A well-

organised system of communications facilitates the

movement of goods and thus renders great assistance

to commercial operations. In the words of Dr. Fenelon,

“Transport is a compendium of existence—a pre-

requisite of well-ordered national life*' Modern trans-

port with its regularity, safety, cheapness, speed and

promptness has become one of the most essential

adjuncts of modern society. By accelerating mobility

ot persons and goods, of culture and civilisation, it has

proved itself to be a very powerful agent of economic

progress in the world. Modem transport facilities have

bi ought products and consumers nearer and have help^

ed greatly in widening the market for a commodity.

In recent years, motor transport has given considerable

flexibility to modern commerce and has been one of the

most outstanding developments in the history of world

commerce

General Functions

L Transport aids production by conferring place'
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5. Modern transpoit facilitates the production,

exchange and consumption of commodities., By carry-

ing the raw materials and half-finished goods to the

factories, it aids pioduction and by carrying the

finished goods from one place to another, it aids the

exchange of commodities.

6. Transport helps to bring about a state of in-

dustrial and economic equilibrium by facilitating the

distribution of wealth from one industry to another

and bringing about conditions of fairly perfect

competition.

7. Transport facilities aid the mobility of the

factors of pioduction both in a horizontal and vertical

diiection. It tianspoits laboui fiom one place to

another and thus brings about an equity of supply.

Similarly, tiansport mobilises capital and transfers it

from one place to another and thus brings about

uniform, stable and well-balanced monetary condi-

tions in society. In India, it has been pointed out

that transport facilities are inadequate and badly

planned with the result that there is a chaos of fnterest

rates and 'a general state of confusion in the financial

and economic life of the country.

8. Transport has increased economic wealth or

surplus by extending the marginal unit of production

especially in agriculture to those remote lands which,

before the transport facilities came into existence,

were in an uncultivated and neglected state,

different Means of Transport

:

In classifying the various means of transport, differ-

ent standpoints may be adopted. We may define them
either according to their mode of carriage or according

to the private or public track which they use for the

purpose. The latter distinction is based upon the
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amount of capital required for the operation of each

type of transport facility.

In general the following means of transport are

common m modern society :

1

.

Railway transport. 2. Motoi transpoi t. 3, Ocean

transport carried on by means of tramp steamers and

big vessels. 4. Inland water transport carried on by

means of barges and small boats operating in riveis

and canals within the country 5. An transport.

Advantages of Rail Transport

1. For the carriage of bulky goods over long dis-

tances, the railways possess a distinct advantage over

other means of transport

2. Railways are the fastest means of land trans-

poit and bring about gieat economy of time.

3. In recent years, carriage of perishable com-

modities has been made possible by railways by pro-

viding special air-conditioned carriages.

4. Railways operate according to fixed time tables

and the regularity and promptness resulting from this

are a great advantage.

Disadvantages

:

1. A huge amount of capital has to be sunk and

the cost of maintenance of railways is very heavy.

2. There are constant delays at terminals

3. The cost of carriage is comparatively high.

4. There is a great amount of state interference.

Advantages of Motor Transport ^

1. The cost of operation and maintenance of

motor transport is comparatively low.

2. The capital required is also comparatively small.

3. It offers a very elastic means of transpart e.g.

the buses relax their time tables in many cases, they

provide a door-to-door service, etc. Besides, the
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number of buses can be immediately adjusted to the

volume of traffic.

4. For the carriage comparatively less bulky

goods over shoit distances or for carrying perishable

commodities like dairy pioducts, vegetables etc. over

short distances, motoi transport is very suitable

5. The relaxation of timings sometimes makes

motor transport speedier than railways.

6. Probably the greatest advantage which motor

transport offers to the business community is the man-
ner in which the goods aie loaded and unloaded. Motor

buses pick up the goods on their way so that the cart-

ing expenses and loading and unloading charges are

either totally eliminated or considei ably reduced. This

also leads to a reduction of tuinslupment charges and

of possibilities of damage and pilferage. Very often the

motoiTorrie.s go to the godowns of the consignors and

the consignee.s.

7. The freight rates charged by the motor lorries

are very much lower than those charged by railways.

Disadvantages of Motor Transport.

1. The laxity of timings makes motor lorries

rather an uncertain means of transport.

2. There is a great possibility of breakdowns and

accidents owing to the negligence of drivers.

3‘ So far as passengers are concerned, motor

lorries are very uncomfortable and physically tiresome

owing to over-crowding.

Advantages of water Transport

:

1, Water transport is probably the cheapest form

of transport owing to a number of causes, such as the

provision of a natural track, lower cost of operation.

2. For the carnage of bulky goods over long dis-

tance, water transport is most suitable.
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3. Steamers carry much greater quantity than

either the railways or the motor lorries.

4. Inland water transport offers the advantage

that the barges and small boats can load at any point

along the river or the canal or can load and unload

goods alongside a steamer and this eliminates many
incidental expenses

Advantages of Air Transport *

I

.

Air transport is more suitable for the carriage of

small quantities of goods with small bulk and great value.

2 It is the fastest means of transport and thus

saves a great amount of time.

Disadvantages of Air Transport

:

1. Great possibilility of accidents due to fogs etc.

2, Heavy cost of operation and maintenance of

aerodromes and ground organisation.

The choice of a particular method of Transport

:

In deciding which particular means of transport

should be adopted, the following considerations should

be taken into account

X. The type of goods

:

If the goods to be carried

are of a perishable nature, they must be carried by the

fastest possible means of transport. Similarly, goods

requiring special conditions whilst in transit, should be

earned by railways in special wagons.

2 , The value, weight and hulk of the goods : If the

goods are of small value but of great bulk, they can be

more conveniently carried by railways. On the other

hand, goods of great value and small bulk can bear the

high charges of air transport.

3 , The distance over which the goods are to le

carried . If they are to be carried over comparatively

long distances, rail transport is distinctly more con-

venient than motor transport.
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4 . Time of delivery : If the delivery is to be given at

an early date, that mode of tiansport will have to be

adopted which will carry the goods to their destina-

tions in the desired time.

5 Cost of Transport If alternative forms of trans-

port lend themselves easily for the carriage of goods

on the above considerations, the final choice amongst

them should be guided by the differences in their cost.

Under these circumstances, the cheapest will prove to

be the best mode of transport.

Soeial Effects of Transport

1 . By bringing about a considerable mobility of

the factors of production, modern transport prevents

any social or economic stagnation in the country.

2. By transporting comforts and luxuries over a

wide area, transport facilities lead to a higher standard

of life of the population.

3. Transport facilities lead to a general optimism

and ambitious outlook amongst the members of society

because they broaden their outlook and give them con-

siderable confidence m overcoming business obstacles

4. Transport leads thus to greater economic

welfare by stimulating production and consumption in

the society.

5. Facilitates the distribution of knowledge, infor-

mation and ideas amongst the different sections of the

public and generally brings about a closer social and cul-

tural contact amongst the different parts of the country.

As against the above good effects must also be

considered the unduly rapid rise in population, the

deplorable social conditions of industi ial towns spring-

ing up along railway routes and the unfair competition

which some industries with better transport facilities

offer to others not so favourably placed.
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Effects of Railway in India ^

It would indeed be difficult and premature to draw
a balance sheet of railway administration in this coun-

try. Firstly, because it is too early to undertake this

task and secondly, because a real development of a

widely spread railway transport facilities is yet to come
within the country. We may, however, examine the

immediate effects of the introduction of railways in this

country and find our con’solation in this optimistic

thought that the future will continue the good effects

and compensate for the evil ones, in a satisfactory

manner.
1. The distant places in the country have been

brought closer to one another with far-reaching social

and cultural effects.

2. Transport services have been of great signifi-

cance in minimising the disaster and ruin which

famines inflict upon the people. In the 19th century

famines occurred frequently but assistance could not

be given to the famine-stricken areas because of the

absence of railways or other organised ni.eans of

transport.

3. Railways have facilitated the movement of

goods and raw materials and this has been of particular

help to the agriculturists. The widening of the market

for agricultural produce has been mainly lesponsible

for the increasing agricultural incomes.

4. Railways in India have been very useful in

bringing about a fair equalisation of prices and have

brought into existence considerable identity of business

conditions within tfie country.

5. Railways in India have created new employ-

ment by stimulating the development of engineering and
other industries and by hastening the growth and deve-

lopment of telegraphic communications,
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6. Railways have resulted in a considerable mobi-

lity of capital.

7. Tnc mobility of population which has resulted

from the building of railways in India, has not only

brought about an equalisation of labour supply but has

also widened the outlook on life of the Indian people

by overcoming their traditional inertia of the home.

8. The Indian Railways are supposed to have

brought a considerable increase in the taxable capacity

of the people and lowered the incidence of taxation.

9. Finally, the railways have been very valuable

source of revenue to Government.

Evil effects

:

1. The destruction of Indian indigenous industries.

The railways brought the foreign manufactures far info

the remotest parts of the country and enabled them to

compete successfully with local manufactures. The

result was that in course of time, the indigenous indus-

tries were driven out of existence.

2. It has also been felt by some wi iters that the

fuel required by the Indian railways has resulted in a

diversion of the forest wealth of the country.

3. Some people feel that the railways have been

one of the important gateways through which foreign

capital has secured an entrance into the economic life

of the country. Ordinarily, there would not have

probably been a serious objection to the admission of

foreign capital; but it has generally been felt that

these foreign capitalists constitute a powerful vested

interest wielding unduly great influence in the economic

and political life of the country. This argument has

however lost much of its original force owing to the

recent repatriation of a major part of India’s

sterling debt.
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4. Then again, the view has been expressed that

the railways have made it possible to dram the country

of its raw materials and to push the foreign manufac-

tures into the Indian market,

RAILWAY RATES.
Importance * The cost of transport forms a very

important element m the final cost of goods to con-

sumers. Railways form one of the most important

means of transport in the distnbution of goods. The
rates charged by the railways for carrying goods cons-

titute therefore an important part of the final price of

commodities Railway rates thus determine not only

the degree of marketability of certain commodities but

also may be regarded as considerably influencing the

general economic development of the country.

The fixation of railway rates should be guided by

the marginal cost which is incurred to provide the ser-

vice and the marginal utility resulting from it The

two limits within which the monopolistic powers to fix

railway rates can be exercised are the cost to the rail-

way administration and the value of the railway to the

consignees. The question of railway rates is particu-

larly important in this country. A well-planned and

welj-executed railway policy can be of incalculable im-

portance in India with relatively inadequate alternate

means of transport. On the other hand, a short-sighted

and badly planned railway rates policy can ruin the

economic system in course of time, e.g, if high rates

were fixed on manufactures, the price to the consumers

would be raised to that extent and would impose great

hardships upon them. The task of fixing railway rates

IS d very difficult one and requires great skill, judgment

and a thorough knowledge of the economy of the

country as well as the general theory of economics of
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transport. The equity and profitability of railway

rates can only result after a long experience and expe-

rimentation with different classes of goods and is thus

bound to be a veiy slow process.

The primary function of railway rates structure is

two fold : In the first place, it should be comprehen-

sive enough to deal appropriately with all classes of

traffic that may arise and secondly, it should be adapta-

ble enough to admit of special quotations to be given in

special circumstances The manner in which the rail-

way rates policy can determine the economic fate of the

country may be better seen in relation to the various

advantages which a well-guided railway rates structure

confers upon it e.g. if the railway rates for carrying raw

materials to the factories were comparatively low, the

cost of production would be reduced with advantages

both to the manufacturers and consumers Similary, if

the railways charged low rates for cairymg finished

goods to the consumers, the commodity will be within

the reach of a greater part of the population and thus

stimulate industrialisation of the country, and raise the

general standard of life of the population. A favour-

able railway rates policy brings about economic unity

within the country by linking the various parts with

one another, by facilitating exchange of goods and in-

formation and by imparting mobility to labour, capital

and organisation which are indispensable for pioduction.

Tkeoretical Basis of Railway Rates

:

The most interesting and important aspect of rail-

way transport is the manner in which the railway lates

are fixed. The questions which arise in this connection

are : What should be the principle which should guide

such fixation ? What is the criterion to decide reason-

ableness of railtvay rates ? What types of rates should
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be raised for particular types of commodities ? Vari-

ous theories have been advanced by economists from
time to time to guide railway admmistrators and we
shall examine some of them below.

Cost of Service

:

Some economists have suggested that like other

businesses, the railways may fix their price of service to

carry goods on the basis of cost which they mcur actu-

ally to carry them Just as businessmen calculate their

cost of production and add to it their share of profit

and fix the final price, so also the railway authorities

should base their freight rates on the cost of carriage

which they incur.

There are some obvious difficulties in adopting this

method of fixing railway rates In the first instance, the

cost of carriage basis is practically impossible because

it is difficult to estimate piecisely the cost of carriage

of a particular item owing to the fact that a major

part of the lailway capital is of a fixed character and

it is very difficult, if not impossible, to allocate the diffe-

rent heads of cost to different classes of commodities.

Moreover, the cost of cairiage cannot be known before

actually carrying the goods and often the cost depends

upon the volume of traffic handled. Thus, the cost

cannot be ascertained beforehand and therefore the

railway rates which are fixed in anticipation of traffic

cannot be economically just nor practically profitable.

The cost of service principle can operate most success-

fully only under conditions of per feet competition but

as the railways generally operate on monopolistic lines,

it cannot be taken as a guiding principle. Then again,

cost of carriage a.s well as the volume of traffic upon

which it depends fluctuate widely from time to time

and from one part of the railway to another Probably,
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the strongest objection to the cost of service principle

as the basis of railway rates would arise from the fact

that it ignores the ability of the traffic to bear the rate

and thus would unnecessarily penalise the poorer mem-
bers of society at the cost of rich ones because articles

of small value and huge bulk would be charged on the

same level as articles of great value and small bulk.

For all these reasons, as Sir William Acworth says,

''To claim that rates shall automatically be fixed on

the basis of cost of carriage is to claim what is impossi-

ble”. Nevertheless, the cost of service principle serves

as a good check upon the capacity of railway authori-

ties and also indicates the limit below which the rail-

way rates cannot go.

Value of Service

:

Another basis proposed for the fixation of railway'

rates is the value of service to the goods It is said

that the value of service as a basis of lato making

begins where the cost of service principle ends, Under

this principle railway rates should be fixed in relation

to the value of the goods carried. This is also expressed

i>y the classical phrase : "Charging what the traffic

will bear’h While the cost of service principle takes

into account only the supply side of railway service, the

value of service principle emphasises only the demand
side of the question. The principle is regarded as a

moie practicable and judicious way of levying railway

freight as it discriminates between one class of tiaffic

and another and thus spreads more equitably the sacri-

fice involved in paying for the transport service. This

principle provides for elasticity of railway rates, maxi-

misation of railway earnings and a judicious appoition-

ment of the economic burden.

Let us see what exactly is implied by the phrase

;
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''Charging what the traffic will bear'\ It really means
that between the lower limit set by the cost of service

to the railways and the upper limit set by the ability^

of the traffic to bear the rate, the railway rate should be

fixed as to result in an equitable concession to the

poorer members of society and equalise the sacrifice

made by the payer. According to Sir William Acworth,

the phrase "will bear"' means either "is able to

bear" or ."can be made to bear". It is better

expressed by saying "not charging what the traffic

will not bear" It does not however mean that the

railways can charge all that the traffic can bear i.e.

they cannot allocate to themselves all the difference

between the twoplace valuesof a commodity. If they do

so, the traffic will decline and the railway earnings will

be reduced. This principle is very useful because it

aims at social justice and is also valuable for the

existence of key industries.

The railway authorities can manipulate the rates

based on this principle to their own advantage and
this is bound to impose great hardship upon industry

particularly if the demands for the product of the indus-

try is inelastic. The railways are monopolies and no
one can question the validity of the decision of the

railway authorities in this regard. In spite of these

limitations, however, this principle provides a valuable

guide to the maximum limit of the railway rates.

Equal Mileage Rates

:

This is another method of fixing railway rates

adopted by the railway authorities. Under this method,

a uniform rate is charged for every mile over which the

goods are carried i.e. the cost of carriage varies in direct

proportion to distance. Although this method is

supposed to represent substantial justice, it is practically
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unsound because it ignores the fact of differential

cost on different parts of the railway track, and pre-

supposes a uniformity of haulage conditions. What
makes it preferable to other methods of charging is

its simplicity. This principle, however, does not discri-

minate between one class of goods and another, and
thus penalises commodities of small value and great

bulk. Moreover, when we bear in mind that the rail-

ways operate on the principle of diminishing costs, the

impracticability of this method is obvious.

Zone System
‘

Under this method the country is divided into dif-

ferent zones and there is a uniform rate applicable to

all distances within the zones, but a different rate bet-

ween one zone and another. The great advantage of

this method of charging is its simplicity. This method

however, results in penalising short distance traffic.

Postal Principle :

Under this method of fixing railway rales, there is a

universal rate as in the case of letters. Although this

principle appears to be quite simple on its face, it is

impracticable because railways have not as complete a

statutory monopoly for the carriage of goods as the

post office. Moreover, the postal rate is so low that any

small change, although really excessive, passes un-

noticed. This will not be so in the case of railway rates.

Tapering Rates

:

Railway charges based on this principle decrease

with distance i.e. longer the distance, the less is the

railway freight.

Blanket Rates

These are adopted on some of the American lints

under which a lower charge is levied for specified hau-

lage between two points very distant from each othei
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Agreed Charge :

This IS a method of fixing railway rates adopted by

the English railways. Under this method the railway

rates are based upon the average traffic provided by
each shipper over a number of years.

Railway Rates Policy of the Government of India :

It has been represented that the railway rates are

fixed only from the standpoint of railway earnings rather

than the economic welfare of the country. Indian

businessmen have complained that the railway rat?5

are more favourable to non-Indian businessmen And dis-

coui age Indian trade and industry by unduly heavy

rates. Moreover, it is stated that the railway pohcy of

Government is so designed as to encourage traffic from

and to the port towns with the result that raw materi-

als are very easily drained off from the country for the

purpose of export and the imports of foreign manufac-

tures are greatly tacilitated. This has prevented the

more important development of the internal trade of

the country. The Indian Industrial Commission,

Indian Fiscal Commission, and the Royal Commission

of Indian agriculture have all examined the railway

rates policy of Governitent and made valuable sugges-

tions, some of which have been executed by Govem-i

mentt Furthermore, the competition amongst the

railways has resulted in encouraging the export of raw

materials and the import of foreign manufactures with

disastrous effect upon Indian industries. The confusion

of gauges cm the Indian railwa3^ system and the host of

preferential rates in the Indian railway traffic combined

with the apathy of Government and the absence of any

responsible centralised authority to fix and control rail-

way rates have made Indian railways only valuable

sources of revenue to Government and of assistance for
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military and strategic purposes rather than of intrinsic

value for the economic welfare of the country.

The railway policy of Government is influenced by

the Railway Rates Advisory Committee which was
appointed in 1926 on the recommendation of the

Acworth Committee on Indian Railways to advise

Government on matters of railway rates policy. The
other matters of railway administration are being carried

on by the Railway Board of the Government of

India. Under the Government Of India Act 1935, the

general control and administration of railway policy

in India are placed in the hands of a statutory execu-

tive body known as the Federal Railway Authority.

The Problem of Rail-Road Competition
'

Inrecent years the different raeansof transport have

been competing with one another and resulting in a

considerable amount of waste. Motor transport parti-

cularly has been fast encroaching upon the earnings of

railways and it has been found very difficult to recon-

cile the conflicting interests of these two means of

transport. Theoretically, however, there is no reason

why the different means of transport should compete

with one another. If we analyse the theoretical sphere

of activity of different transport agencies, we will realise

that there is a distinct field of operation belonging to

each agency in which it can operate most economically

and successfully to the benefit of the entire country.

And if any competition does exist, it is not because

the different means of transport are competitive but

Because they are being incompetently managed. For

example, road transport is suitable for conveying goods

of relatively small bulk and also a few passengers over

short distatnees. The railways on the other hand, are

exclusively suitable for the conveyance of heavy goods
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traffic and good many passengers over long distances

on land. It is therefore generally impossible that these

two means of transport can compete with each other

over long distances. Even if such competition does

exist over short distances, it is the result of a lack of

a well-planned transport co-ordinating policy and would

not justify any facile generalisation. In many cases

road transport can accomplish the task of assem-

bling goods and passengers at railway stations for long

journeys from remote inland places, into which the

railways cannot possibly penetrate. In this sense the

road transport serves as a complimentary tributary to

the rail transport rather than a competitive aval. There

are certain regions in which railway construction is

difficult, uneconomic or impossible. There are others m
which the high railway freight and the rigid timings

impose a hardship on the consumer. In all thete

ciicumstances the motor transport should be regarded

as a happy feeder to the rail transport rather than

as one offering competition to it.

Rail-Read Competition in India *

The financial outlook of the railways has been

rather disappointing. There have been successive

deficit railway budgets since 1931 till recently and the

constant heavy raids on the depreciation fund to meet

the interest charges and the consequent absence of any

contribution to the general revenue of the Government

have led to 'a more criticalexamination of the operations

of railways in India during recent years. Although

the disappointing results of railway finance
^
have

been attributed to world economic conditions, yet the

eltect of the competition of road transport upon railway

revenues is a factor of great significance to the

question.
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The road policy of Government is not co-related

with its railway policy. Roads are constructed parallel

to the lailways and they offer severe competition to the

railways especially over short distances. About 22%
of the mrleage of the metal roads is parallel to the

railways whrle 48% of the railways have metal roads

running parallel to them, the extreme case being the

N.W.F. Province with 94%, the C. P. being the next

with 73% and the U. P., Madras, and Bombay follow-

ing with some 60%.
It is very drfScult to frame an accurate estimate of

the losses incurred by the rarlways as a result of road

competition because there is no proper census of road

motor transport while the sfatistres furnished by the

railways are also not quite reliable The rail-road com-

petition in India is mostly confined to passenger traffic

over short distances, although a certain amount of

competition for the carriage of merchandise is also re-

ported in recent years by the East Indian and Eastern

Bengal railways. The Mitchell-Kirkness Report of 1933

on the rail-road competition estimated a total annual

loss of 186 lakhs to railways due to motor competi-

tion. Only one railway viz. the North Western is

suffering an annual loss of Rs 4^ lakhs due to road

competition. It might be stated that at present the

railways are losing something in the neighbourhood of

Rs. 6 crores, (made up of aboutRs. 4 crores for passenger

and about Rs. 1 crore for goods traffic,) owing to this

competition or about 5% of their gross earnings of a

normal year—these bemg about Rs 100 crores, Al-

though the competition for the carriage of merchandise

is still in its infancy, it is bound to increase with the

general improvement of roads, the possibility of im-

proved motor vehicles for carrying merchandise and the
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revival of trade within the country.

When we examine the problem of rail-road com-

petition in India, it is clear that the impact of this

competition was more severely felt by the smaller lines

than the larger lines owing to the shortcomings of the

narrow gauge railways which may be summed up as

under: limited speed, want of flexibility, inability to

provide door-to-door service and other miscellaneous

disadvantages to the public, e.g. incivility of ticket

inspectors etc. The Central Provinces possess probably

the largest concentrated system of light railways and

the road competition has had a disastrous effect upon

the railways The following statement gives the import-

ant total ranges in mileage of motor competition with

railways m the important provinces .

—

Province No of Miles.

Bombay 547

Madras 82

C. P. 188

U. P. 15)

x\lthough the motor transport is thus gradually en-

croaching upon the field of railway transport and is

adversely affecting railway revenues, it should be re-

membered that the development of motor transport

has brought considerable business to the railways m
the transport of petrol. The amount of earnings of all

first class railways from petrol during the year 1930-31

was estimated by the Mitchell-Kirkness Committee at

Rs. 53,63,000.

We may now consider the various factors and
circumstances which enable the motor transport to

compete with the railways. Over short distances the

motor competition is particularly severe because it

offers speedier mode of cairying passengers than tbe
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railways. Over long distances, however, the motor

competition is not felt by railways who have retained

their supremacy. The motor competition has not

challenged the supreme position of railways in regard

to the cairiage of heavy and bulky articles. On
the other hand, motor transport has the advantage

over railway transport for goods traffic in the fact that

there are no terminal ti anshipment and other t^elays

and no costs of loading or unloading the cargo.

Motor tiansport is enabled to compete with railway

transport owing to the fact that its costs of

maintenance and opeiatiou are much less than those

of railways. It docs not require stations, sheds,

signals, sidings, special wagons or huge amount of

rolling slock like the i allways. From the side of

demand for motor transport, the public prefer motor

transport to lailway transport owing to the fact that it

offers cheaper rates and fares, flexibility of time tables

to suit this convenience of passengers, door-to-door

service, although the other counteracting factors are :

physical inconvenience due to over-crowding, irregu-

larity in starting and arrival, a great possibility of

accidents and rudeness and indifference of drivers.

The railways have pointed out the unfairness

of the competition by stating the differential

advantage which the motor transport gets in

regard to public control e.g. inadequate inspection of

public motor vehicles, systematic over-crowding, no

legislative restriction in regard to hours of work, no

examination of the ability of the staff, no official

enquiry into motor accidents.

The railways have adopted many measures to meet

this growing competition, e g. revision of time tables

to suit the convenience of the public with special
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reference to junction connections, a substantial reduc-

tion in rates and fares, increase in the speed of the

tram, the establishment of an intelligence service In

the case of the G, I. P. railway, a receiving office for

parcels has been established near the Reay Market in

Poona to meet the motor bus competition for the

carnage of fruits, vegetables and toddy It has also

introduced special rates for rice from Asangaon to

Bombay, from Ghoti toNasik and Nasik to Manmad,

the issue of cheap return tickets etc.

Co-ordination of Transport

In co-ordinating the different means of transport

the principle objects that should be kept before our

mind are • provision of the service at a minimum cost,

the elimination of inefficient means of transport and

a harmonious and well-planned control and regulation

of transport services in the welfare of the country and

the elimination of wasteful competition. Co-ordination

of transpoit must restnct each means of transport to

that sphere of activity to which it is best suited The
problem, however, is not as simple as it looks. Various

alternative solutions have been suggested for bringing

about more harmonious relationship between these

different means of transport. It has been suggestsd

that the railway and the motor transport should work
in a spirit of co-operation by means of through rates,

mutual arrangements for loading, unloading etc.

Generally, the following forms of co ordination havf

been suggested.

1. Co-ordination through voluntary co-operation.

2. Co-ordmation by making motor transport

either controlled by railwa5/s or subsidiary

to them.

3. Statutory co-ordination.
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4 Co-ordination through nationalisation of all

transport services.

5 Unrestricted competition

6. Combined monopoly of road and rail.

Transport Co-operation in India'

To eliminate the wasteful competition between

railways and motoi transport, the Mitchell-Kirkness

Committee recommended better control and regulation

of motor transport, a system of assigning a particular

zone to motor cars and railways, taxation of motor
transport and the adoption of a sy.stem of licensing

mo tor vehicles The Wedgwood Committee of 1937 on

Indian railways also endorsed the view that road tran-

port should be properly regulated and controlled The
Committee remaiked that if adequate steps were not

taken to co-ordiuatc road and rail transport, an increase

of 100% on the then existing losses of railway revenue

would be well within the possibilities of the case.

With this note of warning before their mind, the

Government of India passed the Motor 'Vehicles Act in

1939 giving effect to many recommendations of the

Committee. The Act has made provision for the control

of motor vehicles by the Provincial Transport Authority,

the operation of motor vehicles under a system of

permits which arc issued only on the fulfilment of

certain specified conditions by the motor car owners

such as ke eping the vehicle in good working order,

observation of speed limits, regularity of service.

The Provincial Government are entrusted with the

control and development of road transport and are

supposed to take into consideration all the relevant

factors of co-ordination in granting the licenses to

motor vehicles. The most noteworthy feature of the

Act is the compulsory insurance ot motor vehicles
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against third party risks Government have also

increased the import and excise duty on motor spirit

and formed a Road Fund from which grants are made
to the Provinces for road construction. Government
have also amended the Railway Act and authorised

the railways to operate motor services. A Transport

Advisory Council consisting of Provincial Ministers of

Communications was also formed in 1925 The appoint-

ment of a new Member in charge of Communications

on the Viceroy’s Executive Council and the Creation

of a new Department of Communications from 1937

may also be expected to be an important measure

of reform in the direction of transport co-ordina-

tion in India. In the same year Government

appointed the Wedgwood Committee on rail-road co-

ordination which made some valuable recommendations

which were subsequently embodied in the Motor

Vehicles Act of 1939.

Niemeyer Award-1936
‘

In 1936 Sir Otto Niemeyer was invited by the

Government of India to conduct a financial enquiry as

required by the Government of India Act 1935. The

great significance of the Report submitted by Sir Otto

for the problem of transport co-ordination in India lies

m the manner in which he succeeded in linking the

financial interests of Provincial Governments m the

Central Treasury with an increase in the income tax

receipts by the latter. The way in which Sir Otto

achieved this remarkable result was as follows He took

for granted an^average steady income tax revenue of

Rs. 12 crores. He recommended that half of this should

be retained by the Provmces ,
but for the first five

years it was to be retained by the Federal Government

in order to consolidate its financial position After the
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five years, the provinces were to get a certain amount
gradually so as to place them in a position to receive

their full hypothetical share of^Rs 6 crores. In addition

to this, the Central Government also promised cash

payments to the piovmces, cancellation of a part of

the debt which they owed to the Central Government
and the distribution oi 12|% of the Jute Tax, Asa
result of these cash subventions and a share in the in-

come tax, the Provinces were forced to take a keen

interest in raising the railway earnings because higher

the railway revenue, the higher the income tax receipts

and the higher the share of the Provinces. Thus the

Provinces were directly entrusted with increasing the

railway earnings in their own enlightened self-interest

and indirectly entrusted with the problem of rail-road

co-ordination.

INDIAN SHIPPING

In olden times India had a flourishing mercantile

marine with the help of which she was able to send

her goods of the remotest parts of the earth. ^Indian

ship-building industry was one of the glorious point of

honour to Indians of those memorable times. Gradually,

however, the ruthlessncss of historical evolution and
the force of unfortunate circumstances wiped this

industry out of existence until to-day when India has

to depend upon foreign ships to carry her goods

to foreign markets. Indian ships operate only along

the coast. The life of Indian shipping to-day is beset

with many difficulties the most important of which is

the unfair foreign competition.

The various problems of Indian shipping may be

conveniently studied under the following heads ;

1. Reservation of coastal Trade. 2. Shipping

Conference. 3. Deferred Rebate System. 4. Indian
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Mei cantile Marine. 5 State Aid to Indian Shipping.

Reservation of Coastal Trade
’

Reservation of coastal trade implies a monopoly
granted to the ships of the country to carry on the

trade between the various coastal ports. This may be

regarded as one of the means by which government

can offer indirect aid to the shipbuilding industry of the

country. In India there is no reservation of coastal

trade for Indian ships and there has been an insistent

public demand for the same. Most of India’s foreign

trade is being carried on by foreign ships mostly British.

This has been regarded as very unsatisfactory particu-

larly in view of the fact that India has also the requisites

such as huge forests, iron deposits, fuel resources and an

extensive coast line to enable her to become one of the

greatest maritime nations in the world.

The problem of coastal reservation was examined

fully by the Indian Mercantile Marine Committee ap-

pointed by Government in 1923 to investigate into the

entire question of the development of Indian shipping.

Arguments for Reservation :

’ 1 That Indian shippers would be liberated from

the harsh and humiliating treatment meted out to them

by non-Indian shipowners

2. The rates of freight would cease to be exclusively

favourable to non-Indian shippers and industries.

3. There will no more be a collusion between the

non-Indian shipowners and the railway authorities to

drive not Indian shipping,

4. Trade between small ports and the improvement

of port facilities have considerably increased and this

IS indeed a favourable condition to make coastal reser-

vation a successm India.

5. That the freight money instead of enriching
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foreigners will remain within the country itself, and
can be utilised for the national economic welfare.

6. Reservation of coastal traffic will lead to the

general development of Indian shipping and will thus

provide now careers to Indian youths.

Arguments against Reservation

1. It would result in a shipping monopoly and thus

increase coastal freight.

2. It would give nse to undesirably bitter racial

feelings.

3. It would amount to expropriation.

4. It would result in unfavourable reactions on

Indians abroad.

5. It would result in a breach of international

agreements if Goa and Pondicherry, were included in

the scheme of reservation

6. India is not so favourably placed as is generally

supposed to become a great maritime nation, e g. lack

of raw materials, skilled labour, shipping experience

and enterprise.

Shipping Conference

:

This is probably the greatest obstacle in the way of

Indian .shipping. This follows naturally from the exis-

^
'nee of foreign competition. A shipping conference

denotes a combination, more or less close, of shipping

companies formed for the purpose of regulating or res-

tricting competition in the carrying trade on a given trade

route or in a given commodity. The companies who are

members of a shipping conference or ‘‘Ring'’pool freight

money, allot carrying rates amongst themselves, agree

to follow a uniform schedule of freight rates. The actual

organisation of a shipping conference differs with differ-

ent circumstances. It may either be a regid type of orga-

nisation or a loose type to meet periodical requirements,
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Advantages

:

1. Regularity of sailings. This has, however, been

refuted by Indians by saying that this is not quite a

direct result of shipping conference.

2. Stable rates of freight. This however turns out

to be a disadvantage to shippers when freight rates

are declining.

3. Elimination of competition But this results in

a monopoly which is often exercised to the detriment

of shippers.

4. Provision of high class steamers. High class

steamers can however be provided even without the

existence of shipping conferences.

5. Uniform rates of freight This however is not

always maintained and the conference companies do

make a distinction between small and big shippers and

give preference to Government, railways and munici-

*

palities.

6. Economy in cost of service. This however is not

true because the provision of high class steamers

results in high cost of service.

Deferred Rebate System
*

This system has been explained in the following

words . The shipping companies issue a notice or

circulars to shippers informing them that if at the end

of a certain period (usually 4 or 6 months), they have

not shipped goods by any vessel other than that

despatched by members of the Conference, they will be

credited with a sum equivalent to a certain part

(usually 10%) of the aggregate amount of freight

paid on their shipments during that period and that

this sum will be paid over to them it at the end of a

further period (usually 4 or 6 months) they have

continued to confine their shipments to vessels belong-
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ing to members of the conference. The sum so paid

is known as a deferred rebate. The system adopted

by non-Indian steamship companies is acting very

unfairly upon the Indian shipping companies and is

even threatening their very existence. The non-Ind'an

shipping companies point out that this system is an in-

direct protection to Indian shipping companies, as it

makes it difficult for new competitors to enter the field

and further that it ensures regular service, stability of

freight, and equality between large and small shippers.

This, however, does not appear to be quite convincing

and the final judgment upon the system should be

passed exclusively with reference to its effects upon the

Indian shipping interests. In this connection, the

Indian Fiscal Commission recommended that legisla-

tive measures should be taken to abolish this system.

A Bill to this effect known as the " Deferred Rebates

Abolition Bill " was introduced by Mr. S. N Ilaji in

the Central Assembly in 1929. The Bill unfortunately

could not reach the final stage.

The Indian Mercantile Marine :

The problem of the establishment of a mercantile

marine in India was examined in details by the Indian

Mercantile Marine Committee in 1928. The Committee

recommended the establishment of a training ship,

reservation of a coastal traffic by a system of licenses,

navigation and construction bounties to Indian ship-

ping companies and Government patronage to Indian

shipping companies in regard to mail contracts and

Government stores traffic. The Committee also proposed

that Government should buy over one of the existing

British shipping companies and operate it with a view

to‘ its ultirtiate transference of its ownership to Indians.

Fiirih^rmore, the Committee suggested that Govern-
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ment should extend help for the construction of a ship-

building yard by an Indian shipping company. The
Government action on these recommendations has been

restricted to the establishment of Dufferin ship to

train cadets in Bombay, ^Recently the Scmdia Steam

Navigation Co., Ltd., constructed a shipbuilding yard

at Vizagapatam.

State Aid to Indian Shipping

The question of granting assistance by Government,

to the Indian shipping industry is one which requires a

careful examination. This question may be raised with

gicat insistence after the present war when there may
be gicat scope for the development of Indian shipping

enterprise. It is not possible to discuss the question

here , but we may only refer to the various forms in

which the necessary state aid might be extended

Direct State Aid:

1. Construction bounties,

2. Navigation bounties.

3. Equipment bounties.

4. Fishing bounties,

5. Mail and Postal Subventions.

6. Payment of Suez Canal Dues.

7. Construction loans.

&. Admiralty subventions.

Indirect State Aid

:

1. Reservation of coastal traffic.

2. Exemption of import duties on shipbuilding

materials.

3. Loans to shipowners.

4. Preferential railway rates,

5. Expemption from port dues.

6. Reimbursement of canal dues

7. Exemption from taxation.
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AIR TRANSPORT

In recent year^ air transport has been assuming in-

creasing importance in India. The Government of

India have opened a Civil Aviation Directorate which is

entrusted with the important task of developing civil

aviation in the country, and have passed the Indian

Aircraft Act of 1934 to control and regulate the same.

The companies operating the services are'’ Tata Sons

Ltd., Bombay ; The Indian National Airways, New
Delhi ‘ and the Air Services of India, Ltd., New
Delhi. The outbreak of the piesent war has given

consideiable stimulus to the training of pilots and the

post war period may be expected to equip India with a

network of airlines operated by a well-trained staff.
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CHAPTER V

INSURANCE

I
NSURANCE denotes an agreement between two

parties whereby one of them agrees to re-imburse

the other m the event of a specified loss in return

for a special periodical payment made to him by the

other. The person undertaking the risk is called the

insurei, the person who is to be indemnified is called

the insured and the periodical payment is known as

the premium.

ROLE IN COMMERCE

Insurance in general has a very important part to

play in the complicated machinery of modern com-
merce Before the Industrial Revolution and coming

into existence ot large scale production, commerce

was limited both in regard to its magnitude and

extent. Consequently, the amount of risk was small

and the need for insurance was not very keenly felt.

Gradually, however, with the expansion of world

commerce and also the adoption of the limited

liability principle, commercial men found it necessary

to insure the business risks and others found it

possible to undertake them in return for some payment.

Modern commercial activity presents a great many
possibilities of risks arising before the commodity

actually reaches the consumers, e g the nature of the
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goods may be such that they are likey to deteriarate,

evaporate and suflfer a loss m quantity during transit

Then there are other risks such as the loss of the goods

by fire, accident, etc. The complex organisation of

modern commerce involves also risks of price fluc-

tuations. The manufacturer, may And that during the

time of manufacture, the price has declined andhe will

have to sell his goods even at a loss. Insurance, there-

fore, aims at protecting businessmen from all these

risks and liberates commercial activity from some of

the obvious dangers with which it is generally associa-

ted to-day. As commerce has developed along more

atid more specialised lines, insurance has also assumed

a greater specialised nature. Thus there are the follow-

ing different forms of insurance :

!• Life Insurance

:

Under this type of insurance, a businessman is pro-

tected from risks of loss of life of his managers, techni-

cal staff and other key employees. This has assumed

great importance in recent years. The different aspets

of this type of insurance are considered below.

2. Marine Insurance

:

The object of this type of insuranceis to safeguard

the interests of exporters and importers in the event

a loss sustained by the goods during transit. It

also protects the shipowners from the loss or damage

sustained by the ship. It is obvious that without the

assumption of marine risks by the underwriters, world

commerce would involve heavy financial losses to busi-

nessnied. If the goods are not insured, the exporters

and importers would be compelled to set aside a part

of their capital against the eventuality of the loss of

gdods at sea. This conservation of capital implies loss

of interest to the businessman because he is not in a
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position to invest elsewhere until the goods reach their

destination and even then the limitations of individual

capital to cover such huge risks should also be properly

realised Marine insurance, however, has made such

idle conservation of capital unnecessary and has libera-

ted it for more productive and profitable purposes.

Businessmen are always anxious to increase the

magnitude of their tradmg operations to the utmost

and at the same time to limit their liability and com-
mitments to as short a period as possible. The role of

marine insurance is to enable the businessmen to satisfy

this twofold object. Furthermore, marine insurance

gives an indirect assurance to the bankers who grant

discount advances to businessmen and thus facilitates

the finance of world commerce. Thus, marine insurance

is the last link which completes the chain of inter-

national trade , the ship carries the goods, banks

finance them whilst marme insurance protects them.

Shipowners, bankers and marine insurers provide a

channel along which world commerce flows smoothly.

Marine insurance thus completes the triple alhance in

all kinds of operations in the commerce of the world.

3. Fire Insurance

Storage is one of the essential services in the process

of marketing and goods have inevitably to be placed in

warehouses for various reaspns such as lack of transport

facilities, unfavourable price fluctuations lack of demand

etc. The goods m warehouses are naturally exposed to

a great many risks such as theft, fire and other forms of

accident of which fire is the most important. The fire

insurance policy safeguaids the interests of the whole-

saler or the warehouser against any loss of the goods

by fire. In the absence of fire insurance, businessmen

would have been put to an incalculable financial loss
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which would in some cases resulted in stopping of the

business operations

4 . Accident Insurance
"

The mechanisation of modem commerce has consi-

derably mcieascd the possibilities of delays in distribu-

tion to consumers due to accidents, e.g., the motor

vehicles used for the distribution of goods are likely to

meet with accidents and under these circumstances the

insurance company agree to indemnity the wholesaler

or retailer for such losses.

Insurance vs. Assurance
‘

Generalusage do snot make any distinction between

these two terms which are indiscriminately used for

each othet . A distinction may, however, be drawn bet-

ween them so that the word assurance would be

restricted to contracts of insuiancc relating to life and

the word insiuancc '' to all other forms of insurance

contracts. The basis of this distinction lies in the

certainty or uncertainty of the event against which the

iprotcction is sought. Tins distinction is, however, not

strictly observed particularly in America where the

word * insuiance' is more popular with businessmen.

Before the study of actual insurance can be undei-

taken, it is necessaiy to estimate the diflcrcnt types of,

risks occurring in business and the magnitude of loss

resulting from them.

BUSINESS RISKS
‘

' The present economic society is regarded as dynamic

01 ever-changing. The concept of risk in its funda-

mental aspect must be associated with this phenomenon

of constantly changing society. Modern business is liable

lo many risks or possibilities of loss arising from a num-

ber of sources. There possibilities cannot be anticipated

with certainty and herein comes the need of insurance
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The extent of risk in modem business is considerably

large because production is undertaken in anticipation

of demand and there are many unceitamties.

Various types of business risks may be broadly

classified as follows

;

1. Pnce fluctuations , This is probably the most im-

portant source of risk against which businessmen have

to protect themselves. E' ery commodity is liable to

price fluctuations and the more unfinished a commodity,
the greater is its liability to price changes. The various

factors influencing prices are" changes in consumer's

tastes, changes m the supply of a commodity, changes

in the purchasing power of the population, changes m
the state of business psychology etc.

2 Changes in Quantity and Quality * Business iisks

may also arise from factors that affect the quantity and

the quality of the goods e.g. agricultural production is

open to risk of crop or livestock disease, uncertainties

of weather, vagaries of the monsoon, floods etc The

physical quantity of the goods may also be affected by

fire, shipwreck accidents etc.

3. Credit Risks When goods aie sold on credit, the

seller undertakes a risk in regard to the solvency of the

buyer. This type of risk increases with the distance

between the buyer and the seller. If the goads are sold

across the counter, this risk is eliminated. This risk is

sometimes minimised by the employment of agents who
will guarantee payment by purchasers of goods.

4. Exchange Risks

:

When business transactions in-

volve payment for the goods in a foreign currency, it

exposes merchants to the iisk arising from fluctuations

m foreign exchange rates. This has assumed particu-

larly great importance in recent years owing to the

chaos and confusion of world currencies.
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5. Changes tn Consumers' tastes . Every businessman

is confronted with this type of risk which renders

his stocks obsolete and for that leason unsaleable

Consunieis generally prefer new types of commodities

to satisfy the same want and businessmen must pro-

tect themselves from this risk.

6. Risk of Competition . A monopolistic businessman

has to provide himself against this type of risk. Even

competitive business enterprise has to contend with the

possibility of additional capital being diverted to the

industry and the consequent fall in prices and profits.

7 Teohnologtcal Risk: This type of risk arises from

the dis('>ovcry of new processes of production or the

adoption of now technical equipment. This type of

risk compels the businessman to discard his plant and

machinery and thus imposes heavy expenses for new

equipment.

8. Risk of Substitutes

:

This type of risk brings

substitutes for old commodities on the market and
makes it difficult for businessmen to dispose of their

old stocks.

9. Risk of State Interference ’ This type of lisk

involves the control and regulation of private enterprise

by Government. This is generally accompanied by

the fixation of maximum price, limitation of profits,

and other forms of state interfeience/designed to restrict

the acquisitive motive of commercial enterpiise. This

has assumed great importance in recent years.

Control of Risk*
This is probably one of the vexatious problems of

modern commercial enterprise. It is of course impossi-

ble to eliminate lisk from business. In fact risk is so

co-existent with business that risk-bearing is regarded

by some as an independent factor of production. It is
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however possible to reduce the amount of risk involved

m business and we shall now examine the various

methods adopted by businessmen either to reduce risk

or to transfer it to some other person.

It must-be bornem mind that it may not be possible

to indemnify a person for all the risks mentioned above

The degree of uncertainty or fortuitousness in different

types of risks and the degree of estimation of loss also

varies considerably. For example, whilst it is possible

to estimate with a fair degiee of accuracy the loss

resulting from fire, shipwreck etc , the money equiva-

lent of loss of human life cannot be ascertained. More-

over, the non-availabihty of adequate information

essential for a systematic undertaking of the risk may
also render insurance impossible in such cases.

The following methods of controlling risk are

common —
1 . Business risk might be considerably reduced by the

diffusion of business information over as wide an area

as possible. Accurate market information tends to

reduce market risk. The information should relate

not only to present trend of prices but also to the

future ones , so that manufacturers and dealers can

enter into transactions with a greater degree of certain-

ty than at present We have already studied the

various channels for the distribution of market in-

formation.

2. Future Contracts

:

This is another method of

controlling .business risk. It consists in entering into

a contract at present for the delivery of goods at some

specified date in future at a price agreed upon at the

time of the contract. This method is particularly useful

to manufacturers because it protects them from the

uncertainties of price fluctuations of raw materials and
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enable them to plan their production more accurately.

3. Hedging

:

This is another device of minimising
business risk It consists of two future contracts

entered into by the same businessman simultaneously

with two different parties, one for the purchase and the

other for the sale of a specified commodity at some
future date. Hedging thus considerably reduces the
extent of loss. For example, a cotton manufacturer
might enter -into a future contract for the purchase of

raw cotton and simultaneously for the sale of cotton

manufactures at fixed prices. Under this arrangement

the cotton manufacturer is protected from a rise in the

price of raw cotton
,
and from a fall in the price of

cotton manufacturer. Hedging is of great significance m
foreign exchange business in which every broker, must
balance his purchases and sales in order to safeguard

himself from a possible loss a;nsing from exchange

fluctuations.

4. Insurance : This is another important method of

controlling and transferring risk of business enterprise,

The businessman transfers his risk to the insurer by

paying periodically an agreed sum as premium. There

arc three main types of insurance useful in business,

viz. life insurance, marine insurance, and fire insurance.

DIFfERENT TYPES OF INSURANCE
Distinguishing Features

:

The distinction between life

insurance and other forms of insurance is that, firstly

life insurance makes the insurer liable to pay a

specified sum of money upon the death of the

insured irrespective of the -actual loss occasioned by

such death. Life insurance is thus not a contract of

indemnity like marine insurance and fire insurance

contracts, according to which the insurer has to

indemnify the insured for the actual loss sustained
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of an increase of premium if he feels that the goods

arc exposed more than before to the specified danger,

e.g. if a godown is situated near a boiler of a mill etc.

Then again, certain clauses which are common in

life insurance are not common either to fire or marine

insurance e g. m life insurance, theie are no such clauses

as those of indemnity, subrogation, arbitration, or

cancellation which are generally found in fire and marine

insurance- As between fire and marine insurance, the

touch and stay clause, the sue and labour clause,

particular and general average clause which are found

in marine insurance are not found m fire insurance,

which contains re-instatement clause, salvage clause,

contribution clause uncommon to marine insurance

policies, While marine insurance is being guided by

international rules such as the Yoik Antwerp rules, life

insurance is guided entirely by the law of the land.

Some clauses, however, such as those making it com-

pulsory for the parties to disclose all material facts to

each other and the prc-requisite of insurable interest

are common to all the three forms of insurance ; but in

the case of life insurance, the persons having insurable

interest arc different from those under fire or marine

insurance.

The procedure for effecting the three forms of insur-

ance also differs from one another e g, a medical exami-

nation is compulsory m life insurance but is impossible

in fire or marine insurance. Then again the insured

can obtain a loan against life and fire insurance policies

but not against marine insurance policies. Whereas

life insurance policy can be surrendered by, the insured

to the insurer, who is thereby discharged from the

insurance contracts, no such option attaches to the

insured in the case of fire and marine insurance. The
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various kinds of policies under the three forms of

insurance also differ from one another considerably,

e.g. whilst there are valued, unvalued and floating

policies in marine and fire lusurance, the value of the

life insurance policy is determined beforehand.

LIFE INSURANCE
A contract of life insurance may be defined as an

agreement between two parties whereby one of them,

called the insurer, undertakes to pay a definite sum to

specified survivors in ths event of the death of the other

party called the insured. The insured on his part

agrees to pay a specified sum called the premium at

stated intervals.

Fundamental Principles

The fundamental pnnciple underlying the sociologi-

cal aspect of life assurance is that members of society

should contribute to a general fund out of which the

surviving members of individual families can be com-

pensated for the death of one of their members. The
business of life assurance is based on the law of proba-

bility relating to moitality amongst the people. The

rate of mortality can be calculated by actuarial methods

with the help of mortality tables which are compiled

after carefully classifying a detailed data relating to the

habits of life, nutrition, average longevity of life of a

number of persons over a number of years, etc

Life assurance contracts, like other forms of insu-

rance contracts, are based on the principle of Good

Faith or Uberrima fides, that is to say, the parties to a

life assurance contract are bound to disclose all the

material facts withm their knowledge. Failure to do so

makes the assurance contract null and void. The ordi-

nary principle of Caveate Emptor applymg to forms of

contract under which the contracting parties should not
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merely cheat each other but can withhold any material

infoimation and the 1)uyer of goods must take the goods

on his own responsibility, docs not apply to life assu-

lancc contracts.

The principle of msuiable interest which is common
to all other forms of insurance, also applies to life

assurance contracts. Generally, a person is supposed

to have an insurable interest in the physical object if he

bears such a legal relation towards it that he is likely

to gain by its existence and to be involved into a loss

by its non-existence. There is a definite time only at

which a person is supposed to have an insurable inter-

est and this varies in different types of insurance e.g* m
life assurance contracts, a person is supposed to have

an insurable interest at the time of assurance and not

necessarily at the time when the claim under a policy

is made. In marine insuiance, on the other hand, a

person is supposed to have an insurable interest only

at the time when the loss occuis. In fire and accident

insurance insurable interest may exist both at the time

of insurance and at the time of loss.

In life assurance contracts, the insured must have

an insurable interest in the object of insurance. Tha

following persons are supposed to have insurable inter-

est in life assurance contracts ; a. A person has an

insurable interest in his own life. b. A wife has an

insurable interest in her husband's life and v%ce-verm.

c. A creditor in the debtor's lifeto the extent of the debt*

d. A surety in the life of the principal, e. A trustee

in respect of the object of trust, f. A partner in the

other partner's life. g. A company in the lives of its

'"key" employees such as managers, or technical staff.

Surrender Value

:

If after the policy is taken, the assured desires to
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cancel the insurance contract, the assurance company
IS willing to dissolve the contract by paying him a cer-

tain part of the premium accumulated against the
policy. The sum so paid is known as the surrender

value of the policy, which is arrived at after deducting

from the total premia] paid, allowances foi risk and
overhead chaiges The surrender value is difterent in

the case of diferent types of policies and increases with

the number of years during which the policy is in force-

Some companies guarantee minimum surrender value

whilst others even endorse the periodical surrender

values on the policy itself
'

Loans :

Assurance companies generally grant loans to their

policyholders against the fiist mortgage on the policy.

The amount of the loan is generally less than the sur-

render value of the policy and the rate of interest it

generally somewhat less than the current rate for firss

class mortgages.

Assignment
*

The assignment of a life assurance policy can be

made by mere endorsement of the assignee's name on

the po icy. Sometimes, however, a separate notice of

assignment has to be given to the company which

records the same in a separate register. The sanction

of the assurance company is not quite necessary but

there must be complete agreement between the assignor

and the aSvSignee.

Procedure of Assurance

Any person who wants to insure his life must fill

m a form known as the proposal form which contains

many questions asking for the most detailed informa-

tion about the person's health, his habits of life etc.

He must answer all the questions correctly and fully.
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The proposal form xs then submitted to the company
which ascertiuns from a classified index whether any

previous proposal was made in regard to the life m
(juestion. If no previous proposal has been received,

the company invites x-epoits known as '‘Friend^s

Report’' from those persons whose names are]^men-

tioned m the pioposal form as being intimately ac-

quainted with the proposer- Further, the company
calls upon its agent concerned to submit a confidential

report in regaid to the proposal and also requests the

proposer to present himself for a medical examination

before the company's doctors. In some cases the com-

pany may insist upon a report from the medical atten-

dant of the proposed life. The company scuitinises

all these reports very carefully and if after fully taking

into considoiation all the lelevant facts and circumstan-

ces of the case, it feels inclined io accept the pioposal,

it sends a foimal letter of acceptance to the pai tics

concerned. After this, a properly executed policy

under the company’s seal is sent to the insured paitics.

TYPES OF POLICIES

It is of course impossible to examine all the differ-

ent types of life assurance policies becaUvse there can

be any number of them to suit different purposes.

The following types of policies are however more

common in life assui*ance business :

—

1. Whole Life Polity {Continued Premiums)

:

Under

this policy, the assured is required to pay premia

till his death when the policy becomes payable. The

great advantage oi this type of policy is its cheapness,

although the continuity of premia is bound to be

felt as burdensome particularly in old age when the

income of the assured invariably declines. Such a

policy IS useful to provide for dependents and estate
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duties and may be combined with a right to share in

the assuiance company's annual profits.

2. Whole Life Policy {Limited Premia)'. This

policy IS similar to the above policy but for the fact

that under this type of policy, the assured is required

to pay premia only for a limited number of years

after which he can be in the possession of a fully paid

up policy This policy has thus an additional advan-

tage that the assured is not required to pay premia

m his old age when he retires from active life.

3 Endowment Policy

:

Under this type of policy,

the sum assured is pa3^able either at the end of a

specified number of years or at death if it occurs

before that period This is probably the most popular

foim of insurance in the business world tq-day. The
assurance companies generally quote their endowment
assurance rates either foi specified ages or for a speci-

fied number of years. The great advantage of this

type of policy is that it not only offers a good channel

of investment but also embodies a provision both

for the survivois of the assured after his death as well

as for the old age of the assured himself. Sometimes,

such endowment policies are also issued under a
limited premium arrangement. They are useful parti-

cularly for the education of children.

4. Debenture policy : Under this type of policy, rhe sum
assured for a whole life or endowment purposes retained

by the assurance company for a specified number of

years during which mrerest a fixed rate is allowed.

5. Instalment Policy

:

Under this type of policy, the

insurance company pays the sum assured in periodical

instalments, no interest being allowed on the balance

outstanding with the company.

6. Reduced Early Premium Policy Under this type
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of policy, the assured is allowed to pay low premia

in the initial few yeais, usually five, after which he

has to pay enhanced premia This is usually

attached to whole life endowment policy and is parti-

cularly suitable for young professional men starting

their careers with low incomes at present but prospects

of higher earnings m the near futuie.

7. Half Credit Pohoy

:

Until a few years ago, this

type of policy was quite popular Under this arrange-

ment, half of the premium on whole life or endowment
policy was allowed to accumulate as a debt at a fixed

rate of interest for a number of years.

8, Term Assurance Policy Under this type of policy,

the sum assured is payable only if death occuis within

a specified number of years. If the assured lives be-

yond the specified date, the policy becomes void and

the premia paid are foiieited by the company. The
premia for this policy are geneially low and may be

paid in a lump sum or in periodical instalments. These

policies afford maximum protection at minimum cost

and are particularly suitable for lenders to insure the

borrowers life and for those undertaking travel abroad*

9* Comerhbk Term Assurance Policy: This teim

assurance policy gives an option to the assured to

convert his policy either into a whole life or endowment
policy before the expiration of the teim, which is

usually 15 to 20 years. If the option is not exeicised,

the policy becomes void. The premia are quite

moderate and the policy is particularly advantageous

to young men with a bright future.

10. Decreasing Term Assurance Pohey

:

This is a term

assurance policy which provides for a gradual decrease

of V the sum assured from year to year. It is very suit-

able for lenders to insure the borrower's life.
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1 1 . Family Protection or Safeguard Policy

:

This type

of Policy has been recently introduced and is very

useful to provide for the surviving members of the

family. It is issued generally for 20 years in con-

junction with a whole life or endowment policy and
provides for a part, usually 15% of the sum assured, to

be paid to the survivors for the remaining years of the

term in the case of previous death or after the expira-

tion of the term if the assured services the specified

term, after death

12. Pure Endowment Policy

:

This provides for the

payment of the sum assured only if the assured lives

up to a wSpecified date If death occurs earlier, the

policy becomes void and the premia are either

forfeited or their surrender value paid by the

company. This type of policy is very useful to

provide for your son to start business at some future

date, or to provide for the payment of dowry for your

daughter when she attains marriageable age.

13. Double Endowment Policy * This is very similar to

ordinary endowment policy with this difference that

here the sum payable in the event of the assured's

leaching the date of maturity is twice the amount of

the sum payable in the event of earlier death This

policy therefore combines the ordinary endowment and

the pure endowment principles.

14. Guaranteed Bonus Policy

:

Under this type of

policy, the insurance company increases the sum
assured at a certain rate on the payment of each

premium e.g. in the case of a 1% G. B. policy for, say,

Rs. 10,000 the company agrees to add Rs. 100 from

the outset to the sum assured which therefore amounts

to Rs. 10,100 and after the first annual premium is

paid, it automatically increases to Rs. 10,200 and so on,
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15. Sinking Fund or Capital RedempUon Policy

:

This

is a pure endowment policy without life contingency

and provides for the payment oi a specified capital at

the end of a specified period.

We discussed above the vaiious types of policies

pertaining to single life assuiance. As regards assu-

rance on more than one life, there are also many types

of policies such as, joint whole of life policy, under

which the sum assured is payable on the first death of

two or more lives, joint life endowment policy, joint

life term policy, last survivor policy, last survivor

endowment policy and contingent survivorship policy.

Claims
*

Claims under life assurance policy are paid only to

those claimants who piove their title to the claim by

producing a Succession Certificate, Probate of a Will or

Letters of Administration from the prothonotaiy of the

High Court. He must also pioducc sufficient evidence

of the death of assured such as death ceitificate from

the Registrar or a copy of the judgment of the jury if

death has taken place by accident or suicide.

MARINE INSURANCE
Marine insurance may be defined as a contract of

insurance whereby one of the parties called the insurer

or the underwriter agrees to indemnify the other called

the insurance or the shipper for loss of goods by speci-

fied perils of the sea in retnrn for a sum of money called

the premium paid by the latter. Thus, a maiine insu-

rance contract is a contract of indemnity and might

cover either the ship, the cargo or the freight money.

Insurable Interest ^

In a marine insurance contract a peison is supposed
to have an insurable interest if he stands in any legal or

equitable relation to the marine adventure or to any
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insuiance pioperty at nsk therein, in consequence of

which he may benefit by the safety or due arrival of

insuiance pioperty or may be prejudiced by its loss or

damage thereto, or by detention thereof, or may incur

liability in lespect theieof In general, however, the

following persons may be regaided as having insuiable

interest in marine insurance contracts —
1. The actual ownei of the goods whether he is buyer

or seller It is not necessary to be the sole owner.

2 The owner of the ship. 3 The shipper. 4. The
consignee of the goods 5, Mortgagee to the extent of

the value of the mortgage 6. Master and crew of the

ship to the extent of their wages. 7. A trustee

or bailee for the goods 8 An underwriter to the

extent of his liability in lespect of re-insurance.

Good Faith

Like all othei luims of insuiance contracts, a marine

insurance contract is also based upoji the principle of

the utmost good faith on the part of both the parties to

the contract If any one of them fails to act in good

faith, the other paity is entitled to avoid the contiact

The insured must disclose to the insurer before the

contiact IS concluded, every material fact and circum-

stance which IS known to him oi which, in the ordinary

course of business, ought to be known to him.

Implied Warranties;

A wairanty IS a condition which must be exactly

complied with by the paities to the contract whether it

be material to the insurance risk or not. A warranty

may be eithei expressed in words in the contract or may
be implied. A breach of warranty by any one of the

parties to the contiact entitles the other to avoid the

contract. In marine insurance contracts, there are

two such implied waaanties namely, seawoithmess of
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the vessel and the lawfulness of the marine venture

The othei less important warranties are that the

\^oyagc shall be commenced and completed without un-

le isonable delay oi without deviation fiom the usual or

oidinaiy course The ship must be properly equipped,

manned, supplied and documented and should be

leasonably fit to face the ordinary perils of the sea.

Indemnity

A marine insurance contract provides only for a

limited amount of indemnity. It is limited to either

the value mentioned in the policy or m the case of

unvalued policy by the insurable value of the goods

The insurable value of the goods may be defined as

the prime cost of the property insured plus the

expenses of and incidental to shipping and the chaTge‘5

of iiisiuancc upon the whole. In the case of particular

average, the gross sound value and the gioss damage

value IS found out and the indemnity is calcnlat<Tl in

the same proportion. In the case of General A\'c‘rago,

wheie all the interested parties contubute towards the

loss ‘'contributory value"' foims the basis of

indemnity under marine insurance contract. For

this purpose, the net maiket value at destination is

taken le. factors like customs duties, selling cost,

trade discount are not taken into account

Procedure of Insurance

:

Wlienever a merchant desires to seek piotection

under a marine insurance policy, he should fill in what

IS known as the 'slip' which gives the essential details

in brief of the insurance contract and submit the same

to the underwriter either hirnself or through the

medium of an insurance brol^rer. Although the slip does

not possess any legal status in actual business, it consti-

tutes the mam basis of all marine insurance contracts.
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Another method which is sometimes common is for the
merchant to write a letter to the insurance company
which m reply accepts the proposal in what is known
as a ''cover note”* Sometimes, merchants also start by
asking the insurance company for quotations The
underwriter initials the 'slip' and after receiving any
further instructions from the assured and after verify-

mg the various details given in the slip with the rela-

tive bill of lading, issues a properly executed marine
insurance policy under the company’s seal. The pro-

cedure for insurance under a Lloyd’s policy varies in

certain aspects and is given at the end of this chapter.

TYPES OF POLICIES
1. Voyage Policy. This type of pohcy covers the
goods against marine risks arismg during the course of

a specified voyage.

2 Time Pohcy

:

Under this type of policy, the goods
are insured for a specified period. This policy is

commonly issued for shipowners for hull insurance and
for tobacco, cotton, wool, and other commodities whre
m transit for a certain time.

3 . Block Pohcy

:

1 his is a special type of time policy

particularly common in South Africa, m gold msur^mce
Under this policy, gold is msured from the mines to

the port.

4 Mixed Policy : This combmes both the voyage and
time policies so that the risk is covered both for a

particular voyage and for a specified time.

5. Valued Pohcy . This type of pohcy fixes the A^alue

of the subject matter of insurance at the time of the

insurance contract The mdemnity under this policy

is fixed with reference to this "insured” value,

6. Unvalued Policy

:

Under Hhis policy, only the

"insurable” value of the subject matter is mentioned
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and the value for indemnity is ascei tamed after the

occunence of loss

7. Constmclion or Builder s Risks Poltcy This type

of policy is issued to cover the iisk arising from

damage to ships under construction.

8. Fleet Polity

;

Undei this type of policy, seveial

ships of the Srimc owner arc insured against maime
risks.

9. Port Risk Policy . This policy is issued to cover

risks aiising from damage to ships while they are in

port.

10. Composite Policy * The risk under this policy is

undertaken by many companies togethei with one

another but with sepaiate liability.

11. Floating, Open or Declaration Pokey • This type

of policy docs not mention the name ot the steamer^

voyage, caigo etc, but geneially coveis an indefinite

interest and IS woidcd, **pGi steamei and/oi steamers'*,

'interest to be declaied or valued". This is particu-

larly useful to those merchants who are constantly

engaged in export and import business and who want to

save themselves fiom the trouble of getting an insuiancc

policy issued eveiy time a shipment is made. This

type of policy may either be valued or unvalued. It

can be valued only m the sense that a basis of valua-

tion is mentioned e.g. *hnvoice cost, freight, insurance

plus 20 per cent,

12. Named Policy * This is a floating policy in which

the name of the vessel is mentioned unlike as in the

ordinary floating policy.

13. Interest Pokey

:

Under this policy, a definite

interest is insured so that most of the authorised marine

msurance policies fall under this head.

14. Honour Policy

.

This Hype of policy is issued
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when the insured has a general but indefinable interest

in the subject matter of insurance. This policy although

issued in insurance business cannot be legally enforced

by either party and it is known as 'lionour” policy

because each of them has theiefore to rely on the

other's honour to fulfill his obligations under the

contract. This policy is also know as wager or “P P.I."

( Policy Proof of Interest) policy.

IMPORTANT CLAUSES
1. Touch and Stay Clause This clause gives the

fullest details of the route along w^hich the goods are

to be earned Any unwarranted deviation from this

route rendeis the contract of marine insurance null

and void

2. Valuaiion Clause This is an important clause m
valued maiine insurance policies, and states the insur-

ance value of the subject of insurance.

3. Sue and Labour Clatt^e , This clause states that in

case of loss oi misfortune, it shall be lawful for the

assured, his factors, servants and assigns to adopt any

prudent measuie^^ and to incur any reasonable expense

for the safety and recovery of the goods to avert or

minimise loss without prejudice to the insurance for

which the insurance company is liable. Under this

clause, the insured is entitled to recover the said

expenses fiom the insurance company. Such expenses

may be of thiee kinds General Average contribution,

Salvage charges, and Particular Charges, the last bemg
covered by the present clause. The clause is not

optional but lays it down that it is the duty of the

assured m all cases to take such measures and to incur

these expenses.

4. Lost or Not Lost Clause This clause refers to

cargo which is already afloat without being insured. If
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th ' mei chant subsequently desires to insure the goods

about whose existence he has no definite knowledge, he

can do so under this clause. He must of course act in

good faith This clause may be regarded as a legacy

of old times when means of communications were

limited.

5 Wawer Clause This clau'^e declares that no acts

of the insurer or the insured m recovering, saving or

preserving the subject matter shall be considered as

waiver or acceptance of abandonment That is to say,

any such act does not affect the position of both the

insurer and the insured i e. it cannot be inferred from

such acts that the insured wants to forego or waive the

protection under the policy, or that the insurer has

accepted such abandonment. This clause is thus an

extension of sue and labour clause so as to include both

the insurer and the insured.

6. Running Down Clause : Under this clause, the

shipowner is protected against the risk arising from his

being called upon to give compensation for losses result-

ing from collision with another ship.

7. Sister Ship Clause * This clause extends the above

principle to salvage charges between ships belonging to

the same owner.

8. P.C, 6^ S, Clause: This clause (Free of Capture and

Seizure) excludes war perils from the marine insuiance

policy and it has now become customary to delete it.

9. Strikes, Riots and Civil Commotion Clause : This

clause excludes losses arising from such occurrences.

10. Frustration Clause : This follows naturally from

the deletion of the F. C. & S. clause and excludes all

losses based on the frustration of marine venture, result-

ing from arrest, restraint or detainments of kings,

princes or people.
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11. Deviation Clause This clause protects the assur-

ed from losses arising from deviation from the usual

route on payment of a reasonable additional premium
12 Warehouse to Warehouse Clause This claess

covers risk of damage to goods from the time that

they leave the consignor’s warehouse till they reach the

consignee's warehouse and not exclusively while they

are in marine transit as is the case under the ordinary

' marine insurance clause

13 P A Clause : This clause
(
Fiee from Parti-

cular Average) liberates the insurer completely from

liability for partial losses or damages except those

arising from stranding, sinking, burning o- collision of

the ship

Types of Marine Losses*

Marine losses may be divided into the following

classes
*

I. Total Loss, either actual or coiistiuctive.

2. Partial Loss or Particular Average Loss and 3.

General Average Loss.

Actual Total Loss: This is also called absolute total

loss and occurs when the subject matter insured is com-

pletely destroyed Or so damaged as to cease to be a

thing of the kind insured or where the assured is irre-

trievably deprived thereof. The goods should cease to

be a thing of the kind insured e g books may be

damped and swollen with ^ea water so as to be useless

for the purpose of reading The goods may be m
existence but the owner may be deprived of them e.g,

when a ship is captured by an enemy

Constructive Loss This kind of loss m marine insur-

ance occurs when the assured is deprived of the posses-

sion of the goods by the perft insurt^d against and it is

unlikely that lie can tecover them or that theexpen'ies

of recoveiing them would exceed the value o the goods
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whemecovered. Another set of circumstances giving

rise to the constuictive total loss is when the goods are

so damaged that the cost of lepairing and forwarding

them would exceed the value on arival.

Particular Average Loss ’ A particular average loss is

a paitial loss of the subject matter insured, caused by

a peril insured against and which is not a general

average loss This may result from shipping accidents

and may refer to either ship, cargo or freight.

General Average Loss This is probably the most im-

portant aspect of marine insurance. In a marine insur-

ance contract the interest of the insurance company,

the shipper and the shipowner are combined so that

any act commitcd to preserve the ship or cargo from

loss benefits all these parties. It is therefore just and

resonable that they should be made^ to share the

expenses of such a general average act in some agreed

proportion. The theory and practice of general ave-

rage gives recognition to this principal

A general average loss may be defined as a loss

caused by on ditectly consequential on a general aver-

age act It includes a general average expendituie as

well as a general average sacrifice. A general average

act occurs when any extroardinary sacrifice or expen-

diture is voluntarily and reasonably made or incurred

in time of peiil for the purpose of pieserving the pro-

perty impenlled in the common adventure. The party

which incurs a general average loss is entitled to a

rateable contribution by the other interest<?d parties

This contribution is known as a general average
contribution.

York-Antwerp Rules /

A marine venture brings the ship into contact with

different countries with different practices in regard to
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general avei age. Tins multiplicity of differing practices

and customs gave rise to a lot of difficulties and com-

plications and it was decided in 1890 that all these

dihotmg pi acticesof maritimelaw should be consolidated

into a uniform code acceptable to all the nations of the

woild With this object in view, these rules were

framed m 1890 by a conference of all the leading mer-

chants, underwriters and international legal authorities

which met at York, Antw’erp and Liveipool. In 1924

the rules weie amended at Stockholm

Claims
As soon as the insuied incms a loss under'a marine

insniancc^j)olicv, he must give a notice of claim to the

insurance conijianv. He should give all the correct

details m rcgaid to the subject matter insured and also

attach the necessaiy documents to enable the under-

wiitei to obtain a full idea of the damage or loss e g.

the lelativc invoice, a pioperly endorsed bill of lading

and insmance policy oi ceitificate, a copy of Protest

lodged by the Master of the ship
,
and Surveyor's

Certificate If any pait of the subject matter is in

eKislence, a Leitei of Subrogation oi if it has been sold,

a Bill oi Sale must be surrendered to the underwriter

In case of paitial loss, the iindei writer may require a

document giving the landing weights of the packages

In the case o{ chums for general average contributions,

the Average Adjustor's Statement and the general

average deposit leceipt should also be enclosed The
insured must tlion lodge a foimal claim which is very

. carefully scintinised By the insurance company.

FIRE INSURANCE
The Great Fire of London iml666 gave birth to the

idea of fire insurance Under this type of insurance,

the insurance company agrees, in return for a premium,
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to indemnify the insuied foi losses arising from the

occurrence of fire.

Fundamental Principles
*

A lire insurance contract is a contiact of indemnity.

That IS to say, the insurer agrees to reimburse the

msuicd only to the extent of the actual loss suffered by

him so that after he receives the amount of insurance,

he is in the same position as at the time of issuing the

policy. From this follows the principle of subrogation,

according to which the insurer, after he has paid the

indemnity, can stand in the place of the insured in

regard to any claims or rights of action against third

parties. Like all other forms of insurance contracts, a

contract of the insurance is based on the principles of

good faith and insurable inteiest. The following

persons are supposed to have an insui able interest in a

fire insurance contract :— 1 Owner of goods 2. Mort-

gagee. 3. Tenants. 4, Bailee or other persons who arc

placed in charge of goods belonging to others, in any

capacity e.g. as lepairers, pawnbroker, common carrier

and mnkeepei, 5. Trustees.

Procedure of Insurance

:

The merchant desiring protection under a fire insu-

rance policy must fill in and submit to the insurance

company a proposal form. Sometimes, however, this

proposal form is dispensed with. The proposer must

give a detailed description of the property to be insured

to enable the insurance company to quote a premium.

The company then inspects the premises through its

Inspectors who submit a report on their findings. The
report deals with various hazards to which the property

is exposed e.g. internal hazards arising from the nature

of the property itself, external hazards arising from

sources outside the property,
,

and moral hazards arising
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from the intentions of the owner of the goods to set fire

to the goods The strength of construction, combusti-

bility of the contents and materials, nearness to inflam-

mable materials are a 1 taken into consideration If on

the strength of the report, the company feels inclined

to undertake the insurance, an official policy is issued

to the insured under the seal of the company.

Tvpes of Policies i

1 Valued Policy : in which the value of the subject

matter insured is definitely mentioned and the insurer

IS liable to pay only this amount. This policy is parti-

cularly useful for insuring valuable articles.

2. Floating Policy which covers more than one

subject matter e.g. stocks held in different warehouses

3. Average Floating Polity . under which the insurance

company agrees to pay a lateable proportion or ave-

rage amount of risk m legard to more than one risk

4. Declaration Policy Under this type of policy, a.

maximum amount which may be at risk at any one

time IS determined and the insured is required to sub-

mit periodical statements to the company regarding the

value of the stocks insured and at the end of the term,

the premium is adjusted on the basis of these

declarations.

5. Excess Policy

:

Sometimes it happens that a

merchant who has protected himself under an ordinary

fire policy for the normal amount of risk to which his

goods are open, feels that sometimes the value of the

stocks on hand may exceed the normal holdings. This

will not be covered by the ordinary policy, for which

reason, he takes out an excess policy which grants pro-

tection to him m regard to this excess only. That is

why this type of policy is known as “ Excess Policy

6 Reinstatement or Replacement Value Policy ,
This
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policy relates to buildings and machinery but not to

merchandise or stock in tiade 1‘^ndei this policy, the

subject mattei is reinstated by the insiiier

7 Consequential Loss Policy Fiie lesults in loss of

not only material things like build ng, meichandise etc.

but also loss of trading facility 1 he ordinal > fire polic\

does not cover this loss of tiade thiough fire and that

is why this type of policy is taken out This polic'^ p o-

tects the insured from the loss of net profit, payment

of fixed charges such as lent, rates and taxes and the

higher working expenses which are paid bv the insur-

ance company until business resumes its noimal

course

Claims •

Whenever a lire takes place, the insured must

immediately give a notice to the insurance company.

After receiving the notice, the insurance company

appoints assessors and sill veyors if necessary to find

out the extent of damage. A leport is picpated and

the insure<l is called upon to submit a formal claim to

the insurance company If the company feels that

there is a genuine claim for loss or damage aridng di-

rectly through fire, it pays out the same to the insured.

LLOYDS
A Brief History :

Lloyds IS the name of one ol the most eminent

underwriters of the world It originated in a coffee

house which is reported to have been kept by one

Edward Lloyd in Lombard Street in London about the

year i689. This coffee house was visited by prominent

insurance businessmen and they found it convenient to

carry on marine insurance business heie Even after

the death of its proprietor m 1713, the coffee house

carried on hjs name. In 1774 under the influence of
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Angei'stein, the Lloyds moved into the Royal

Exchange and lemained there until 1838 when
the fire destroyed the premises Later on,

through the ettoits of Joseph Marryat, M. P.

the Lloydb were incoiporated by an Act of Parliament,

known as L]o
3.ds Act of 1871 which restricted their

activities to marine insurance But by the Lloyds Act

of 191 1, they wire empowered to carry on business m all

types of insurance except life insurance The Lloyds

have flourished since then until to-day when the name
Lloyds has become the hallmark of prudent conserva-

tism and remarkable integrity of insurance business

and the Lloyds agents have spread into the remotest

parts 0 the world

Procedure of Insurance

Every business with Lloyds underwriters must be

transacted thiough authorised brokers who receive

their remuneiation from the undei writers by way of a

reduction of premium which the brokeis undertake

to pay. The brokers wiite on a ' slip ’ the subject

matter of insurance, the name of the steamer, the

voyage, time and the lisk against which protection is

sought. The brokei either himself puts down on this

slip the piemium he is willing to pay oi leaves it to

the undeiwntei. The underwriter then notes the

amount of insurance to which he is willing to subscribe

and if that is inadequate, the broker moves the slip

from one underwriter to another until the required

amount of insurance is completed It is this feature

of the distribution of risk over many underwriters which

distinguishes a Lloyds policy from the ordinary insur-

ance policy issued by insurance companies. The great

advantage of Lloyds is its cheapness because if a large

amount of ri»k were shared by ordinary insurance
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compameb, each one would charge a high premium

to cover risk of default by others Thisis not the casein

Lloyds policy because all the underwi iters being mem-
bei<. of Lloyds have equal status in each other's eyes.

Suggestions for Furtlier Reading
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1 Frederick W» S. Poole * The Marine Insurance of

Goods.

2. Taylor H. H. and Tylor V W. • Life Insurance.

3. S. E Thomas Commerce—tts Theory and Practice,

Chap 46

4 J. Stephenson Principles and Practice of Commerce

,

Chaps. LIX and LX.

5. 20th (Century Business Practice VoL VI Chaps.

PIV.

6 Encyclopaedia Biitanmca Artitles on Insurance,

Marine Insurame, Fire Insurance, Lloyds

7. Encyclopaedia of Social Sciences Ris/; --Do —

INDIA'

1 . Ray . Lije Insurance in India



CHAPTER VI

mercanti houses

M ercantile houses play a very important

part m the machinery of modern commerce.

By interposing themselves between the

manufacturers on the one hand and the consumers on

the other, they facilitate a quick distribution of goods

and services The need for the existence of these mstitu-

tions paiticularly felt m those countries where pro-

duction has become highly specialised and an equally

specialised distributive machinery is required In those

countries, on the other hand, where large scale produc-

tion has not assumed as gigantic a scale as above, the

nnmbei of consumers to be seived is comparatively

limited and the machinery for the distribution of goods

need not be very large and the agencies for distribution

need not be highly specialised.

This meicantile houses have become so indispensa-

ble for the organisation of modern commerce that there

is no countiy in the world without them The great

importance to a country of Vide spread mercantile

houses can easily be seen from the commercial prosperity

of countries like Germany and England which have

captured the world maikets in almost all the commodi-

ties of world commerce. These mercantile houses
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undertake a veiy cai'eful study of the maikct, the

psychology of the consumeis, the potciitiality of

demand, and thus render mvaluable assistance to puslx

a commodity into any particular rnaiket Tiiey cairy

on an extensive publicity and piopaganda to make a

particulai product known to consumeis and also send

out salesmen all over the country. The utility of mei-

cantile houses is particularly telt when a manufactuier

desires to capture a foreign market about which he is

himself quite ignorant. Under these circumstances, the

mercantile houses perform the very valuable function

a!f the diffusion of market infoimation,

TYPES OF MEllCANTILE HOUSES
In general the following types of mercantile houses

are common in practical business *
1, Wholesaler.

2. Retailer. 3. Departmental Store-Mail Ordei Busi-

ness. 4, Multiple Shop. 5. Commission Agent. 6. Bro-

ker. 7. Del Crcdeic Agent 8. Auctioneer. 9. Undci-

writer 10, Warehousci. 11. Cleanng and Forwaiding

•Agent. 12. Indent Houses. 13, Stevedoie. 14, Ship-

ping Companies. 15. Banks, and 16 Insuiance

Companies.

We shall examine the dillerent functions pei formed

by these different types of mercantile houses m practii

cal business.

h Wholesaler*

A mercantile house carrying on wholesale business

acts as an important intermediary between the manu-

facturer and the retailer. The wholesaler keeps the

mamufacturei infoimed about the tastes of consumers.

He purchases goods from the manufacturers and sells

them to retail merchants Sometimes, the wholesaler

buys on his own account when prices are low and sells

when they are high. Many wholesale mercantile houses
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are also engaged m export and import business Whole
salers in general may be divided into two classes

a Those acting as the sole distributing agents of the
manufacturers and b Those purchasing from different

manufacturers and selling them to the retailers on their
own initiative.

The wholesaler sends out travelling salesmen to
collect orders from retailers and passes them on to the
manufacturers who is thus saved a considerable amount
of trouble in securing orders These huge orders enable
the manufacturer to lealise the economies of large-scale

production Probably the greatest service which the

wholesaler renders to the manufacturer is to make it

unnecessary for the latter to hold laige stocks and thus
to keep his capital locked up m them.

In his dealings with the retailer, the wholesaler also

performs some valuable functions. He places his expert

knowledge of the market at the disposal of the retailer

and in many instances makes financial assistance avail-

able to the retailer by way of credit, against the goods

sold to them The wholesaler makes it unnecessary for the

retailers to carry any large stocks on hand and thus libe-

rates a part of the retailer's capital for more purchases.

Organisation

:

The organisation of wholesale mercantile houses

differs considerably from one house to another But
generally, the wholesaler has a purchasing department,

invoice department, sales department, publicity depart-

ment, despatch department and a warehouse in which
the stocks are held.

The modern tendency of buyers to prefer branded

goods to unbranded ones has reduced the margin of

profit of wholesale business and the wholesalei is gradu-

ally lestiicting himself to unbranded goods-
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2 . The Retailer :

The retail trader is the most common type of mer-

cantile house with which people are more familiar than

with the rest. The retailer renders valuable service to

the community. While the wholesaler sells laige

quantities and acts as an intermediary between manu-

facturers and retailers, the retailer on his part

sells small quantities and intervenes between the whole

saler on the one hand and the consumers on the other.

The retailers establish themselves in the midst of con-

sumers and set out to obtain goods that are demanded

locally. They carry goods to the consumers and end-

eavour by display and salesmanship to create a

demand for them They seive goods in the lorm and

quantity desired by the consumers. They generally

assist coiisumeis to make pui chases by gi anting credits

and accepting payment in instalments. Retaileis like

the departmental stoies give a complete service to the

consumers by fulfilling all his requirements and thus

save him the trouble of moving from one shop to

another. Sometimes, they also render additional sei vices,

by providing restaurants, writing rooms, savings banks,

inquiry offices, music rooms, hair dressing saloons etc.

The mail order type of a retail house enables the con-

sumers to get the goods at their feet, and also saves the

middleman's profits, and reduces the ultimate cost. It

also ensures prompt delivery of the goods to the con-

sumers. Some retailers purchase on a huge scale and

spread orders ahead in anticipation of sales and thus

enable the manufacturers and the wholesalers to reduce

their cost of production and distribution respectively.

The retailing of products on a large scale in recent years

has resulted in specialisation of a group of consumers

which is catered for only by particular retailers. This
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has resulted in a standardisation of the price which the

buyers have to pay

Organisation
*

Every retail business house must keep an up-to-date

and accurate record of daily purchases, sales and stock

on hand Similary, the payment made by the custo-

mers across the counter should be properly receipted

and an accurate record of all sales made on credit should

be kept. The organisation of the retail house should

be such as to be conducted with a minimum amount
of overhead cost. For this purpose, even an expansion

of the retail unit may be found to be necessary. Retail

mercantile houses may be organised either on a horizon-

tal or a vertical scale. In the former case, the retail

shops sell a commodity only at particular stage of its

manufacture while in the later case, the retail organi-

sation might have underits management all the different

stages of manufacture from the production of the raw

meteiials to the manufacture of the finished goods.

Principals of Success •

' The first thing that a retail shop-keeper must bear

in mind is the location in his shop The shop should

be situated in a very prominent The premises

should be well illuminated. The shop-front should be

so designed as to attract customers In regard to the

goods to be stocked inside the shop, a retailer must

exercise the most careful judgment. He should study

very minutely the trend of consumers* tastes and stock

only those commodities which can be sold within a

comparatively short time. Only a long experience

and a keen foresight can teach a businessman what to

stock The stock must be made flexible and the retailer

must equip himself with adequate quantities to satisfy

seasonal demand.
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Display is a veiy important aspect of retail trading

and the retailer must exhibit his goods in shop windows

in a very attractive manner.

Salesmanship is probably the foundation on which

the structure of retail mercantile houses is raised. The

retailer should therefore, be very careful to employ

expert, experience and efficient salesmen behind the

counters. The sales staff should be trained in many
lines so that it can be transferred from one department

to another when sales in a particular line are slack.

The retailer should maintain at any cost a personal

element m his sales policy towards his customers. He
must plan his business to the minutest detail and try

his utmost to work to this plan. Furthermore, he should

spare no efforts to make his shop known to the public

by an extensive publicit}?* propaganda. The goods

must have their prices properly marked upon them so

that they could be very promptly and accurately

quoted. And above all, the retailer must be a man of

unquestionable integrity charming personality, a close

study of human nature, and must be thoroughly

acquainted with every detail of his business.

3. Departmental Stores;

A departmental store is only a retail mercantile

house opeiatmg on a largo scale. It may be regarded

as many retail shops dealing in different commodities

belonging to the same proprietor and carrying on

business in the same place. The departmental store

consists of many departments such as drapery, miUi-

nery, toys, etc# so that the customers, once they enter

the departmental store, can satisfy all their requirements

without being put to the trouble of moving from one

shop to another. The Iim tations of expansion of retail

business combined with the extensive development of
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transport facility and the rapid progress made by the

technique of advertising have all contributed to the

development of departmental stores on a wide scale.

The swift developments in mechanical devices and the

world-wide adoption of large-scale production have

emphasised the necessity of diversified retailing Gra-

dually, the shop keeper broadened the scale of his

operations to such an extent as to be able to sell

something of everything to his customers The depart-

mental store has been one of the most outstanding

recent developments in the business world in almost

all the western countries.

Organisation i

The actual organisation of a departmental store

differs according to the magnitude of it? operations and

the type of business. But generally, a Managing Direc-

tor is at the top of a departmental store and he is

assisted by General Managers who have under them

the Managers of various departments comprising the

store Generally, a departmental store is run on a

joint stock basis and in this case, the general manage-

ment of all the affairs of the store is vested in the Board

of Directors. The Departmental managers are the most

responsible people m the life of the departmental store

because it is they who decide the size, type etc of

stocks that should be held. These persons must there-

fore, be of undoubted foresight and judgment because

a slight miscalculation might involve the store

in heavy financial losses. A departmen al store has

generally to tackle problems pertaining to buying and

selling of goods, management of staff, upkeep of the

store, publicity, accounting and finance. The depart

mental managers have under them a staff of expert

salesmen who may be regarded as the custodians of the
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business reputation of the store because it is on their

attitude towards the customers that the success and

popularity of a departmental store mainly depend. A
depax tmental stoie has also an Accountancy Depart-

ment in which a detailed and accurate record of all

financial transactions is kept,—a Cash Depaitment

where payment is made and received and a Despatch

Department which attends to the home delivery of the

goods purchased in the various departments. The

leadmg departmental store m Bombay city are the

Bombay Swadeshi Co-operative Stores, Whiteway and

Laidlaw and Army and Navy Stores

Advantages

:

The departmental store gives very good service to

the customers. Moreover, it saves the customers the

trouble of moving from one shop to another A
departmental store very often creates a demand for a

commodity because when the customers who enter the

store to purchase a particular commodity only are in-

duced to purchase other things also when they see them

displayed in the various departments of the store The

prices of the departmental stores should be lower than

other retail shops because of the economy of large scale

buying and selling.

Disadvantages

:

The departmental store fails to introduce a personal

touch into its operations because of the large number of

customers at one time. The expensive services pi ovi-

ded by the departmental store and the huge amounts
spent on publicity inevitably lead to enormously heavy

overhead costs which may be regarded as a source of

weakness in the working of a departmental store parti-

cularly in times of business depression. Another

disadvantage of a departmental stores is the unduly
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large variety of goods which more often results in con-

fusing the customer and fails to fix his attention on any

one type of commodity. Furthermore, the large variety

of stocks of different commodities becomes a burden

upon the store particularly when prices are falling and

demand is declining.

Mail Order Business
*

This type of business is conducted mainly through

the post ofSce. This may be regarded as '' shopping by

post and has made a tremendous progress in recent

years particularly in the U.S.A. where shopping facili-

ties are restricted only to the large towns There are

many types of mail order business houses, namely, the

manufacturer himself undertakes selling through the

medium of the post office * the departmental store may

have a separate mail order department and thirdly,

where mail order business is conducted as a middleman's

service.

Method

:

The goods are advertised by means of press adver-

tisements, mailing of price lists, catalogues etc. and also

sometimes by sending travelling salesmen. The in-

quiries and orders for goods are recorded in a cardindex.

Follow-up letters are sent to all these prospective custo-

mers and when orders are received, they are properly

sorted and fulfilled. The manner in which payment is

received in mail order business is by sending the goods

by V.P.P. or by insisting that a part or whole of the

price of the goods be sent along with the order.

Principles of Success *

The principles for the successful operation of a mail

order business is the ability of the goods to satisfy the

customer's demand. The goods must be generally of a

standardised type and must lend themselves easdy to
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attractive pictorial lepresentation. Piobably, the most

important pi e-requisite for a mail order business is the

ability to insert atti active advertisements so as to draw

the attention of prospective customcis and to create

confidence in their minds. Finally, the mail order

trader must be a man of lemarkable judgment and

business prudence having full trust both in himself

and his customers.

Advantages

The overhead costs of retail trading like expenses

of display, salesmanship etc, are largely eliminated

in this type of business, and the amount of capital

required is also small. Moreovei, the selling of goods

is reduced to a convenient routine. * It offers another

advantage to customers in the form of instalment sys-

tem of payment. The mail older business makes it

easier to control publicity expenses because, the results

of the same can be more specifically checked The

problem of location and position of mail order house

does not offer much difficulty and the consumeis are

enabled to order goods from their houses without having

to make a journey to a shop. The risk in mail order

business is also comparatively small.

Disadvantages •

Since the goods are bought through the post office

the customer is not in a position to examine the goods

before purchase and as the advertisement invariably

emphasises only the good points about the commodity,

the customer might be disappointed when he actually

receives the goods. The cost of .mail order publicity

is ultimately recovered from the consumers who have

thus to pay a higher price for the goods than if they

had purchased them directly from a shop The absence

of personal touch is a great drawback of this method,
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A considerable amount of waste both of material and

labour occurs m this type of business The number of

people who order the goods is very small compared with

the number who receive literature and descriptive

booklets

4. Multiple Shop
‘

Under this t} pe of business, many shops or branches

dealing genei ally m a particular type of a commodity

are operated by the same proprietor This is also

called a chain store business. The rapid progress

made by multiple shops in recent years m some of the

western countries is a distinct proof of the valuable

and efficient services which they render to their custo-

mers A desire on the part of manufacturers and re-

tailers to monopolise certain areas or certai i commodi-

ties ha, also hastened the development of multiple shop

system. Specialisation of goods is not always common
and many multiple shops are found which deal m a

wide lange of goods When extensive rather than in-

tensive development of retail business is demanded, the

multiple shop system ofiers piobably the most useful

and profitable scheme The great principle behind this

system is centralised stocking and management and

decentralised distribution

The class of goods which renders itself very easily

to the multiple shop system is that consisting of goods

of daily consumption so that a large turnover of sales

may be effected with consequent reduction in the cost

of selling and administration It is more profitable for

multiple shops to specialise in a certain line consisting

of standardised commodities Then again, the goods

m a mutiple shop system must be such that they can

be transported very easily from one shop to another

to bring about an equitable distribution of stocks The
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goods must be such that the demand for them is

constant and not Ihictnatmg from time to time.

Organisation

Generally, multiple shops arc operated and man-

aged from a central place. The various branches aic

worked by blanch managers who are directly responsible

to the head office. The branch managers must act

strictly according to the instructions from the head

office. The branches are supplied with stocks by the

head office
, but sometimes initiative m buying is given

to the branch managers. The branches have to send

periodical statements of their sales, stocks, require-

ments, accounts, etc., to the head office. These branch

returns serve as the basis of business policy to the

head office. Generally, a multiple shop has the follow-

ing departments: (a) Purchasing Department, (b)

Warehousing Department, (c) Sales Department and
(d) Estate Department The purchasing department
is entrusted with the task of finding the requiiements

of different shops and obtaining the necessary supplies.

The warehousing department is concerned with grading

and packing of the goods, storage, and despatch of

the goods to various branches. The sales department

has to look after matters like publicity, control and
administration of branches and has to explore the

possibility of establishing new branches. The Finance

department deals with all cash transactions, manag -

ment of staff, maintenance of accounts, costing, statis-

tics, filing etc. Generally, the multiple shop system is

organised on a cash basis.

Advantages

:

The multiple shop system realises all the economies

of large scale operations. The centralised control and

management results in a considerable economy and
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efficiency. For the distribution of standardised goods

over a large area, the multiple shop system offers pro-

bably the most suitable means The shops are situated

veiy much near the consumeis with the result that

they can study very carefully their needs and also

render them prompt advice and etiective service. Fur-

thermore, as the business is done on a cash basis, bad

debts are eliminated to a large extent, and thus the

ultimate cost of selling is considerably reduced Then

again, the branches serve as an important source of

publicity to the concern as a whole. As most of the

multiple shops specialise in a few lines, they help to

focus the attention of the customers on a few goods

and thus make their sales appeal more effective.

5. Commission Agency House ^

This type of mercantile house is generally employed

to transact business on behalf of others m return for a

commission. It is employed mostly by manufac-

tures to distribute their products in foreign markets.

6 Broker

This type of mercantile house is concerned with

establishing contact between buyers and sellers. It is

required only to negotiate business transactions. It

sends bought no*es and sold notes to the parties con-

cerned when the transaction is complete, and then

sends bill for its commission charges A great amount

of specialisation has taken placem this type of business

in recent yeais e.g there are produce brokers, stock

brokers, freight brokers, insurance brokers etc.

7. Del Credere Agency House

This type of mercantile house is generally combined

with commission agency and is called upon to guarantee

the solvency of the customers who purchase the goods

from It on credit. If they fail to pay, the house is
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liable to reimburse the principal for the same. These

are generally paid an additional commission for giving

this .giiaiaiitcc and this is known as *'del credere

commission

8. Auctioneer .*

He is entrusted with the auction of goods placed in

his custody,

9. Underwriter J

The mercantile houses engaged m underwriting busi-

ness have to guarantee to the promoters of a company

that they would themselves take up the shares of a new

venture if the public do not take them up. These ren-

der a valuable service to the floatation of new business

ventmes and the commission which they receive is

known as ‘'undeiwntmg commission, New ventures

are thus placed m the possession of funds by the under-

writers who then have to attempt to sell the shares to

the investors. In India, where there is a great need of

extensive business enterprise, the utility of underwrit-

ing houses IS undoubtedly great. Sometimes, the

underwriting houses are organised on a consolidated

scale and are known as underwriting syndicates.

These are very common in the U S. A.

10* Wareliouser*

He is placed in the custody of goods for the purpose

of storage and is expected to exercise leason-

able care and diligence while the goods are in his

possession.

11. Clearing ani Fowarding Hdusg:

These are firms of agents who are engaged in clear-

ing the imports and forwarding them to their destina-

tions, on behalf of their principals particularly in the

mofussils. They also undertake to secuie freight for

exports and arrange to send them to their ports of
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on to the wharf and give delivery of the same to the

importers according to the mstuictions of the steamship

agents. As regards the export caigo, tliey have to load

the goods into the steamei accoidmg to the stowage

plan and also obtain Foil Cleaiance lor tlie steamer

from the Customs Authorities. Sometimes, they are

also responsible tor the victualling arrangements of the

ship and the crew. The important firms m Bombay who
perform stevedoring functions aie Messrs. Ardeshir B
Cursetji & Sons, Messrs Hill Son, and Knox and otheis.

14. ShippiniS Companies ^

In India the shipping companies engaged in 'oreign

trade are invariably non-Indian particularly British.

The organisation of these meicantile houses consists of

a Freight Department, Bills ol Lading Depaitment

Delivery Orders Department, Passengers Depaitment

and Accounts Depaitment* The Freight Department

is concerned with the allotment ol space in the steamer

to the various shippers ; the Bill of Lading Depaitment

has to issue properly signed Bills of Lading to the

merchants while thcDeliveiy Ordei Depaitment has to

issue signed Deliveiy Ordei s to the consignees for goods

discharged by^ their steamcis. Firms like Mackinnons,

who also undertake ship lepairs business, have a

separate Docks Department for the puipose There is

sometimes also a separate Department known as the

Manifest Department which is entrusted with the work

of preparing caigo manifest. Some of the shipping

companies in Bombay are, Messrs. Mackmon
Mackenzie & Co acting as agents lor the P. & 0 and

the B.I.S.N. Companies; and Messrs. Forbes, Fotbes

Campbell & Co. Ltd., and Messrs. Anchor Line Ltd.

15. Banks

:

This is another type of mercantile house common in
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the modern business world. Banks accept deposits

from the public and out of these, they make loan and
advances to commerce and industry They also dis-

count bills ol exchange and thus facilitate the national

and international nrovement of commodities. Most of

them are also engaged in the business of remitting funds

from one place to another by means of bank drafts

The banking houses aie generally organised on a joint

stock basis The internal organisation of banks

generally consists of Savings Department, Inward

Bills Department, Outward Bills Department, Loan
and Advance Department, Securities Departments

Cash Department, Foreign Exchange Department and

Accounts Department The Savings Department deals

with the deposits and withdrawals of money, the Inward

Bills Department is entiusted with the collection of bill,

of exchange on the date of maturity ,
the Outward

Bills Department discounts bills of exchange pertaining

to exports , the Cash Department looks after all the

receipts and payments on behalf of the bank ,
while the

Accounts Department keeps a detailed record of ail the

financial transactions of the bank.

In India, the banking houses may be divided into

tluee main classes’ a Foreign banks, dealing mostly in

foreign exchang buisness ; b. Indian banks which have

lestncted themselves to internal banking business and

c. Indigenous Shroffs and moneylenders. The* first

class of banks have generally the following departments

Outward and Inward Bills Departments, Exchange

Department, Mail and Cable Transfers and Drafts

Department,Cable Department and Credits Department.

These banks are mostly non-Indian particularly British

and the names of some of them doing buisness in

Bombay are , The Chartered Bank of India, Australia
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and China ;
the Mercanlile Bank of India; the Yokohama

Specie Bank and the National City Bank ol New York.

The names of some of the Indian banks in Bombay

are : the Central Bank of India, the Puniab National

Bank, Dcvkaran Nanjee Banking Coipoiation, and the

Saraswat Co-operative Bank Ltd, A host of Indian

banks have been recently floated under the stimulus of

wartime conditions The indigenous shroffs and money-

lenders are very widely spread in the country but they

lack systematic organisation.

16. Insurance Companies

:

This is another important type of mercantile house

doing extensive buisness in recent years all over the

world Their buisness may be divided into the follow-

ing classes : life, marine, fire, and accident insurance,

These houses are generally operated on a joint stock

principal and their internal organisation generally con-

sists of the following departments Policies Department

Agencies Department, Actuarial Department, Loans

Department, Securities Department, Claims Department

Cash and Account Departments. In India the insu-

rance companies may be divided into two classes . non

Indian and Indian Ihe former undertake every type of

insurance business including 1 fe, marine, fire and acci-

dent, while the Indian companies restrict themselves

mostly in life business The names of some of the

important non-Indian insurance companies are : The

South British Insurance Co., the Sun Life Insurance

Company of Canada, while some of the Indian insurance

houses are : The Oriental Government Securities

’Life Insurance Co., The Bombay Mutual Life Insurance

Co , Htidustan Co-operative and the Western India

Insurance Companies.
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MERCANTILE HOUSES IN INDIA

Mercantile Houses in India play a very important

part in her foreign trade. They are concerned with

bringing together Indian merchants and foreign mer-
chants m order that trade relationships might be esta-

blished between them. The mercantile houses genei ally

take the form of Indent Firms which receive indents

from Indian merchants and pass them on to the foreign

manufacturers. The indent firm may be either an

export or an import firm, but generally both these are

combined in one firm. They carry on business either

on their own account or on account of the foreign

manufacturers. More often they act as commission

agents and receive commission on the tiansaction. The

existence of these mercantile houses in India is explained

by the fact that the Indian impoiter is ignorant of

the manufacturers in foreign countries or sometimes his

financial standing is not widely known, with the result

that the foreign manufacturers are not prepared to give

him credit without the intervention of the indent

firm. Moreover, the Indian exporters are ignorant of

the business conditions in foreign markets. They

have, therefore, to obtain the assistance of these firms

in this matter. These firms give every type of business

information possible and thus facilitate the woik of the

buyers and sellers both in India and foreign countries.

They have connections almost all over the world and

this enables them to give sound business advice to

their clients. Most of these mercantile houses are

non-Indian, with a predominance of British firms which

is the result not only of historical evolution but also of

the enormous amount of trade which is carried on

between India and England.
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Metkods of Business-

Generally these mercantile houses get in touch with

the local dealers either by requiring them to come
to their offices or by sending their salesmen to them.

Samples of goods aie examined by the firms or the

merchants as the case may be and an indent foim is

sent to the foreign manufacturer duly signed by the

Indian importer and giving full particulars regarding

the goods. The goods are sent on a commission,

contract or a consignment basis. When the goods

arnve here, the importer is informed about this and

is asked to take immediate delivery.

In India the mercantile houses belong to various

nationalities and their methods of business also differ

greatly from one another. The British mercantile

houses, for example, are regarded as rather conserva-

tive and are stated to distribute goods in a manner

which disregards the peculiarity of the Indian market

and the tastes of Indian consumeis They feel that

good quality is a sufficient passport to marketability

and fail to appreciate that the Indian market is essen-

tially a price market, in which consumers purchase

commodities more with reference to their income

than to the quahty of the goods. Recently, however

these firms have been compelled under competition

from other firms to take a greater interest m such

matter of business as advertisement, canvassing, sales-

manship and have adopted a more compromising

attitude to meet the requirements of the Indian con-

sumer. The general grievance of Indian merchants

against these firms is that they give their quotations

invariably m sterlmg and not in rupees so that

the Indian purchaser, being more familiar with

his own currency, does not obtain an adequate
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idea of the value of the goods. In regard to the

period of credit also, it has been reported that

these firms do not show any consideration to the

Indian merchant under extraordinary circumstances

when he may be unable to meet his liabilities in regard

to the goods purchased through them. The business

of the British mercantile houses is considerably assis-

ted by the existence of the British foreign exchange

banks, British insurance companies and British steam-

ship companies m India. On the other hand, the

German and Japanese mercantile houses, before the

present war, were supposed to present a striking con-

trast to the British firms in regard to the methods of

their business. ^'Cheapness good business organization

and pushful marketing and financial methods consti-

tute Germany’s great 'puli’ in the Indian market.”*

They used to send out commercial travellers all over

India to study the psychology sentiments and require-

ments of the Indian consumers. They often quoted

c.i.f. prices and their quotations were generally in

local currency and this was found by Indian merchants

to be a great convenience to them. Furthermore,

They granted extensions of the period of credit and

showed considerable laxity in the matter of receivmg

payments. They spent enormous amounts in publicity

and pushed their manufactures into the Indian mar-

ket by many devices, such as the distribution of free

samples, etc. They used to supply cheap goods in

recognition of the economic conditions withm the

country and thus had succeeded in capturing the

Indian market to a very large extent. The Japanese

firms were interested particularly m the purchase of

Indian raw cotton for their textile mills. The

*Vcra Anstey

—

TA0 Tradt of Indton Octan—Page 75.
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German and the Japanese firms adopted all sorts of

methods to captuie the Indian market such as the

dispatch of tiade missions perodically to this country

and the exploitation of the religious and patriotic

sentiments of Indians. At present, however, these

firms have ceased to operate because they have been

declared as enemy firms after the outbieak of the war

and their affairs are now being managed by the

Controller of Enemy property appointed by the

Government of India.

Indian Mercantile Houses

The great importance of the existence of mercantile

houses in the development of a country's foreign trade

need hardly be emphasised. The need is particularly

great in India to enable her merchants to obtain better

prices and to widen their existing market in the world

and also to explore new avenues of distributing Indian

manufactures in the world market. The existing

Indian mercantile houses do not have as many foreign

branches as would be justified by the enormous volume

of India's foreign trade. Some of the difficulties in this

regard are the absence of Indian exchange banks,

Indian steamship companies and Indian insurance

companies in the important trade centres of the world.

The only places where om mercantile houses have ex-

tended their activities are Singapore, Burma, Ceylon,

South Africa and Aden. These firms are mainly engaged

in the exports of Indian cotton piecegoods to these

various countries and also imports of sugar and other

commodities from the Dutch East Indies* But their

methods of business are regarded to be crude and

unscientific as a result of which they are unable to

stand up against the severe competition of the

non-Indian mercantile houses in India,
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The problem of stimu lating our foreign trade is

a problem of great significance to our economic life.

Every effort should, therefore, be made to see that

the activities of Indian businessmen are spread far

and wide and that Indian manufactures are sent even to

the remotest parts of the world. The forces which

individual efforts in this direction will have to face

are so powerful that this can be the work of only an
organised and collective body of Indian businessmen

such as the Indian Merchants* Chamber. It may,

therefore, be suggested that the Chamber should

explore all possibilities of enabling Indian mercantile

houses to open foreign branches in the important

commercial and financial centres of the world. It is

not possible in this work to give a detailed scheme

but the work can best be done by a committee of the

Chamber specially appointed for the purpose

Suggestions for Farther Reading

1. S. E Thomas’ Commerce,

2. J. Stephenson: Fnnc%ples and Practice of Commerce

3. 20th Century Business Practice, Vol.

IV. Chaps. Ill to X.

4. Aiyer N. S. : Foreign Exchange in India, Chapter X



CHAPTER VII

COHMERGIAL ORGANISATION

T
he establishment of a systematic and widespread

commercial organisation has been found to be

indispensable for the development of a country's

foreign trade. Such an organisation might assume two

forms: i. Private organisations such as chambers of

commerce and trade associations and 2. Official

Organisations such as Government Departments, trade

commissioners and consuls appointed in various coun-

tries. e.g. the interests of Indian foreign trade are

promoted by the Department of Commercial Intelligence

and Statistics together with the Indian Trade Commis
sioners in important world trading centres such as

New York, Osaka, Milan, Hamburg, London and other

places. They carry on investigations with a view to

exploring new avenues for the expansion of India's

trade and issue periodical reports giving valuable trade

information. Similar functions are discharged in

England by the Board of Trade and in America, by the

United States Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce. In fact, every important country in the world

has trade organisation of some kind or other.

The last world-wide trade depression emphasised

great importance of such trade organisations whilst the

subsequent need topromote trade relationships amongst
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countries belonging to the British Empire has led to a

close-knit trade organisation within the British Empire

through the medium of institutions hke the British

Department of Overseas Trade, the British Commercial

Diplomatic Service and the British Trade Commis-

sioners, Trade Correspondents and Consular Officers.

This tendency for Empire Trade organisation has

» received great stimulus after the outbreak of the present

war and has resulted in the appointment of various

official and unofficial bodies such as Purchase Missions,

Trade Missions, the Bntish Mmistry of Food Supply,

the United Kingdom Commercial Corporation and the

Export Advisory Councils and Committees in the im-

portant ports in India Of all these, the U.K.C.C is the

most important and has invited the greatest attention

and the most servere criticism. It is therefore proposed

to examine the functions of this Corporation along with

the various tiade commissioner services and Goveren-

ment Commercial organisation in India after which we

may pass on to study the private Commercial organisa-

tions like chambers of commerce and trade associations.

GOVERNMENT COMMERCIAL ORGANISATION IN INDIA

The Department of Colkmercial Intelligence and Statistics:

This department was established in 1922 and embraces

two distinct classes of work • 1. Collection and dis-

semination of information connected with overseas

trade which may be of use [to Indian firms and

2. the complication and publication of all-India

statistics. From 1933, a Statistical Research Bureau

has also been added to the Department Among the

important publications for which the 'Department is

responsible are ’ the Review of the Trade of India

Statements of the Foreign Sea-borne Trade and

Navigation of British India, Statistical Abstract
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for British India ;
Agricultural Statistics, Estimates

of Area and Yield of Piincipal crops, the Monthly

Siiivcy of Business Conditions in India and the Indian

Customs Tat ill. The department also publishes the

Indian Trade Journal which gives valuable information

regarding tariff changes m foreign countries which

affect Indian interests, notices of tenders for Govern-

ment contracts, crop reports and forecasts, Govern-

ment orders, communiques and other notifications

affecting trade, analysis of Indian trade statistics,

market reports, trade enquiries, and the reports of the

Indian Trade Commissioners abroad. The department

also administers the Commercial Library and Reading

Room located at No. 1 Council House Street, Calcutta.

The department works m close co-operation with Direc-

tors of Industries and other Government departments

in India, with the Indian Trade Commissioners abroad,

with His Majesty’s Trade Commissioner in India and

Dominions and with the Consular Offices in various

parts of the world.

The Customs Department •

This department is controlled by the Central Board

of Revenue which is attached to liie Finance Depart-

ment of the Government of India. This department

administers the tariff policy of India through the Collec-

tors of Customs of the five principal ports of Calcutta,

Bombay, Madras, Rangoon and Karachi.

Customs House*

This is the Government organisation entrusted with

the charging and collection of customs duties. Its

offices are situated on the Ballard Estate At the head

of the Customs House is the Collector of Customs,

under whom there are Assistant Collectors who are

concerned mainly with the more responsible duties of
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administration For the daily routine work,the Customs

organisation is divided into several departments, the

most important of which are (a) The Export Depart-

ment which passess shipping bills,grants port clearance

to ships and receives cargo manifests from the steamship

agents. At the head of this department, there is one of

the Assistant Collectors (b) Import department which

is connected with the passing of Bills of Entries for con-

sumption, receiving import cargo manifests from the

steamship agents etc (c) Appraising Department which

appraises the goods and levies appropriate duties

according to the Customs Tariff. A special set of offi-

cers known as Appraisers and Examiners is required

to be in personal attendance in the Port Trust Docks

where the steamers load and unload cargo, (d) The

Preventive Department which is entrusted with the

" prevention of export or import of uuduthorised cargo

and this important function is discharged by a set of

officers known as Preventive Officers (e) The Cash

Department which is entrusted with all cash receipts

and cash payments m the course of Custom House,

business. All duties on goods have to be paid at the

counter of this department. If, however, the payment

of duty is to be adjusted through the personal deposit

accounts maintained by many firms with customs

authorities, then the necessary entries are made by the

Accounts Department la their books (f) The Eabo-

ratory * to test the ingredients and composition of

certain commodities exported or imported, i^g) The

Controller of Exports and Imports * owing to the

outbreak of the present war, a new department has

been opened under a Controller of Exports and Imports

in order to verify that the goods exported from and

imported into India do not help the enemy countries.
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Whenever the Indian merchant desires to export any
commodity he must submit an Application for JExport

to this department and obtain the necessary licence

from the Commerce Department, New Delhi.

Port Trust

:

The Bombay Port Trust is a semi-Governmentbody

entrusted with the administration of the Bombay port.

It has various department such as Engineering, Rail-

way, Docks, Land and Bunders Departments etc.When-

ever a steamship comes to the port of Bombay, the

Port Trust has to provide pilots to tow in the

steamer and assign particular sheds where the cargo is

to be loaded or unloaded. The Port Trust maintains

very laige sheds serially numbered, where it allows the

exporters and importers to stack their packages. The

Manager of the Port Trust Shed supervises the loading

of cargo along with the Preventive Officers while he

gives delivery of the cargo to the consignees along. with

the Stevedore. The Port Trust provides suitable

cranes and coolies for the loading and unloading of

cargo at the Port Trust wharf. It also provides ware-

houses where consignees can store re-export or tranship-

ment cargo, pending the arrival of the on-carrier. It

will thus be seen that the Port Trust authority plays a

very important role in the export and import of goods.

The Indian Stores Departments ^

This department is the outcome of the recommen-

dations of the Stores Purchase Committee and was

constituted in January 1922. Its main function is to

purchase in India and abroad, in accordance with the

Stores Purchase Rules, stores of all descriptions, except,

lethal munitions, foodstuffs, medical stores, stationery

and few other classes of articles, for the departments of

the Central Government and the minor local admmistra-
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tions, and to inspect stores purchased by the Depart-

ment or by consuming departments direct. Its services

are also available to such major local governments,

Indian States, Public Bodies, etc. as may desire to avail

themselves of the same. The department consists of

the office of the Chief Controller of Stores, which is

located at the Headquarters of the Government of

India purchase circles at Calcutta, Bombay and Kara-

chi ; a Test House at Calcutta and inspection agencies

at Calcutta, Jamshedpur, Bombay, Madras, Cawnpore,

Lahore and Karachi. The Headquarters office, under

the direct charge of the Chief Controller of Stores,

comprises of an Administration and Intelligence Branch

a Purchase Branch and an Inspection Branch. A new
organization known as the Industrial Intelligence and
Research Bureau has been recently attached to the

department as an experimental measure.

Trade Commissioners ^

These are also the representatives of foreign coun-

tries in India similar to the consuls ; but their field of

activity is limited only to the trade and does not cover

political and social matters like that of the consuls.

These trade commissioners also publish periodical

reports containing very useful information pertaining

to trade.

Consuls*

These are the representatives of foreign countries

in India. The consuls collect valuable trade informa-

tion in India and pass it on to their country. Similarly#

they make available to the Indian merchants all infor-

mation about the possibilities of Indian trade with their

respective countries. Some consuls like the American

Consul are required to grant Consular Invoices certify-

ing that the goods may be imported into their country
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without detriment to their nationals. They also pub-

lish periodical reports which are of great practical use

to businessmen in India and abroad. No goods can

generally be expoited to foreign countries without the

consular invoice from the respective consuls concerned

These consuls charge a small fee, known as the ‘ Con-

sular Fee " to the exporters for granting the invoice

Trade Commissioner Services in India
*

BnUsh trade Commisstoner Semce . The British Trade

Commissioners in India are part of the worldwide

commercial intelligence oiganizalion of the British

Government. The headquarters of this organisation

are the Department of Overseas Trade in London

which was created m I9l7 with a view to stimulating

the overseas trade of the U. K. The functions of the

British Trade Commissioner, aic to collect trade infor-

mation useful to British merchants, to visit important

commercial centres, to issue an annual report on the

conditions and piospects of Biitish trade and to give

all assistance to British firms within his territory.

The present Senior British Trade Commissioner in

India is Sir Thomas M. Ainscough, C B. E. whose

offices are situated m Calcutta.

In addition to the above, the other Trade Commis-

sioner Services in India are those of the Canadian

Commercial Intelligence Service, the Australian Gov-

ernment Trade Commissioners Service and the Ceylon

Trade Commissioner for India.

The U. K* C- C.

This Corporation was established in London in 1940

with capital entirely provided by the British Treasury,

with the object of promoting England's trade with the

Balkan and Near East Countries. But the difficulties

of trade with those countries which arose as a result
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of the subsequent developments in the war have com-
pelled the Corporation to divert its attention to trading

possibilities with countiies like India, Iraq and Aiabia.

The Coiporation has behind it the full support of the

British Government and the Government of India and

is assisted by the British Minister of Food and War
Transport. The Corporation enjoys many privileges

in regard topnorities, freight, shipping space, and

many other things not available to Indian merchants.

It makes huge purchases of goods like wheat, sugar,

rice, hides, skins and others through the Supply

Department of the Government of India and despatches

them to Middle and Near East Countries and also

to Russia '

The Corporation has been severely criticis'ed by
Indians on the grounds that it enjoys almost monopoli-

stic privileges in India’s expoit trade, that its privileged

position enables it to secure priorities in railways and

steamei freight and that it purchases goods at specially

low price through the Supply Department and exports

them' to Middle East Countiies, thus offering unfair

competition to Indian exporters and making huge pro-

fit which are not retained within the borders of India.

The Government of India have, however clarified the

functions and the scope of the Corporation’s work

by a press note which is issued last year Government

have pointed out that the Corporation has been brought

into existence not for monopolising trade, but for orga-

nising it on a basis more favourable to the Allied Coun-

tries, because such operations he beyond the normal

trading sphere of private enterprise. It has also been

stated that the popular belief regarding the Corpora-

tion’s monopoly in wheat, sugar, rice, oils and oilseeds

and cotton yarn is unfounded and that the Corporatiop
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has trading monopoly only in a limited number of

commodities essential for war purposes. Furthermore,

it has been asserted that the Corporation makes pur-

chases in the open market thus passing on the benefit to

firms of business of well-established reputation in India.

Some critics express the view that India can have

no quarrel with an organisation like the U. K. C. C.

but by the way in which it has been functioning, it has

raised matters of fundamental importance to India both

to-day and to-morrow in the post-war period.

CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND TRADE ASSOCIATIONS
These are voluntary combinations of business

brought about to protect their common interests.

There was a time when there was definite legislation

prohibiting the formation of such combinations but

gradually the need for such organisations came to be

generally recognised until to-day when almost all the

mercantile nations have chambers of commerce within

them. The magnitude of their operations and the sphere

of their influence varies in different countries but in al

countries they constitute an essential part of the

economic life of the country. Chambers of Commerce
may be organised either on the Continental model in

which there is considerable amount of state interference

or on the English model under which they are largely

independent combinations. When such a combination

of businessmen is restricted to a particular business,

it is called a trade association.

Causes of growth

:

The desire to adopt collective means to protect

• mutual business interests has probably been one^ of the

most important factors hastening the development of

Chambers of Commerce and trade associations. The rapid

growth of these institutions may be regarded as a proof
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of the general trend of modern economic society towards
industrial and other types of combinations. Another
cause that has led to the establishment of these

institutions has been a desire on the part of business

men to eliminate by association, waste and other evils

of competition Furthermore, the realisation of the

economies of large operations has also been made
possible by the existence of these commercial organisa-

tions Independent units of production are wasteful

and risky and unable to make quick decisions. The
need to offer .united front to Government and other

of&cial and non-official bodies against any decision or

legislation* detrimental to the interests of the business

community has also expedited the progress of this

commercial organisation

Advantages to basinessmen:

The membership of a chamber of commerce or trade
association gives a certain kind of status to the business

and many in some' cases result in the realisation of the

economies of large scale production. Considerable

amount of waste in production can thus be eliminated

and the evils of undesirable competitjon removed. A
businessman very often stands in the need of informa-

tion about local or foreign buyers and guidance in the

production and marketing of his goods. In this connec-

tion he can obtain the assistance of the chamber of

commerce or trade association to which he belongs.

The membership of the trade association enables the

businessman to exchange his views on economic matters

with others and thus he can keep himself in touch with

thedatest development not only in his own industry

but also in the general economic life of his country.

Whenever a combined united effort is to be made

for safeguarding the general interests of his particular
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type of business, the businessman can easily contact

with his professional colleagues through the chambei of

commerce or trade association of which he happens to

be a member. Very often Government, before passing

any legislation, circulates the draft bill amongst the

chambers of commerce or trade association foi their

opinion and the businessman thus gets an opportunity

of setting forth the effect of the proposed legislation

upon his own industry. If the legislation is harmful to

his business and is still passed by the Government, the

businessman, by virtue of his membership of a chamber

of commerce or trade association, can offer collective

opposition to Government.

Chambers of Commerce also place at the disposal of

the member businessman not only accurate statistics

relating to his own business but also relating to the

general economic development of the country and thus

render invaluable assistance in enabling him to take

correct business decision. The businessman is also

greatly benefited by the result of the commercial

investigations and technical reseach placed at his

disposal by such institutions.

The membership of such commercial organisation

enables the businessman to face labour agitation in a

collective manner. Chambers of Commerce also publish

and distribute amongst their members, pamphlets

booklets, statements etc. giving many things of interest

to businessman, such as daily quotations for certain

commodities and shares, foreign exchange rates, arrivala

and departures of steamers etc.

The importance of the membership of such organi-

sation to the social and commercial career of the

businessmen should also be properly emphasiserd.

By being elected as Presidents of the Chamber or
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association or by being elected as their representative on
various public bodies especially on the Central Legisla-
tive Assembly, the businessmen manage to get a great
amount of publicity and social importance, and in
course of time achieve great fame and wield great
influence overtheir fellow countrymen who regard them
as their leaders not only in the field of business but
also in the sphere of 'politics. It is a common expe-
rience that businessmen derive incalculable benefits
when they attain to this privileged position through
the chamber of commerce or trade association to which
they belong

Finally, the membership of a trade association such
as the Bombay Mill Owners' Mutual Insurance Associa-
tion enables the businessmen to face any huge financial
liability because his professional colleagues share the
risk with him.

Opposition to Chambers- of Commerce i

Some writers are opposed to the existence of the
chambers of commerce on the ground that they are
merely combinations of capitalists designed to further
their own class interests. It is of course generally true
that the chambers of commerce offer to protect the
interest of their members most of whom are rich
capitalists. But when chambers of commerce admit as
they invariably do, the trade associations into their
membership, the non-capitalistic, poor and middle class
traders are also given an opportunity to take advan-
tage of chambers of commerce. It is undoubtedly tiue
that m most of such organisations there are certain
dommant parties and cliques found to protect only
certain group interests, but this is a fault not of the
chambers of commerce but of the lack of cmc
responsibility and the spirit of hberalism amongst the
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members of such institutions. Although the chambers of

commerce are most solicitous about the interests of their

capitahstic members, this is not exclusively the case,

and the society at large does reap distinct advantages

jrom such organisation in the form of labour reform,

ow price, labour welfare work etc.

CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND TRADE
ASSOCIATIONS IN BOMBAY

Bombay Chamber of Commerce’
This was established in 1836 under the auspices of

Sir Robert Grant, the then Governor of the Presidency.

The Chamber is composed mainly of non-Indian

businessmen in India and seeks to safeguard their

interests by bringing about organization and common
feeling amongst them. The Memorandum and Articles

of Association of the Chamber set forth the various

aims and objects such as to encourage friendly feeling

and unanimity among commercial men on all subjects

involvmg common good, to promote and protect

the general mercantile interests of this country; to

collect and classify information on all matters of

general commercial interest etc. Membership to the

Chamber is by ballot and is open to any businessman

desirous of joining the Chamber. The affairs of the

Chambers are conducted by a President, vice-President

a Committee, Secretary and Assistant Secretary.

The Chamber has got representation on various

public bodies such as the Central Assembly, Council

of State, the Bombay Port Trust, the Bombay Munici-

pal Corporation, the Railway Rates Advisory Com-

mittee and many othprs.

Special Work

:

The Chamber performs the important function of

undertaking arbitration in commercial disputes. It
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has a special statistical department which compilesTalu-
able statistics relating to Indian trade. The Chamber
also publishes a Daily Arrival Return, a Daily Trade
Return and import and export manifest, a Monthly
jReturn and Current Quotakons relating to the trade of

Bombay The Chamber has also a Measurement
Department, which is entrusted with the work of’

measuring the packages for export. The Offices of the
Chamber are situated on Ballard Estate, Bombay

2, Indian Merchants' Chamber

:

This was established in 1907 and its objects are almost

similar to those of the Bombay Chamber with this

difference that while the Bombay Chamber represents

mostly non-Indians, the Indian Chamber exclusively

represents Indian merchants. Like the Bombay Cham-
ber, the Indian Chamber has representation on impor-

tant public bodies such as Central Assembly, Bom-
bay Port Tiust, Bombay Corporation, Railway Rates

Advisory Committee, etc. This Chamber has been

recently granted the right ofmeasuring the export cargo

in Bombay. The Offices of the Chamber are situated

near the Churchgate Station, Bombay.

3. Maharashtra Chamber of Commerce :

It was established in 1927 with the object of esta-

blishing friendly relations among merchants and fac-

tory owners of Maharashtra and to safeguard their

interests. It has a President, a vice President, and a

Secretary. The Offices of the Chamber are situated

hear the Churchgate Station Bombay.

TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

1. East India Cotton Association :

This was established in 1922 to provide and main-

tain suitable premises for a cotton exchange in the
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city of Bombay and elsewhere in India and to regulate

admission to the same, to provide forms ot contracts

and to regulate contracts, to adjust by arbitration

or otherwise disputes among cotton merchants to

establish and maintain a Clearing House, to regulate

the export and import of cotton and generahy to

control, promote and legulate the cotton trade in

Bombay and elsewhere in India. The office of the

Association are situated in ‘a magnificent building on
Kalbadevi m Bombay and it has also a fine exchange

building at Sewn Cotton Depot.

2. Bombay Mill-Owners* Association -

This was established in 1875 and its objects are as

follows : to encouiage friendly feeling and unanimity

amongst mill-owners and users of steam, water, and/or

electric power on all subjects ^connected with their

common goods, to piomote and protect the trade

commerce and manufactures of India in general and
of the cotton trade m particular. The Association
deals also with subjects connected with the individual

businesses of its members. The Association has repre-

sentations on important public institutions such as

the Central Assembly, Bombay Port Tiust, Railway

Advisory Committee etc. The office of the Associa-

tion are situated in Churchgate Street, Bombay.

3. MilbOwners* Mutual Insurance Association ltd*

This was established in 1924 and its important

functions are (i) the mutual insurance of its members

against liability arising from Workmen's Compensa-

tion Act, and ( ii) the insurance of its members against

loss or damage by fire, lighting etq. The affairs of

the Association are under the control of a Board of

Directory and’ all the members of the Mil^owners*

Association are eligible for its membership.
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4 Grain Merchants* Association

The object of this Association is to promote the

interests of the grain merchants and to put the grain

and oilseeds trade on a sound footing. It is an

influential body having a large membership. The
offices are situated in Mandvn Bombay
5. The Bombay Piece-goods Native Merchants' Association:

The functions of this Association are similar to

those of Trade Associations m general with particular

reference to the piecegoods trade

In addition to the above important Trade Associa-

tions, there are many others such as those of rice

merchants, silk merchants sugar merchants, insurance

companies, iron merchants, etc.

The Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce

and Industry

This Federation was established in 1927 and was the

outcome of the Commercial Congress held in Calcutta

in that yeai The objects for which the Federation has

been established are to promote Indian business m
matters of inlandnd foreign trade, transport, industry

manufactures, finance, and all other economic subjects

to encourage friendly feelings aiid unanimity amongst

the business community and associations on all subjects

connected with the common good of Indian business,

to enter into any agreement with any Government, or

authority supreme. Municipal, local or otherwise that

may seem conducive to the Federation s objects or

any df them and to obtain from any such Government

or authority all rights, concessions and pnvileges which

the Federation may think desirable to obtain and

to carry out, exercise, and comply with any such

arrangement rights, privileges and concessions; to

draw, to make, accept, discount, execute, and issue
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bills of exchange, promissory notes, bills of lading

warrants, debentures, and other negotiable or transfer-

able instruments or secuiity.

The constitution of the Federation consists of a

committee made up of a President, Vice-President,

Honorary Treasurer, Secretary, Members and co-opted

members. The rules provide for two classes of member
VIZ. Ordinary and Associate* The membership fee for

chambers of commerce is Rs. 300 and for trade associa-

tion Rs. 150. The federation has at present 72

chambers of commerce and trade associations affiliated

as ordinary members and 5 associate members. The
Federation is recognised by the Government of India

as the premier organisation representing the commer-

cial and industrial interests in the country. The head-

quarters of the Federation are situated as 28, Ferozshah

Road, New Delhi.

The AlHndia Organisation of Industrial Employers :

The organisation came into existence as a lesult of

a desire on the part of the employerss' delegates to the

International Labour Conference to have a central

organisation m India to represent fully the employers

of industrial labour within the country so as to facili-

tate the work of the labour conference in considering

the problems of India labour. This was established m
December 1932 under the lead given by Seth Walchand

Hirachand the then president of the Federation of Indian

Chambers of Commerce and Industry. The member-

dnp of the Organisation is open to any organisation

consisting of employers of industrial labour m Indi#

and any industrial concern coming under the Factory

Act. 1 he annual subscription for the industrial asso-

ciations is Rs. 25 and for the individual concerns Rs.lO

The Organisation has on its roll 13 industrial association
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representing Ahmedabad and Bengal Mill-owners^

Northern India Employers, Salt Industry, Indian

Shipping, Sugar Industry, Baroda State Mills and
industries, glass, coal, mining, tea and ]ute industry.

Besides, there are morethan 94 big industrial concerns

as members of the Organisation The administration

of the organisation is placed in the hands of a
President, Vice-President, Honorary Treasurer and a
Secretary. The headquarters of the organisation are

situated at 28, Ferozshah Road, New Delhi, while the

Bombay is stuated in Industrial Assurance

Building near the Churchgate Railway Station.

The AU-India Manufacturers" Organisation-

This organisation was established in 1940 with th^

object of bringing about rapid industrialisation of the

country through sound and progressive economic policies

so that the aggregate wealth of India and standard of

living of Indians may be raised; that the matenal

resources and talent of the country may be utilised to

the fullest extent and the pressure of population upon

land may be relieved The Organisation consists of:

Ordinary Members, Company Members, Association

Members, Lite Members, Donor Members, a Central

CommilLee, Working Committe, Special Committees^

Regional Bodies and Annual Conferences. The regional

organisation is probably the most active part of the or-

ganisation and its functions are to promote new and

extend and improve existing industries, to mobilise

capital, talent, and raw materials for the development

of the region etc The organisation is endeavouring its

utmo t of extend the sphere of its influence and with

a proper spirit of co-operation amongst its members*

the organisation may be expected to occupy in course

of time an important position in the economic life of
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India, The offices of the organisation are situated

in the Bombay Industrial Assurance Building, near the

Churchgate Railway Station.

INTERNATIONAI ORGANISATION FOR COMMERCE
R The Internal Chamber of Commerce

This IS one of the most leading commercial organisa-

tions of the world. It was established in 1920 and

was the outcome of a conference of leading business

representatives of the important countries like France,

Belgium, Italy, England and U S.A. The primary

motive which actuated these people to establish this

body was to remove the barriers of international com-

merce and to promote free and healthy international

commercial intercourse. The management of the Cham-

ber's atfairs is entrusted to a Council which consists of

the elected representatives of the various countries.

The Council has a President, a Secretary-General, and

an Executive Committee* Special committees are also

appointed for special subjects such as commercial

policy, statistics, international commercial and indus-

trial agreements, international fares and exhibitions etc.

The membership of the Chamber is divided into two
classes vk. Organisation Members, consisting of cham-
bers of commerce and Associate Members consisting

of individual firms and companies. One of the chief

activities of the Chamber is the bi-annual congress

which IS held m one of the member countries. The first

congress of the chamber was held in London in 1921.

The Chamber has also organised national committees

consisting of the various business interests within the

different countries and these committees are then affilia-

ted to the Chamber as members. In India, there is

also the Indian National Committee of the International

ihamber of Commerce which was established in 1928
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to participate in the promotion of the objects of the

Chamber. The Indian National Committee has on its

roll 35 commercial bodies as organisation Members and'

47 commercial firms as Associate Members. The'

Committee has a President vice-President, Honorary
Treasurer and a Secretary. The ojBfices of the Com-
mittee are situated at 28, Ferozshah Road, New Delhi.

2. The International Labour Office

This organisation is a part of the International

Labour Organisation which was established in 1919 by
Part XIII of the Treaty of Versailles and marked the

culmination of all previous tendencies and principles of

safeguarding the interests of workers by international

conventions. The establishment of the institution was
based upon a realisation that peace in the world would

be impossible without peace amongst the workers

Principles

:

The establishment of maximum working day and

week, the prevention of unemployment, the provision

of an adequate living wage, the protection of the

worker against sickness, disease, injury arising out of

his employment, freedom of association of workers,

the organisation of vocational and technical education

and other measures.

The offices of the I.L.O. are situated in Geneva and

are in a charge of a Director who appoints the staff

comprising of about 450 persons representing more

than forty nations.

Duties •

a. To prepare the ground for ’the International

Labour Conference by collecting and analysing all the,

available data on questions before the Conference

b. 'To carry out the secretarial work of the Conference

c. To fqllow up the decisions of the Conference.
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d. To collect and distribute information on all matters

relating to the international adjustments ot conditions

of industrial life and labour. This it does by means

of its publications which include a weekly paper, a

monthly review, texts and translations of new laws

relating to labour, a Year Book and a number of non-

periodical works embodying the result of the research

conducted by the Office.

The I. L. O. has proved to be a very helpful insti-

tution to popularise the idea of industrial peace in the

world
, but is being reproached by some critics for

being dominated by socialist thought in recent years.

3, TJio International Management Institute
’

This IS a commercial organisation established in

1927 for the purpose of popularing the idea of scien-

tific business administration. The objects of this Insti-

tute are to secure the maximum efficiency of labour

with the minimum of effort, the promotion of stand-

ardisation, the elimination of waste, the improvement of

methods of production, distribution and transportation

and to bring a world-wide adoption of progressive

methods by commercial and economic organisation.

The offices of the Institute are situated at Geneva.

4. The International Miners' Federation :

This was established in 1890 to promote and safe-

guard the interests of labour employed in mines in the

various countries of the world. This was probably the

first indication of the general recognition of the need

for the adoption of the trade union principle on an

international scale. It consists of the representatives of

the trade unions of many countries like France,Belgium

Germany, Poland, Great Britain and Czechoslovakia

The Federation has done useful work in lending mutual

support to trade union movement in various countries
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and has thus endeavoured to improve the lot of the

workers in the world. The Federation has insistently

drawn public attention to the need for nationalisation

of coal mines.

5, The International Institute of Agriculture

This was founded in 1905 in order to safeguard the

agricultural interests in all the countries of the world

from the menace of the industrial age. It was felt tha:^

the agricultural interests m the various countries should

be properly kept in touch with conditions in the world

markets for agricultural produce by means of distribu-

tion of information, crop estimates, statistics etc., on a

world wide scale. Seventy-four countries are affiliated

to this Institute which has proved to be an important

factor in bringing about international commercial and

economic co-operation. The affairs of the Institute are

managed by a permanent committee consisting of the

representatives of the various governments whieh meet

generally every two years in Rome. The Institute

publishes a monthly Bulletin of Agricultural and Com-
mercial Statistics, a monthly International Review of

Agriculture, a Year Book of Agncultural Statistics,

and a Year Book of Agricultural Legislation. The

institute works m close co-operation with the various

other international commercial organisations such as

the League of Nations’ International Labour Office and

the International Chamber of Commerce,

6. The International advertising Association

This was established for the purpose of furthering

the best interests of advertising in the vanous countries

of the world. Some of its objects are to prevent false,

deceptive and misleading advertisements, to conduct

educational courses in advertising andto create a general

interest in the technique of advertising. ,The member
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ship of the Association consists of American States and
many important countries like England, Australia and
almost all the European countnes The Association

convenes annual conferences of leading businessmen

and members where many important questions pertain-

ing to mtei national commerce are discussed m details

7 The International Statistical Institute .

This was founded in London m 1385 on the occasion

Of the Jubilee Meeting of the Royal Statistical Society

The membership of the Institute is limited to 250

and it meets every two years The main function of

the Institute is to collect and publish international

commercial and economic statistics 2incl to promote

friendly relations amongst the official and academic

statisticians in the various countiics of the world.
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511 to 534,
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CHAPTER VIII

COMMERCIAL EFFICIENCY

I
N every commercial enterprise the businessman has

to keep a very watchful eye on the efficiency of

administration and production. The question of

commercial efficiency is a very wide one and includes

a number of subjects such as scientific management of

labour, the most effective utilisation of the various

factors of production, elimination of waste, economics

of large scale production, maximisation of output and
the methods of rationalisation.

What is commercial efficiency ?

If the word is strictly interpreted it would imply

the efficiency of the distributive activities. It is

however, difficult to restrict this phfase in this manner

and to make it coincidental with industnal efficiency.

In fact, it is very difficult to draw any rigid Ime of

demarcation between commercial efficiency on the one

hand and industrial efficiency on the other.

In this sense the phrase might be understood to

imply the efficient and scientific reduction of the cost

of production and the attainment of a maximum point

of production This phrase thus denotes that the

manufacturer should plan the structure of his business

in such a manner as to make the cheapest possible
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commodity available to the consumer at the greatest

possible profit to himself under the circumstances

The question of commercial and industrial efficiency

has recently attracted the attention of almost all the

economists and businessmen in the world. This has

been the result of the existence of keen competition

which has been an important feature of modern commer-

cial activity. The present cut-throat competition

amongst businessmen has led them to devise various

means in order to popularise their own product amongst

the consumers in preference to that of their competitors

and the achievement of commercial efficiency is one of

them. Businessmen have found in commercial efficiency

their only hope of survival in the present business woi Id.

We shall therefore examine in the following pages the

various factors of commercial efficiency and the various

considerations which affect those factois.

FACTORS OF COMMERCIAL EFFICIENCY

1 Cost of Goods :

This may be regarded as one of the first considera-

tions which affect commercial efficiency. In considering

the cost of goods, which probably constitutes a ma]or

part of final cost, the place of manufacture of the

goods must be firsi* ascertained. The question that

must be asked in this connection is whether the goods

are manufactured at home or abroad. It is obvious

that if the goods are manufactured within the country

they will be much cheaper than if they are manufac-

tured abroad. This, however, is not always the case

because it may happen that a country might be so

unfavourably placed in regard to the manufacture of a

particular commodity that it might be found cheaper

to import the same from abroad.

The ?econd consideration which is relevant to this.
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question is the durability of the goods. If the goods
are durable they can be purchased indarge amounts and
stored at a convenient period when prices are low to be

utilised at a latter period. Durability thus results in

'making available to the businessman the economies of

large scale buying and also safeguards his interests

against price fluctuations. As agamst this, must also be

placed the locking up of the businessman’s capital and
loss of interest of the same. Moreover, storage of the

^oods exposes them to various risks of loss by fire, theft

etc., so that if the goods are durable and the businessman

purchases them m huge quantities and stores them, he

must incur an additional cost in msuring the same.

The third consideration which affects the cost of

goods IS the bulk of the goods. Bulky commodities

require much space in the steamers or railways and
godowns so that their cost of transport and storage is

oonsiderably heavy with the result that their final cost

SI increased to that extent.

Fourthly, the nature of the supply of the goods

must also be taken into consideration, that is to say, m
considering the effect of the cost of goods upon com-

mercial efficiency, it must be ascertained whether their

supply IS steady or seasonal. For example, the supply

of almost all agricultural raw materials is seasonal,

with the result that businessmen have to provide them-

selves with adequate stocks in anticipation of demand

Most of the cotton mills, for example, fulfil their

requirements of raw cotton durmg a particular season

so that it might be available in steady and sufficient

quantities throughout the year. If the supply of the

commodity is thus seasonal it natprally forces business

men to purchase it much in advance and thus results

m locking up of capital and loss of interest thereon*.
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On the other, hand, if the commodity is available m
sufficient quantity throughout the year, the manufac-

turer can purchase only the required quantity just at

the required time and save themselves the risk of stor-

age and the cost of insurance.

Finally the conditions under which the goods are

supplied are also very important. The cost of goods
when they are supplied under conditions of competition

is bound to vary from that when they are supplied
under conditions of monopoly In the former the goods

are generally available at the cheapest possible prices

whilst in the latter their cost depends upon the will

of the monopolist. If it is a seller's monopoly and the

demand for the commodity is inelastic, its price may
be fixed at a considerably high level.

2. Cost of Finance •

In considering the relcvanee of the cost of finance

upon commercial efficency, great importance must

be attached to the magnitude of its supply. The factors

which regulate this supply of finance are the power and

willingness of the community to save and the extent

of risk involved in investing the savings. A community

with a high level of incomes is bound to save a con-

siderable amount. Similarly, if the enterpreuners

who utilise the savings of the community by investing

.the same m industry, find that the risk of investing is

too great, the demand for finance will decline and

so will its supply. There is, of course, compensation

of risk by the payment of interest and the rate of

interest also thus affects the supply of savings. If

it is sufficiently attractive, people will be induced to

save more and more.

The place of domicile of finance is equally important

in this connection. If th^ requirements of industrial
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capital are fulfilled by foreigners, the cost of finance is
bound to be higher than when they are fulfilled by indi-
genous sources Moreovei

, when foreigners furnish
capital they are bound to be more susceptible to panic
than indigenous capitalists This results in an enormous
flight of capital on the slightest pretext and might
bnng about a crisis m the financial and economic
life of a country. This was amply proved by the stag-
genng speed with which foreign balances in London
were withdrawn and a monetary cnsis was forced upon
England in September 1931 In some oases, it may be
true that foreign capital proves to be a cheap and con-
venient murce of commercial and industnal finance
but the rights and privileges which accompany this
foieign capital lesult in the creation of a vested inter-
est which ultimately becomes a source of encumberance,
annoyance, interference and coriuption in the poli-
tical and economic life of the country This problem
is one of the most vexatious pioblems m the economic
life of India.

Foreign capital in India

It IS very difficult to give an accurate estimate of
the amount of foreign capital invested in our country.
A lough estimate, however, would place it at about
Rs 100 crores and most of it is British. Nationalist
sentiment has generally disliked the existence of foreign
capital in this country on the ground that the profits do
not remain within the country, that the companies ma-
naging the investments are mostly British and the direc-
tors are invariably non-Indians with an mdifierent and
apathetic attitude towards India and Indians. Probably
the strongest argument which has been forwarded
against the existence of foreign capital in India is the
creation of vested interests which are regarded to be
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hostile to the political and economic aspiratioiib ol the

conntiy. As against this, it has been pointed out that

the advent of toieign capital into this countiy has

accelerated the pace of mdustnsation within the

country which, it has been stated, has inci eased the

national wealth and technical skill. It has been point-

ed out that foreign capital in India has lendered the

most valuable seivice by bearing the initial iisk and

cost of establishing new industries which would not

othei wise have come into existence at all. This has

however, been answeied by saying that with Govern-

ment support behind them the foreign capitalists have

entrenched themselves safely and in some cases obtaiir

ed guarantees of interest fiom the Indian Government*

It has been suggested that some soit of restrictions

should be placed upon the foieign capital m India e.g.

registration in India with rupee capital, leseivation of

a pait of bhaic capital foi Indians, and the appointment

of a ceitain numbei of Indians as directors. Under the

Government oi India Act ot 1935 no lestnctions or

racial disability can be imposed upon a British subject

domiciled in the 15. K. The British capitalists have

been granted the same status as indigenous capitalists

in India so that the position of foieign capital has been

considerably strengthened and the possibility of impos-

ing any restrictions upon it has been made very

remote.

The entire problem of foieign capital in India has

lost much of its importance by the recent repatriation

of India's sterling ^debt by the Reserve Bank of India*

Under this scheme of repatriation, the Sterling loans

were repaid in England and their Rupee counterparts

were issued in India.

Another factor influencing the cost of finance is the
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obvious that it will have to produce enough foi the

whole yeai and m this case the cjuestion of output

assumes great significance

The output IS also aftecled by the total number ol

working days in a yeai This is determined by the

holidays, daily hoinsotwoik,laboui uniest, strikes, lock

outs, absentism and labour legislation In India there

IS a general tendency amongst the woikeis towards

demanding many holidaysofareligious or political nature,

Indian worker is also prone to absent himself often fiom

his work- Labour legislation prescribes the maximum
number of working hours per day and in this mannei

determines the numbei of working days and ultimately

the total output. Efficiency of the worker also depends

upon his general education and the output is also

affected largely by the conditions ot work. In Indm
the Indian labourei is veiv pooily educated and the

conditions of woik m the factoiies aie supposed to be

unscientific and m many cases unhygienic. Commend-
able eifort Iowa ids labom welfaie is, howcvci giadually

being made by some of the leading mills like the Tatas.

The cost of labour, as a factor of commercial effi-

ciency may also be regarded from the standpoint of

the rate wages paid to the woikers. If the workers

are paid at a very high rate, the cost of wages will be

high and ultimately the cost of production will also be

correspondingly increased- This, however, is not always

the case and high wages are supposed to go hand in

hand with low cost. The paradox of high wages and

low cost can be understood only if a long range view

of the labour cost of production is taken. Under these

circumstances it IS obvious that the greater the effort

that the employer makes to satisfy and stimulate his

employees, the greater is the efficiency of the employees
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work. High wages are one of the means of giving an
incentive to work to the employee and also to keep him
contented by raising his standard of life. If the em-
ployer pays very low wages or wages which and not

sufficiently high to induce the employees to work, then

he will be m a discontented state of mind and will

refuse to put in as much energy in his work as is

necessary tor efficient production. The worker will

resort to constant strikes while the employer may resort

to lockouts and this will hamper the machinery of

production, reduce the output and increase the cost of

production It is thus m his own enlightened self-

mteiest that the employer should pay high wages to

his workers so that their efficiency may increase and

the cost of production may be reduced The high

wages raise the worker's standard of living and thereby

put him in a very favourable state of mind to concen-

trate all his attention upon his work. The possibility

of earning higher wages if he produces more also stimu-

lates the worker to put all his shoulders for speeding

up the wheel of production. Thus, high wages, although

the}' appear to increase the cost of production, lead in

the long run, to a reduction in it.

The validity of this proposition of high wages and

low cost depends primarily upon the psychology of the

worker and his social environments giving him a parti-

cular outlook on life. High wages can reduce the cost

of production only in those cases in which the worker

can thus be induced to put in a greater amount of

energy in his work. Where, however, the worker can-

not be stimulated any further either because of sloth-

fulness or because he has already reached an optimum

point of exertion, no increase in the level of wages will

result in greater output and reduction of cost. If the
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the total load mileage, its distribution, quality of the

roads, number of motor vehicles, and the manner in

which the road transport is regulated and co-ordmated

with other means of tiansport,

5* State Action

During the 18th and the 19th centuries, economic

development was characterised by private enterprise

because economic thought was dominated by the

' Laissez-faire ' policy. ' Free Trade and free economic

activity' was the slogan raised by the economists,

politicians and statesmen of those times Government

interference with private industry was regarded as a

serious breach of individual liberty ;
but as commerce

and industry became more and more complex and as

colonisation became more and more expensive the limi-

tations of private initiative to exploit new economic

resources and to satisfy new wants was gradually

realised. Economic thought began to be redirected

along a new channel and state aid began to be regarded

as one of the indispensable requisites of national

economic prosperity. This has culminated in the

general acceptance of the utility of state intervention in

the form of legislation, taxation and protection for indus-

tiies in the present economic and commercial world.

Although state planning hasbecome an integral part

of the present economic life, people have begun to ques-

tion whether such intervention by the state really con-

duces to increased commercial efficiency. The effect

of state action upon commercial efficiencymay be consi-

dered under two separate heads viz. Estate action which

reduces cost and 2, state action which increases cost.

A Industrial Policy

Those circumstances in which commercial efficiency

is favourably affected relate to a Government action
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mndertakeli as a part of a general industrial policy to

promote national commerce and industry. There are

may aspects of industrialisation in which the indivi-

dual demand is not only insignificant but also indivi-

duals are incapable of satisfying the national want?*

Under these circumstances. Government can organise

scientific and technical services and undertake industrial

research. The reason why the carrying out of research

devolves upon Government is that if an individual or a
company undertakes the same, it will have to be paid

much more for every successful venture so that it may
cover its expenses for unsuccessful ones. In this case,

state action, would undoubtedly reduce cost and increase

commercial and industrial efficiency.

The intervention by the state which assumes the

form of industrial and technical education, commercial

and industrial intelligence and pioneering and demon-

.stration of industries also affects commeraal efficiency

favourably. 'Then again, whenever individual mdUs

irialists find it difficult to acquire lands for a site for

their productive units. Government can intervene and

acquire the lands for them and thus reduce their cost of

production. The most important form m which state

action is indispensable for commercial efficiency is

Government's financial help given to industry in the

form of direct subscriptions to capital, cheap and ade-

quate loans to industries, guarantee of capital and

interest of industries floated by private initiative

undertaking to purchase output etc.

B. Marketing Policy

State action in this sphere can be of invaluable help

in i educing the cost of marketing of commodities and

thus raising the general standard of commercial effici-

ency. For example, Government can provide cheap.
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adequate and suitable means of transport for assembl-

ing the goods at market centres. It can undertake the

grading and standardisation of commodities and thus

raise their marketable value pass suitable legislation to

ensure efficient marketing practices, provide cheap and

suitable means for storing commodities like elevatois,

cold storage etc. It can also grant cheap and adequ.ite

marketing finance, undertake market research and

market intelligence, and also market survev It can

send marketing experts to foreign countries or appoint

Trade Commissioners to explore the possibities of

foreign markets. In all these circumstances state action

reduces cost and increases commercial efficiency.

C. Commercial Policj'
‘

State action in the mattei of commercial polici' also

ncrcase commercial efficiency. Foi example It can

prohibit or impose custom duties, on the impoit ol foi-

eign goods into the countiy and thus protect the home
industry from their competition Then again, it can

graat suitable export subsidies to certain commodities

and thus reduce their marketing cost. On the othei

hand it can prevent the export of certain commodities

altogether or restiict it by the imposition n( export

duties and thus raise their cost to I'oieign consumers

In this case, however, state action may be legatdcd as

increasing the cost of goods and thus aflecting un-

favourable commercial efficiency of the countiy. The
levying of excise duties has also the same eftect.

D- Legislative Policy :

State interference by legislation may result in cither

an increase or a decrease of commercial efficiency. For

example, when Government passes legislation fixing a

maximum rate of interest for commercial advances,

undertakes labour legislation to prevent any friction in
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the economic life, such intervention may be regarded

as affecting commercial efficiency favourably. On the

other hand, when it passes laws making certain expen-

diture by businessmen compulsory, fixing an unduly

high minimum wage, controlling pr ces, or requisition-

ing private, commercial and industrial resources for

its own purpose at unduly cheap rates, such Govern-

ment intervention may be regarded as affecting com-

mercial efficiency unfavourably.

E- Taxation Poliey
*

State action which assumes the form of taxation

inevitably leads to an increase of costs and affects

commercial efficiency unfavourably. For example,

the Income tax, Super-tax, Excess Profit Tax, Munici-

pal Taxes—all these put a burden on the industries

by raising their cost structure

6. Optimum size of Business -

The economic structure of a commercial firm should

be so adopted as to give maximum output for a stated

amount of input. This question involves not only the

intensive application of ability and capital so as to

1 educe the cost of production, but also the problems

connected with rationalisation.

In every industry there is a point (0 inthe diagram)

beyond which the entrepreuner obtains a lesser and

lesser amount of output relatively to the amount of

input. It IS the turning point in the cost structure ofthe

industry or the firm beyond which the economies of

large scale-production can no longer be realised and the

average cost per unit begins to rise. It is at this point

that the vanous factors of production are fully employed

to the best advantage of the industry but beyond this,

they give decreasing returns insteadof increasing ones.

This is known as the optimum point of the firm at
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which it is neither too big nor too small and every

commercial firm or business should aspire to reach this

point as early as possible.

Total Output
Ml. E.A.G. Robinson defines an optimum firm as

“ that firm which, in existing conditions of technique

and organising ability has the lowest average cost of

production per unit, when all those costs which must
be covered in the long run are included. ” Tlic optimum
po'nt is determined in the long run by the interaction

of the entrepreuner's decisions as well as the forces of

competition. The optimum business can come into exist-

ence as only under conditions of perfect comp tition and

can remain in existence only when the market is of an

adequately big size to absorb the entire output of the

optimum firm. The attainment of the optimum size can

only be made possible if the optimum point is reached

in the various aspects of business such as technology,

management, finance, marketing and risk bearing.

The optimum technical unit may be attained by
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a careful division of labour which not only puts a
greater amount of skill in each worker and saves time
but as Adam Smith pointed out, enables one man to do
the work of many. Integration of the various processes
and stages of production is also an important aspect of

the business attaining an optimum size Such integra-

tion IS only possible if the business is of a sufficiently

big size. For, if the business is too small, the process

has to be performed by an outsider, with the result

that the business is broken up into many parts. A com-
mercial enterprise should be sufficiently big if it is

producing articles of a great physical size e g steel

making, ship-building and also where the final product

IS composed of a great number of small parts e g. type

writers, motor cars etc.

The optimum managerial unit must be achieved by
a division of labour and the allotment oi work to those

persons who are best suited for it. For this purpose,

the him should be sufficiently big and not too small

because in that case, one man will have to do many
opeiations for which he is not best suited e. g. the

manager who can best tal^e important decisions will be

unnecessarily burdened with clericalwork. Acommercial

firm which is big in size realises many economies of large

management especially.in regard to its fixed expenditure

such as rent, rates, taxes etc. The integration of proces-

ses IS also possible in the case of the attainment of the

optimum managerial unit e.g. the various mechanical

and iaboui-savmg devices used in modern commercial

offices. Now, if the firm is too small, it is obvious that

it cannot bring about such integration because the cost

of labour-saving is too heavy m relation to its size.

Then again, m a small firm the allotment of work is

rendered very difficult.
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In regard to the financial aspect of the question, a

small firm has the advantage of a greater freedom, but

a big firm can borrow money at cheaper rates owing

to its wider leputation, and the greater ease with which

its credit can he easily asexTtained by the investors.

As regards the attainment of the optimum market

ing unit, it is obvious that if a firm does not attain an

optimum point and is too small, it will not be in a

position to obtain the economies of large-scale buying

nor would it be in a position to appoint an expert

buyii?.g staff

Similarly, the size of the firm has a great bearing

upon its ability to face risks arising from fluctuation<

in demand, changes in prices, etc. If a firm ls too

small, it will probably be unabk' to survive the shock.

Industrial Combinations ;

rombmfitiou of separate businesses is one ot the

means ol attaining commoicial efiicicncy. We siiall,

thcrefoio, study in the following pages tho various

forms of combinations and their advantages.

Forms of Combination

L Merger 2. Stock 3. Lense 4* Pool 5. Trust 6. Holding

ownership Cartels Company.

1. The Merger :

When a merger of companies is accomplished, one

or more of the companies concerned losch its mdentity

in another.

2. Stock Ownership
‘

The second method of combination is that of stock*

ownership in which one operating company purchases

the stock of another giving in exchange securities or

cash or a company can be organised for the purpose
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of holding the stock of other companies which by this

device are brought under centralised control,

3. The Lease

:

This IS a contract by which possession of certain

property is transferred from the owner known as a less or
to some other person or a company known as the lessee*-

The advantages to the lessee are that he obtains the
control of the property without the outlay of any
money But the disadvantage to the lessor Ts that
the leased property is not available as security for loans

to pay for improvements which may increase its value.

4. The Pool :

This is a voluntary association of sellers to placethe

marketing of their product under some central control

or general restriction. The primary objects of such

combination are to eliminate competition and to secure

piofitable prices either directly or by means of payment
from a central treasury to the members of the associa-

tion. The methods by which the profitable prices are

secured are restriction of members' output and fixed

quotations. The essential weaknesses of this type of

combination are its voluntary nature, mutual distrust

and the existence of majority rule.

5. The Trust :

This is a kind of a permanent pool audit is expected

to realise the benefits of the pool while avoiding its

mistakes. A trust may be defined as an organisation

managed by a Board of Trustee to whom the capital

stock of the constituent companies is irrevocably

as&igned. In other words, the original shareholders

accept the trustees' certificates in lieu of former

evidence of ownership. Sometimes, the term ‘ trust

'

IS synonymous with big business Writers associate

sometimes the idea with that of monopoly.
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There are two kinds of Trusts *

a, The vertical Trust: This is a combination which

brings together under unified control two or more sur-

cessivc stages in the process of producing goods.

b. The Horizontal Trust : This is a combination nto

a single business unit or more or less closely knit asso-

ciation of a number of firms, all concerned with the

same type of production at the same stage These aie

ot monopolistic character.

The Cartel

In contrast with trust type of combination, stands

the cartel type. In this form of combination, the

separate businesses retain both distinct existence and

ultimate independence and merely come together foi

collective actions in certain matters of common impoi -

tauce to them, e. g. regulation of prices or output,

standard specifications etc. Whilst trusts are inevoca-

ble, cartels aie not so

The Holding Company
‘

This is a combination oiganised ioi the puipobc ot

acquiring stock and securit es of other companies These

securities are^ acquired either by direct exchange of its

own stock and bonds or by theii sale foi cash which

is used to purchase the securities desired,

Advantags of Comhinatjon

:

a. Advantages of large scale production,

b. Elimination of wasteful competition.

c. Reduction m the cost of selling.

d. Freights and cross-freights can be saved

e. The best brains can be chosen to manage the entire

concern and managerial ability can be distri-

buted so as to get the best results.

1. A combination is better able to extend its opeia-

tions in foreign markets.
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g. It IS not subject to the dangei of granting excessive

credit

h Operation only at the most efficient lines

]. Elimination of some expenses of advertisement etc.

]
Specialisation of production at the various plants

of the combination

k Wasteful and ineffective methods are easily detect-

ed by the application of '"deadly parallel”

principle

I Best methods of production—Full use of patents

m Greater facility for the use of bye-products.

SUMMARY
Meaning of Efficiency

;

Reduction of the cost of production —Maximum
output per unit of labour—Competition affects E.

Monopoly does not raise the problem—Seller’s mono-
poly and buyer’s monopoly

1 • Cost of Goods

Whether manufactured at home or abroad Whe-
ther durable—Bulky— supply steady or seasonal e. g.

Raw cotton—Competition or monopoly

Cost of Finance •

Supply depends upon the power and willingness to

save—Foreign oi Indigenous—Flight of Capital—Dis-

tribution between the various avspects of the national

economic life e.g trade, industry, marketing etc.

Risk—Security.
3. Cost of Labour

’

A Per %m%t of output

a. Working population—Immigration and Emi-

gration— Males and Females—Mobility of lab-

our—^whether supply is seasonal—whether

working is seasonal.
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b. Number of working days—Holidays- daily

hours of work— Labour unrest Stakes and

lockouts—‘absentusm- -labour legislation

c. Efficiency depends upon education

d. Amenities and conditions of work-

B. Rate of Wages :

a. Whether payment is made weekly or monthly
b. Extent of workers' organisation,

c* Payment of wages Act 1936

d. Deductions from wages—Fines etc

e. Welfare Work : Leave with half pay.

f. Strikes and lockouts J Trade Disputes Act.

g. Insurance—Workmen's compensation

4. Cost of Transport

:

A. Shipping t

a. Whether ships are manufactured at liomo or

abroad.

b. Freight chaiges—whether monopoly oi com-

petition.

C. Situation and condition of port^ --only 5 poil^

in India.

B. Railways :

a. Mileage.

b. Distribution.

c. Quality.

d. Number of motor vehicles Regulation.

e. Co-ordination of transport.

5. State Action

a. Which reduces cost.

b. Which increases cost.

a. Industrial Policy.

b. Marketing e.g. Gregory-Meek Mission to U.S A
c. Pioneering—eg. Madras Govt*s aluminium

factory.
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d Piotection—state-aid to industries

e Ti ade^Commissioners

d Proper legislation to avoid friction in or dis-

location of the national economic life,

e Taxation—Income tax, super tax, Municipal

rates, Motor Vehicles Act

6 Optimum Size of Business

Suggestions for Further Reading

1 Marshall A. Prtnctphs ofEconomics

2 Taussig : Pnnczples of Economics.

3. Bonavia ^ Economics of Transport,

4 Robinson E A G The Structure of Competitive

Industry,

5. Report of the Whitley Commission on Indian

Labour

6 Report of the Indian Industrial Commission.

7 Jathar & Ben Indian Economics

8. Benham - Economics
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general.

1. TEXTILE CONTROL BOARD

T
his Board was constituted by the (iovernnienf

of India, Industries and Civil Supplies Depat t'

ment, under Clause 4 (!) of the Cotton Cloth

and Yam (Control) Older of 17th June 194:5 ft consists

of 25 membeis and has to advise Coveuuni'nt. thimif'h

the Textile Commissioner, generally on matters cun-'

nected with the export of cloth, yam amt i aw eot ton

The objects of the Order are to declare and deline

classes and specifications of cloth and yarn wliieli tnay be

manufactured by mills, to fix maximum piiees both ex-

factory and retail and to prcscnble the niaiking which

manufacturers shall make upon the cloth manufactured

by them, to call upon all dealers in cloth to declare not

later than iSth August 1943, storks of doth and yarn

held by them on 31st July 1943 and to rerpiiic them

to dispose of such stocks belore 31 st December 1943,

to lay down that all cloth manufactured after Slstjuly

1943 and bearing the specially prescrihul markings,

shall be disposed of by retail sale within (i months of

the date. of packing by mills ; to prohibit persons other

than dealers and manufacturers from having in their
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possession cloth and yarn m excess of their normal re-

quirements and finally to provide that Courts shall

have the power, in addition to any sentence that the\

may pass to direct that any cloth and yarn in respect

of which they are satisfied that a contravention of this

order has occurred shall be foifeited to Government
The functions of the Textile Commissioner are

a. To specify by notification in the Gazette of India,

the maximum prices, ex-factory, wholesale and retail

at which any stocks of specification of cloth or yarn

may be sold, markings to be made by the manufac-

turers, the maximum quantity of handloom cloth which

can be stocked by any dealer and the maximum period

for which he may hold such stocks

b. To issue from time to time directions to any manu-

facturer regarding the class or specification of cloth or

yarn, the maximum or minimum quantities there of

which he shall or shall not manufacture during such

periods as may be notified in the diiections

At the first meeting of the Board, the following

eight committees were formed to deal with the vaiious

problems arising from Government's scheme to control

cloth and yarn within the country

a. The Industry’s Connmttee . is the Executive Com-

mittee of the T C. Board and advises on questions

relating to prices, specifications, exemptions etc

b. The Export CommHtee has to advise on matters

connected with the export of cloth, yarn and raw cotton

c. The Distfihuhon Committee

"

for the distribution of

cloth and yarn.

d. Trctnsport Committee , deals with the problem of

ransport of manufactined cloth to the consumer,

•e. Millstores and Pnonty Assistance Comvnitee is en-

trusted with millstores and raw cotton supplies to mills.
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f Cotton Movements Committee which looks after

tlio transpoit oi law cotton

g Cotton (Committee : which deals with all problems

of law cotton except its moveineut and price,

h Handloom Committee * tackles the problem of the

handloom industry within the countiy.

The pieseat personnel of the T C. Boaid consists

of the following important members Mr. M. K Vellody

ICS. Textile Commissioner, Mr. Krishnara] M D.

Thackersey, Chairman, and representatives of the

cotton textile industry, of the Indian Cential Cotton

Committee, Labour interests consumers' interests,

Distubution, Regional Controller of Railway Priorities,

and the leprcsenta lives of the handloom weavers.

2. FOOOGRMNS PURCHASE SCHEME OF

BOMBAY GOVERNMENT
This scheme has been recently instituted by the

Covei nment of Bombay m oidei to ensure a more equi-

table distribution of foodgrams m the Piovinces. Betore

this scheme came into operation, the Collectors of the

various districts purchased foodgrains at prices and in

quantities fixed by Government. Under this scheme,

however, the farmers are required to surrender to the

Collector a certain specified part of their total pioduc-

tion of foodgrains This is called ^devy" which has been

fixed m 1 elation to the average fertility of the cultiva-

tor’s land. The grain sui rendered by the farmers to

Government, after retaining with themselves a part

for their own consumption, is stored in Government

godowns and is being sold to authorised dealers who pay

the price into the Government Treasury and take deli-

very of the grain from the Government godown keeper

against the presentation of the relative Challam
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3. HIRE PURCHASE SYSTEM ,

Under this system, the consumers can take posses-

sion of goods and agree to pay the price by instalments

at stated intci vals The goods do not become the pro-

,perty of the buyers until and unless all the instalments

are paid and the seller is entitled to forfeit the goods

as well as the instalments already paid in the event of a

default to pay any single instalment The great advan-

tage of the system is that it stimulates business by

inducing persons to buy things for which they may
not have enough money just at present It enables

poor people to possess commodities which the low lei/ei

of their incomes would not otherwise permit 'Ihe

obligation to pay the instalments compels them to

save. This system is very helpful for furnishing or

buying a house and for the purchase of costly fixed

assets of business The system has, however, been

criticised on the ground^that the consumers mortgage

their future income and that it leads to bad debts

In order that the system should work successfully,

the goods must be of a durable nature e g radio set,

refrigerator, sofa set etc. The system is very widely

spread in some of the western countries particularly

the U. S. A. In India also it is coming gradually.
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EPILOGUE

I

N the we have examined the vanous

aspects of India's commeiria] and economic life.

Thcie ran, of course, be no two opimonb about the

economic ideal of India. If India is to take full advan-

tage of ])Ost-war conditions and stimulate her commerce

with the lost of the world, slie must first reform her

internal economy so that she might withstand any shock

that might be given dmingthat time. It will be indeed

futile to bring about some patchy and half-hearted

leform*^ in some minor directions. What is needed is a

thorough rectification and reoiganisation of commercial

and economic life and a change of outlook on economic

matteis. It is of course true that under the present

circumstances, some reforms might be considered rather

too unconventional and for that reason impracticable*

But thei c are many defects m the Indian economic system

which exist meiely because of the indiffeience of those

who are in ordinary couise entrusted with the piomotion

of its interests. These might very well be removed with-

out detriment to anybody's interests. Such an attitude

towaids Indian economic life would undoubtedly do a

great deal to remove a lot of misunderstanding and

prejudice in the public mmd. India is no exception to
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the general rule that national economic development is

an impossible proposition without state aid

x\gnculture constitutes the life-blood of Indian,

economy and any means of reform, if they arereally to

be beneficial on a country-wide scale, must give due
weight to the urgent problem of raising the level of

agricultural incomes. This can only be achieved "by

ensuring that the Indian farmers obtain at least reason

able prices for their produce. For this purpose, the

markets must be properly regulated, the produce must
be suitably graded and packed, adequate transport

facilities in the form of better village roads must be

provided, the farmers must be kept thoroughly and
promptly informed about the latest price quotations

for their produce and finally, they must be provided

with cheap and adequate finance for their short-term

and long-term requirements,

Indian commerce must be provided with a well-

organised, extensive and well-developed investment

market. Indian foreign exchange banks, Indian

insurance companies, investment trusts, underwriting

houses and stock*exchangesm mofussil towns. Business

men in India must be impressed with the necessity of

adopting scientific methods of retail and wholesale

trading by good publicity and salesmanship. Indian

commercial organisation should be made very elaborate

and Indian mercantile houses, trade commissioners

and consuls should spread themselves in the important

parts of the world. Periodical trade missions should

also be sent to foreign countries to explore the possi-

bilities of markets for Indian goods.

If these measures are adopted, India might aspire

to become in course of time one of the leading mercan-

tile nations of the world.
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